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ANTHEM FOR DOOMED YOUTH 

What passing-bells for these who die as cattle? 

Only the monstrous anger of the guns. 

Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle 

Can patter out their hasty orisons. 

No mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells; 

Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs, – 

The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells; 

And bugles calling for them from sad shires. 

What candles may be held to speed them all? 

Not in the hands of boys but in their eyes 

Shall shine the holy glimmers of goodbyes. 

The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall; 

Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds, 

And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds. 

September - October, 1917 

Wilfred Owen 

ANTHEM1 FOR DOOMED YOUTH (With notes) 

What passing-bells2 for these who die as cattle?  

Only the monstrous anger of the guns.  

Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle  

Can patter out3 their hasty orisons.4 

No mockeries5 now for them; no prayers nor bells; 

Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs, – 

The shrill, demented6 choirs of wailing shells;  

And bugles7 calling for them from sad shires.8 

What candles9 may be held to speed them all?  

Not in the hands of boys but in their eyes  

Shall shine the holy glimmers of goodbyes.  

The pallor10 of girls' brows shall be their pall;  

Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds,  

And each slow dusk11 a drawing-down of blinds.12 

A 
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September - October, 1917 

Notes for students 

1 Anthem  -  perhaps best known in the expression "The National Anthem;" also, an important religious song (often 

expressing joy); here, perhaps, a solemn song of celebration  

2 passing-bells - a bell tolled after someone's death to announce the death to the world  

3 patter out - rapidly speak  

4 orisons  -   prayers, here funeral prayers  

5 mockeries  -  ceremonies which are insults. Here Owen seems to be suggesting that the Christian religion, with its 

loving God, can have nothing to do with the deaths of so many thousands of men  

6 demented -   raving mad  

7 bugles  -  a bugle is played at military funerals (sounding the last post)  

8 shires  -   English counties and countryside from which so many of the soldiers came  

9 candles  -   church candles, or the candles lit in the room where a body lies in a coffin  

10 pallor -   paleness  

11 dusk has a symbolic significance here  

12 drawing-down of blinds - normally a preparation for night, but also, here, the tradition of drawing the blinds in 

a room where a dead person lies, as a sign to the world and as a mark of respect. The coming of night is like the 

drawing down of blinds. 
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DULCE ET DECORUM EST 

 

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks, 

Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge, 

Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs 

And towards our distant rest began to trudge. 

Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots 

But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind; 

Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots 

Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind. 

 

Gas! Gas! Quick, boys! – An ecstasy of fumbling, 

Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time; 

But someone still was yelling out and stumbling, 

And flound'ring like a man in fire or lime. . . 

Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light, 

As under a green sea, I saw him drowning. 

In all my dreams, before my helpless sight, 

He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning. 

 

If in some smothering dreams you too could pace 

Behind the wagon that we flung him in, 

And watch the white eyes writhing in his face, 

His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin; 

If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood 

Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs, 

Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud 

Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues, 

My friend, you would not tell with such high zest 

To children ardent for some desperate glory, 

The old Lie; Dulce et Decorum est 

Pro patria mori. 

 
Thought to have been written between 8 October 1917 and March, 1918 

 

Wilfred Owen 

 

 

DULCE ET DECORUM EST(1) 

 

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,  

Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,  

Till on the haunting flares(2) we turned our backs  

And towards our distant rest(3) began to trudge.  
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Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots  

But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;  

Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots(4)   

Of tired, outstripped(5) Five-Nines(6) that dropped behind. 

 

Gas!(7) Gas! Quick, boys! – An ecstasy of fumbling,  

Fitting the clumsy helmets(8) just in time;  

But someone still was yelling out and stumbling,  

And flound'ring like a man in fire or lime(9) . . .  

Dim, through the misty panes(10) and thick green light,  

As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.  

In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,  

He plunges at me, guttering,(11) choking, drowning.  

 

If in some smothering dreams you too could pace  

Behind the wagon that we flung him in,  

And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,  

His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin;  

If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood  

Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,  

Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud(12)   

Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,  

My friend, you would not tell with such high zest(13)   

To children ardent(14) for some desperate glory,  

The old Lie; Dulce et Decorum est  

Pro patria mori.(15) 

 

Wilfred Owen 

 

Notes on Dulce et Decorum Est 

1.  DULCE ET DECORUM EST - the first words of a Latin saying (taken from an ode by Horace). The words were 

widely understood and often quoted at the start of the First World War. They mean "It is sweet and right." The full 

saying ends the poem: Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori - it is sweet and right to die for your country. In other 

words, it is a wonderful and great honour to fight and die for your country. 

 

2.  Flares - rockets which were sent up to burn with a brilliant glare to light up men and other targets in the area 

between the front lines (See illustration, page 118 of Out in the Dark.)  

 

3.  Distant rest - a camp away from the front line where exhausted soldiers might rest for a few days, or longer  

 

4.  Hoots - the noise made by the shells rushing through the air  

 

5.  Outstripped - outpaced, the soldiers have struggled beyond the reach of these shells which are now falling 

behind them as they struggle away from the scene of battle   

 

 6.  Five-Nines - 5.9 calibre explosive shells  

 

7.  Gas! -  poison gas. From the symptoms it would appear to be chlorine or phosgene gas. The filling of the lungs 

with fluid had the same effects as when a person drowned 
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8.  Helmets -  the early name for gas masks  

 

9.  Lime - a white chalky substance which can burn live tissue  

 

10.  Panes - the glass in the eyepieces of the gas masks  

 

11.  Guttering - Owen probably meant flickering out like a candle or gurgling like water draining down a gutter, 

referring to the sounds in the throat of the choking man, or it might be a sound partly like stuttering and partly like 

gurgling  

 

12.  Cud - normally the regurgitated grass that cows chew usually green and bubbling. Here a similar looking 

material was issuing from the soldier's mouth  

 

13.  High zest - idealistic enthusiasm, keenly believing in the rightness of the idea  

 

14.  ardent - keen  

 

15.  Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori - see note 1 above. 
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Etext by Roderick da Rat

I

MR. JONES, of the  Manor  Farm, had locked the hen−houses for the  night, but was too drunk to remember  to
shut  the popholes. With the  ring of light from  his lantern dancing from  side to side,  he  lurched across the
yard, kicked off his boots at the back  door, drew  himself a last glass of beer from the barrel in the scullery,
and  made  his way up to bed, where Mrs. Jones was already snoring. 

As  soon as the light in the bedroom went out there was  a stirring  and a fluttering all through the farm
buildings. Word had  gone round  during  the day that old Major, the prize Middle White boar, had had a
strange dream  on the previous night  and wished to communicate it to  the other animals. It  had been  agreed
that  they should all  meet in  the big barn as soon as Mr.  Jones was safely out of the way. Old  Major (so he  was
always called, though  the  name  under which he had  been exhibited was  Willingdon Beauty) was so  highly
regarded on the  farm that everyone was quite ready to lose an hour's  sleep in order  to hear what he had to say. 

At one end of the big barn, on a sort of raised platform, Major was  already  ensconced  on his bed of straw,
under a lantern which  hung  from a  beam. He was twelve years old and  had lately grown rather  stout, but he
was  still a majestic−looking pig, with a wise and  benevolent appearance in spite  of  the  fact  that his tushes  had
never been  cut.  Before long the other  animals  began  to  arrive  and  make  themselves  comfortable  after  their
different fashions.  First  came  the  three  dogs,  Bluebell,  Jessie,  and  Pincher, and  then the  pigs,  who settled
down  in  the straw immediately in  front  of the platform. The hens perched themselves on the window−sills,
the  pigeons fluttered up to the rafters, the  sheep and cows lay down  behind the  pigs and began to chew the
cud. The two cart−horses, Boxer  and Clover, came  in  together, walking very  slowly  and setting down  their
vast  hairy hoofs  with great care lest  there  should  be some  small animal concealed  in the  straw. Clover  was a
stout motherly  mare  approaching middle life, who had  never quite got her figure  back after her fourth foal.
Boxer was an enormous  beast, nearly  eighteen hands high,  and as strong as any two ordinary horses  put
together.  A white  stripe down  his nose gave  him  a  somewhat  stupid  appearance,  and  in fact  he was not of
first−rate  intelligence, but he was  universally respected for his steadiness of  character and  tremendous powers
of  work. After the  horses  came  Muriel, the  white goat, and Benjamin, the  donkey. Benjamin was the  oldest
animal on the farm, and the  worst tempered.  He seldom  talked,  and when he  did,  it  was usually to  make some
cynical  remark−for  instance, he would say that God had given him a tail to keep the  flies  off, but that he
would  sooner  have had no tail and  no flies.  Alone  among the animals  on the farm he never laughed. If asked
why,  he would say  that he  saw nothing to laugh at. Nevertheless, without  openly admitting it,  he was  devoted
to  Boxer;  the two  of  them  usually spent  their  Sundays  together in the small paddock beyond  the orchard,
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grazing side by  side and  never speaking. 

The two horses had just lain down when a  brood of ducklings, which  had  lost their  mother, filed into the
barn,  cheeping feebly and  wandering  from  side to side to  find some place  where they would not  be trodden
on.  Clover  made  a  sort  of  wall  round them with her  great foreleg,  and the  ducklings  nestled down  inside it
and  promptly fell asleep.  At  the  last  moment Mollie,  the foolish,  pretty white mare  who drew  Mr.  Jones's
trap,  came mincing daintily  in, chewing at a lump of  sugar. She took a place near  the front and  began flirting
her white mane, hoping to draw attention to the  red  ribbons it was plaited with. Last of all came the cat, who
looked  round,  as usual, for  the warmest place,  and  finally squeezed  herself in  between  Boxer  and  Clover;
there  she purred contentedly  throughout Major's speech  without listening to a word of what he was  saying. 

All the animals were now present except Moses,  the tame raven, who  slept on a perch behind the back door.
When Major saw that they had  all made  themselves comfortable and were  waiting attentively,  he  cleared his
throat  and began: 

"Comrades, you have heard  already about the  strange dream that  I  had last night. But I will come to the
dream later. I have something  else to  say  first. I  do  not  think, comrades, that I shall  be with  you  for many
months longer, and before  I die,  I feel it my duty  to  pass on to you such  wisdom as I  have acquired. I have
had a long  life, I have had much time for  thought as I  lay alone in my stall,  and I think I may say that I
understand  the  nature of life on this  earth as well as any  animal now living.  It  is  about this that I  wish to
speak to you. 

"Now,  comrades, what is the nature of  this life of ours?  Let  us  face it: our lives are miserable,  laborious, and
short. We are born,  we are  given just  so much food as will keep the breath in our bodies,  and those of  us  who
are capable  of  it  are forced  to  work to the  last atom  of our  strength; and the very instant that our usefulness
has come to an end we are  slaughtered with hideous cruelty.  No animal  in England knows the meaning of
happiness  or leisure after he is a  year old.  No animal in England is free.  The life of an animal is  misery and
slavery: that is the plain truth. 

"But is this simply part of the order of nature? Is it because this  land of  ours is so  poor that it  cannot afford a
decent life to  those who  dwell  upon it? No, comrades, a  thousand times no! The  soil  of  England is  fertile, its
climate is good,  it is capable of  affording food in abundance  to an enormously greater number of  animals than
now inhabit it. This single  farm  of  ours  would  support  a  dozen  horses, twenty  cows, hundreds  of  sheep−and
all  of them living in a comfort and a dignity that  are now almost  beyond  our imagining.  Why then  do we
continue in this miserable condition?  Because nearly the whole of  the produce  of our labour is stolen from  us
by  human beings. There, comrades,  is  the answer  to  all  our  problems. It is  summed up in a single word−Man.
Man is the  only real  enemy we have.  Remove  Man from the scene, and the root cause of  hunger and
overwork  is  abolished  for ever. 

"Man is the only creature that consumes without  producing. He does  not  give milk, he does not lay eggs, he is
too weak to  pull the  plough, he  cannot run fast enough to catch rabbits. Yet he is lord of  all the animals.  He
sets  them  to work, he gives back  to them  the  bare minimum that will  prevent them from starving, and  the rest
he  keeps for  himself. Our  labour  tills the soil, our dung fertilises  it, and yet there is not one of  us that  owns
more  than  his bare  skin.  You  cows that I  see  before me, how many  thousands of  gallons of milk have you
given during this  last year? And what  has  happened to that milk which should have been  breeding up sturdy
calves?  Every drop of it has gone down the throats of our enemies. And  you hens, how  many eggs have you
laid  in this  last year, and how  many of those eggs ever  hatched into chickens? The rest  have all gone  to
market to bring  in money  for Jones and his men. And you, Clover,  where are those four foals you bore,  who
should have been the support  and pleasure of your old age? Each was sold  at a year old−you will  never see
one of them again. In return for your  four  confinements  and all  your labour in  the  fields,  what have you ever
had  except  your bare rations and a stall? 
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"And  even the  miserable  lives we lead are  not  allowed to reach  their natural span. For myself I do not
grumble,  for I am  one of the  lucky  ones. I am twelve years old and have had over four hundred  children. Such
is  the natural life of a pig. But no animal escapes the  cruel knife in the end.  You young  porkers who  are
sitting in front  of  me, every  one  of you will  scream your lives out at the block  within a year. To that horror
we all must  come−cows, pigs, hens,  sheep, everyone. Even the horses and the dogs have no  better fate.  You,
Boxer, the very day that those great muscles of yours lose  their  power, Jones  will sell you to  the knacker, who
will cut your  throat  and boil you down for the foxhounds. As for the dogs, when they grow  old and  toothless,
Jones ties  a brick  round their necks and  drowns  them  in the  nearest pond. 

"Is it not  crystal  clear, then,  comrades, that all the  evils of  this life of  ours spring from the  tyranny of human
beings? Only get  rid of  Man, and the produce of  our  labour would be our own.  A1most  overnight we  could
become rich and free. What then must  we do? Why,  work night  and day,  body and soul,  for the overthrow of
the  human  race! That is  my message to  you, comrades: Rebellion! I do not know  when that Rebellion  will
come,  it  might  be in a week or in a  hundred years,  but  I  know, as surely as I see  this straw beneath my  feet,
that sooner or later justice will be  done. Fix  your eyes  on  that, comrades,  throughout the short remainder of
your lives!  And  above all, pass on this message of mine to those who come after you,  so  that future
generations shall carry on the struggle until it is  victorious. 

"And  remember, comrades,  your  resolution  must  never falter. No  argument must lead you astray. Never listen
when they tell you that  Man and  the animals have a common interest, that  the prosperity  of  the one is  the
prosperity  of  the  others. It is all lies. Man  serves  the interests of no  creature  except himself.  And among us
animals  let there be perfect unity,  perfect comradeship  in the  struggle. All  men are enemies. All animals are
comrades." 

At this moment there  was  a  tremendous  uproar.  While  Major was  speaking  four  large  rats had crept out of
their holes and were  sitting on  their hindquarters, listening to  him. The dogs had  suddenly caught sight of
them, and  it was only  by a swift dash for  their holes that the rats saved  their lives. Major raised his trotter  for
silence. 

"Comrades," he said, "here is  a  point that  must be settled.  The  wild  creatures,  such  as  rats and rabbits−are
they  our friends  or  our  enemies? Let us put it to the vote. I propose this question  to the meeting:  Are rats
comrades?" 

The vote was taken  at once, and  it was agreed by an  overwhelming  majority that rats were  comrades.  There
were only four  dissentients,  the  three dogs and the cat, who was afterwards  discovered to  have voted on both
sides. Major continued: 

"I have little more to  say. I merely repeat, remember always  your  duty of enmity towards Man and all his
ways.  Whatever goes upon two  legs is  an enemy.  Whatever  goes  upon  four legs, or has  wings, is  a friend.
And  remember also that in fighting  against  Man, we must  not come to  resemble  him.  Even when  you  have
conquered him, do  not adopt his vices.  No animal  must ever  live  in  a house, or  sleep in  a bed, or wear clothes,
or drink  alcohol, or smoke tobacco,  or  touch  money,  or engage in  trade. All  the  habits of Man are  evil. And,
above all, no animal must  ever tyrannise over  his own  kind. Weak or  strong, clever or simple, we  are  all
brothers. No  animal must ever kill any other animal. All animals are equal. 

"And now, comrades, I will tell you about my dream of last night. I  cannot describe that dream to you. It was
a dream of the earth as it  will be  when Man  has vanished.  But  it  reminded me  of something  that I  had long
forgotten. Many years ago, when I was a  little pig,  my mother and the other  sows used to sing an old song of
which they  knew only the tune and the first  three  words. I  had  known that tune  in  my infancy, but  it had long
since  passed out of  my mind. Last  night, however, it came back to me in my dream.  And  what is more, the
words of the song also came back−words, I am certain,  which were sung  by the animals of long ago and have
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been lost to  memory for  generations. I will sing you that song now, comrades. I am old and  my  voice  is
hoarse, but when I  have taught you the tune, you can sing  it better for  yourselves. It is called Beasts of
England." 

Old Major cleared his throat and began to sing. As he had said, his  voice was  hoarse, but he  sang well
enough, and  it  was  a stirring  tune,  something between Clementine and La Cucaracha.  The words ran: 

Beasts of England, beasts of Ireland, 

Beasts of every land and clime, 

Hearken to my joyful tidings 

Of the golden future time. 

Soon or late the day is coming, 

Tyrant Man shall be o'erthrown, 

And the fruitful fields of England 

Shall be trod by beasts alone. 

Rings shall vanish from our noses, 

And the harness from our back, 

Bit and spur shall rust forever, 

Cruel whips no more shall crack. 

Riches more than mind can picture, 

Wheat and barley, oats and hay, 

Clover, beans, and mangel−wurzels 

Shall be ours upon that day. 

Bright will shine the fields of England, 

Purer shall its waters be, 

Sweeter yet shall blow its breezes 

On the day that sets us free. 

For that day we all must labour, 

Though we die before it break; 
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Cows and horses, geese and turkeys, 

All must toil for freedom's sake. 

Beasts of England, beasts of Ireland, 

Beasts of every land and clime, 

Hearken well and spread my tidings 

Of the golden future time.

The  singing  of  this  song  threw  the  animals into the  wildest  excitement. Almost before Major had reached the
end, they had begun  singing  it for themselves. Even the stupidest of them had already  picked up the tune  and
a  few of the words, and  as for the clever  ones, such as  the pigs and  dogs, they  had the entire  song by  heart
within a  few minutes.  And then,  after a  few  preliminary  tries, the whole  farm burst  out  into  Beasts of
England in  tremendous  unison. The cows lowed it, the dogs  whined it,  the  sheep  bleated it, the horses
whinnied it, the ducks quacked it. They were so  delighted  with the  song  that  they  sang it right  through five
times  in  succession, and might  have  continued singing it all night  if  they had not  been interrupted. 

Unfortunately, the uproar  awoke Mr.  Jones, who sprang out of bed,  making sure that there was a fox in the
yard. He seized the gun which  always  stood in a corner of his bedroom, and let fly a charge of  number 6 shot
into  the  darkness. The pellets buried themselves in the  wall of the barn and the  meeting broke  up  hurriedly.
Everyone fled  to  his own  sleeping−place. The  birds jumped on to their perches, the  animals settled down in
the straw, and  the whole farm was asleep in a  moment. 

II

THREE nights later  old  Major died peacefully in his sleep. His  body  was buried  at the foot of the  orchard. 

This  was early  in March. During the next  three  months there was  much  secret  activity.  Major's speech had
given  to the  more  intelligent  animals on the farm a completely new outlook on life. They  did not know when
the Rebellion predicted by Major would take place,  they had  no  reason  for  thinking that  it would be within
their  own lifetime, but they saw clearly  that  it  was  their duty  to  prepare for  it.  The  work  of  teaching and
organising  the  others  fell  naturally upon  the pigs, who  were  generally  recognised as  being the cleverest of the
animals. Pre−eminent among the pigs  were  two young  boars  named  Snowball and  Napoleon, whom  Mr.
Jones  was  breeding  up for sale. Napoleon was a large, rather fierce−looking  Berkshire  boar, the  only
Berkshire  on  the farm, not much of a  talker,  but  with  a  reputation  for  getting his own way. Snowball  was a
more vivacious pig than  Napoleon, quicker in speech and  more  inventive,  but was not considered to  have  the
same depth of  character. All the other male  pigs on the farm were  porkers. The best  known among them was
a small fat pig  named Squealer, with  very  round  cheeks, twinkling eyes, nimble movements, and a shrill
voice. He  was a  brilliant talker, and when he was  arguing some difficult point he had  a way of skipping  from
side to side and whisking his tail which was  somehow  very  persuasive. The others  said of Squealer that he
could  turn black into  white. 

These three had  elaborated old Major's  teachings into a  complete  system  of thought, to which they gave the
name of Animalism. Several  nights  a week,  after Mr. Jones was  asleep, they held  secret  meetings in the barn
and expounded the principles  of  Animalism to  the others. At the  beginning  they met with much stupidity and
apathy.  Some of  the animals  talked of the  duty of  loyalty to Mr. Jones,  whom  they referred to as "Master,"  or
made  elementary remarks such  as "Mr. Jones feeds  us.  If he were gone, we should  starve to death."  Others
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asked such questions as "Why should  we  care  what  happens  after we are dead?" or "If this Rebellion is to
happen anyway,  what  difference does  it make whether we work for it  or not?", and the  pigs had  great
difficulty in making them see that this was contrary  to  the spirit of  Animalism.  The stupidest  questions of all
were  asked by Mollie, the  white  mare. The  very first  question she asked  Snowball was: "Will there still be
sugar after the Rebellion? " 

"No,"  said Snowball firmly. "We  have no means of making sugar  on  this farm. Besides, you  do not need
sugar.  You will have all the  oats  and  hay you want." 

"And shall  I still  be allowed to wear ribbons in my  mane?" asked  Mollie. 

"Comrade," said Snowball, "those ribbons that you are so devoted to  are the badge  of slavery. Can you not
understand that liberty is  worth more  than ribbons? " 

Mollie agreed, but she did not sound very convinced. 

The pigs  had an  even harder  struggle to counteract  the lies put  about by Moses, the tame raven. Moses, who
was Mr. Jones's especial  pet, was  a spy and a tale−bearer, but he was also a clever talker. He  claimed to know
of  the existence of a  mysterious country called  Sugarcandy  Mountain,  to  which all animals went when they
died.  It  was situated  somewhere up in the  sky, a little distance beyond the  clouds, Moses said. In Sugarcandy
Mountain  it was  Sunday seven days a  week, clover was in season all the  year  round,  and lump sugar and
linseed cake grew on the hedges. The  animals hated Moses  because  he  told tales  and did  no  work,  but  some
of them  believed in  Sugarcandy Mountain,  and the  pigs had to argue very hard to persuade  them  that there
was no such place. 

Their most faithful disciples were  the two cart−horses, Boxer  and  Clover.  These  two  had  great  difficulty  in
thinking  anything  out  for  themselves, but having  once  accepted  the  pigs  as their  teachers,  they  absorbed
everything  that  they  were  told, and  passed it on  to the other  animals by simple arguments. They were
unfailing in their attendance at the  secret meetings in the barn, and  led the singing of Beasts of  England, with
which the meetings  always ended. 

Now,  as it turned out, the Rebellion was achieved much earlier and  more  easily than anyone  had expected. In
past years Mr. Jones,  although  a  hard master, had been a  capable farmer, but of late he  had fallen  on  evil
days. He had become  much  disheartened after  losing money in a lawsuit, and  had taken to drinking more  than
was  good for him. For whole days at a time  he would lounge in his Windsor  chair in the kitchen, reading the
newspapers,  drinking, and  occasionally feeding Moses on crusts of bread soaked in beer.  His  men  were  idle
and  dishonest,  the fields  were  full  of weeds,  the  buildings wanted  roofing, the hedges were neglected,  and the
animals were  underfed. 

June came and the hay was almost ready for cutting. On  Midsummer's  Eve, which was a Saturday, Mr. Jones
went into  Willingdon and  got so  drunk  at the Red Lion that he did not come back till midday on Sunday.  The
men had  milked  the  cows  in  the early morning  and then  had  gone out  rabbiting,  without  bothering  to  feed  the
animals.  When  Mr.  Jones  got  back  he  immediately went to  sleep on the  drawing−room  sofa with the  News  of
the  World over his  face, so  that  when evening came,  the animals were  still  unfed. At  last they could stand  it
no longer.  One of the cows broke in the  door of the store−shed with  her  horn and  all the  animals  began  to
help  themselves from the bins. It was just then that Mr. Jones  woke up. The next  moment he and his four men
were in the store−shed  with whips in their hands,  lashing out in all  directions.  This was  more than the hungry
animals could  bear.  With  one  accord,  though  nothing of  the  kind  had  been  planned  beforehand, they  flung
themselves upon  their tormentors. Jones and his men  suddenly  found  themselves  being  butted  and kicked
from all  sides.  The  situation  was quite out of their control. They had never seen animals behave  like  this
before, and this sudden uprising of creatures whom they  were used  to thrashing and maltreating  just as they
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chose, frightened  them almost out  of their  wits. After only a moment or  two they  gave  up  trying  to defend
themselves and took  to their heels. A minute  later all five of them were in  full flight down the  cart−track that
led to the main road, with the animals  pursuing them in triumph. 

Mrs.  Jones  looked  out  of  the  bedroom  window,  saw  what  was  happening, hurriedly flung a few possessions
into a carpet bag, and  slipped  out of the farm by another way. Moses sprang off his perch  and flapped after
her, croaking loudly. Meanwhile the animals had  chased Jones and his men out  on to the road and slammed
the  five−barred gate  behind them. And so, almost  before  they knew  what  was happening, the  Rebellion  had
been successfully  carried through:  Jones was expelled, and the Manor Farm was theirs. 

For the first few minutes the animals could hardly believe in their  good  fortune. Their  first act  was to gallop
in  a body  right  round  the  boundaries of the farm, as though to make quite sure that  no human being was
hiding anywhere upon it; then they raced back  to  the farm buildings to wipe  out  the last traces of Jones's
hated  reign. The harness−room at the end  of  the stables was broken open;  the bits, the nose−rings,  the
dog−chains, the  cruel  knives with  which Mr. Jones had been  used  to castrate the pigs  and  lambs,  were  all
flung down the well. The reins, the halters, the  blinkers,  the  degrading nosebags, were thrown on to the
rubbish fire which was  burning  in the yard. So  were the whips. All  the animals capered with  joy when they
saw the whips going  up in  flames. Snowball also threw  on to the  fire the  ribbons with which the horses'
manes and tails  had usually been decorated on  market days. 

"Ribbons," he said, "should be considered as clothes, which are the  mark of a human being. All animals
should go naked." 

When Boxer heard this he fetched the small straw  hat which he wore  in summer to keep  the flies out of his
ears,  and flung it on to  the  fire  with the rest. 

In a  very little  while the animals had  destroyed everything that  reminded them of  Mr. Jones. Napoleon then
led them back  to the  store−shed  and served out a double  ration  of corn to everybody,  with two biscuits for
each dog.  Then  they  sang Beasts of  England from end to  end  seven times  running, and after that they  settled
down for the night  and slept as they  had never slept before. 

But  they woke  at dawn as  usual,  and  suddenly  remembering  the  glorious  thing  that  had  happened, they all
raced  out into  the  pasture  together. A little way down  the pasture there  was a knoll  that commanded a  view of
most of  the farm. The  animals rushed to  the top of  it  and gazed  round them  in  the clear morning light.  Yes, it
was theirs−everything that  they could see was  theirs!  In  the ecstasy  of that  thought they gambolled  round  and
round,  they  hurled themselves into the  air in  great  leaps  of  excitement.  They  rolled in the dew,  they  cropped
mouthfuls of the  sweet  summer  grass, they kicked up  clods of the black earth  and snuffed its rich  scent. Then
they  made  a tour of inspection of the whole farm and  surveyed  with  speechless admiration  the ploughland,
the hayfield,  the  orchard, the  pool, the spinney. It was as though they had never  seen these things before,  and
even now they could hardly believe that  it was all their own. 

Then they filed back to the farm buildings and  halted  in  silence  outside  the door of  the farmhouse.  That  was
theirs too,  but they  were  frightened to go  inside.  After  a moment, however,  Snowball  and  Napoleon  butted
the door open with their shoulders and the  animals  entered in single  file, walking  with the utmost  care for  fear
of disturbing anything.  They  tiptoed from room to room, afraid  to speak above a whisper and gazing with a
kind  of  awe  at the  unbelievable luxury, at  the beds  with their  feather  mattresses, the  looking−glasses, the
horsehair sofa, the  Brussels  carpet,  the  lithograph  of Queen  Victoria  over the drawing−room mantelpiece.
They  were lust coming  down the stairs when  Mollie was discovered to  be missing.  Going  back, the  others
found  that she  had  remained  behind  in the best  bedroom.  She  had  taken  a  piece  of  blue  ribbon  from  Mrs.
Jones's  dressing−table, and was holding it  against her shoulder and admiring herself  in the  glass in a very
foolish manner. The  others  reproached her sharply,  and  they went  outside. Some hams hanging in the kitchen
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were taken out for  burial,  and the barrel of beer in the scullery was stove in with a kick from  Boxer's
hoof,−otherwise  nothing  in the  house  was touched.  A  unanimous  resolution was  passed on the spot that the
farmhouse  should be preserved as  a museum. All were agreed that no animal must  ever live there. 

The animals had  their  breakfast, and then  Snowball and  Napoleon  called them together again. 

"Comrades," said Snowball, "it is half−past six and we  have a long  day  before us. Today we begin the hay
harvest. But there is  another  matter  that must be attended to first." 

The  pigs now revealed that during  the past three months they  had  taught  themselves  to  read and write from an
old  spelling book  which had  belonged to Mr.  Jones's  children and which had been  thrown  on the rubbish
heap. Napoleon sent for pots of black  and  white paint  and led the way down  to the five−barred gate that gave
on  to the main road. Then Snowball (for it  was Snowball who was best  at  writing) took a brush between the
two knuckles  of his trotter, painted  out MANOR FARM from the top bar  of the gate and  in its place painted
ANIMAL FARM .  This  was to  be the name of the  farm  from now onwards. After this they went back  to  the farm
buildings, where Snowball and Napoleon sent for  a ladder  which  they caused to be  set against the  end wall of
the big barn.  They explained  that by their studies of  the past  three months the  pigs had succeeded  in  reducing
the  principles of Animalism to  Seven  Commandments.  These  Seven  Commandments  would  now  be  inscribed
on the  wall;  they  would form  an  unalterable law by  which all the  animals on Animal  Farm must live for ever
after. With  some difficulty (for it is not easy for a pig to balance himself  on a  ladder) Snowball climbed up
and set to work, with Squealer a  few rungs  below him holding the paint−pot. The Commandments were
written on the  tarred  wall in great white letters that could  be read thirty yards  away.  They ran  thus: 

THE SEVEN COMMANDMENTS

Whatever  goes upon two  legs  is  an enemy. 1. 
Whatever goes upon four  legs, or has wings, is  a friend. 2. 
No animal shall wear  clothes. 3. 
No  animal shall sleep  in a bed. 4. 
No animal  shall  drink  alcohol. 5. 
No  animal shall kill any other animal. 6. 
All animals are equal. 7. 

It was very neatly  written,  and except  that "friend" was written  "freind"  and  one of the "S's"  was  the  wrong
way round, the  spelling was  correct all the way through. Snowball read  it aloud for  the  benefit of the  others.
All  the animals nodded in complete  agreement, and the cleverer ones  at once began to learn the
Commandments by heart. 

"Now, comrades," cried Snowball, throwing down the paint−brush, "to  the hayfield! Let  us  make  it a point of
honour to get in the  harvest more  quickly than Jones and his men could do." 

But at this moment  the three cows, who  had seemed uneasy for some  time past, set  up a  loud lowing. They
had not  been milked for  twenty−four  hours,  and their udders  were almost bursting. After a  little thought,  the
pigs  sent  for  buckets  and milked  the  cows  fairly  successfully,  their  trotters being well  adapted to this  task.
Soon  there were  five buckets of  frothing  creamy milk at which  many of the  animals looked with considerable
interest. 

"What is going to happen to all that milk?" said someone. 

"Jones used sometimes to mix some of  it in our  mash," said one of  the hens. 
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"Never mind the milk, comrades!" cried Napoleon, placing himself in  front  of  the  buckets.  "That will be
attended  to. The  harvest  is  more  important. Comrade  Snowball  will  lead the way.  I  shall  follow in a few
minutes. Forward, comrades! The hay is waiting." 

So  the  animals trooped down to the hayfield to begin the harvest,  and when they  came back in the  evening it
was  noticed that  the  milk  had  disappeared. 

III

HOW they  toiled  and  sweated to get the hay in! But their efforts  were rewarded, for the harvest  was an even
bigger success than they  had hoped. 

Sometimes the work was hard; the  implements had been  designed for  human beings and not for animals, and
it was a great drawback that no  animal  was  able to use  any tool that involved standing on his hind  legs. But
the  pigs  were so clever that they could  think of a way  round every difficulty.  As for the horses, they knew
every inch of the  field, and in fact understood  the business of mowing and raking far  better than Jones and his
men had ever  done.  The  pigs  did not  actually work, but  directed  and  supervised  the  others. With their
superior knowledge it was natural that they should assume  the  leadership. Boxer and Clover would harness
themselves to  the cutter  or  the horse−rake (no bits or  reins were needed in these days, of  course)  and  tramp
steadily  round and round  the field with a pig  walking  behind  and  calling out "Gee up, comrade!" or  "Whoa
back,  comrade!"  as the  case might  be. And every  animal down to the  humblest worked  at turning  the hay  and
gathering it. Even the  ducks and  hens toiled to and fro all day in the sun,  carrying  tiny  wisps of hay in their
beaks. In  the end  they  finished the  harvest  in two  days' less time than it had usually taken Jones and his men.
Moreover, it was the biggest harvest that the  farm had ever seen.  There was  no  wastage whatever; the hens
and ducks with  their sharp  eyes had gathered  up the very last stalk. And not an animal on the  farm had  stolen
so much as  a mouthful. 

All through  that summer the work  of the farm went like clockwork.  The animals were happy as they had
never conceived it possible  to be.  Every  mouthful of food was an acute positive pleasure, now that it was
truly their  own food,  produced by themselves and for themselves, not  doled out  to them  by a  grudging
master.  With the  worthless  parasitical  human beings gone,  there  was  more  for  everyone  to  eat.  There  was
more  leisure  too,  inexperienced though the  animals were. They  met with many  difficulties−for  instance, later
in  the year, when they harvested the corn, they had to tread  it out in  the ancient style and blow away the chaff
with their breath, since  the  farm possessed  no threshing machine−but the pigs with  their  cleverness  and Boxer
with his tremendous muscles always pulled them  through. Boxer was  the admiration of everybody. He had
been a hard  worker even in Jones's time,  but now he seemed more like three horses  than one; there  were days
when the  entire work of the farm seemed to  rest on his mighty shoulders. From morning  to night  he was
pushing  and pulling, always at the spot where the work was  hardest. He had  made an arrangement with one of
the cockerels to call him in  the  mornings half an hour earlier than  anyone else, and  would  put in  some
volunteer  labour  at whatever seemed to be most needed, before  the  regular  day's  work  began. His answer  to
every problem, every  setback, was "I will  work harder!"−which he had adopted as his  personal motto. 

But everyone worked according  to  his capacity The hens and ducks,  for instance,  saved five bushels of corn
at the harvest by gathering  up the  stray  grains.  Nobody  stole,  nobody  grumbled  over  his  rations,  the
quarrelling and biting and jealousy which  had been  normal  features of life  in the old  days had almost
disappeared.  Nobody shirked−or  almost nobody.  Mollie, it was  true, was  not good  at getting up in the
mornings, and had a  way of leaving work early  on  the ground that there was a stone in her hoof.  And the
behaviour of  the cat was somewhat peculiar. It was soon noticed that  when there  was work  to be  done  the  cat
could never be found. She would  vanish for hours on end, and  then reappear at meal−times, or in the  evening
after work  was over, as  though nothing had happened.  But  she  always made  such excellent excuses, and
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purred so affectionately,  that it was impossible  not  to believe in her  good  intentions. Old  Benjamin,  the
donkey, seemed  quite  unchanged since  the  Rebellion.  He did  his work  in the  same  slow  obstinate way as he
had done it  in Jones's time, never shirking  and never  volunteering for extra  work either. About  the Rebellion
and its results he  would  express  no  opinion. When asked whether  he was not happier  now that  Jones  was
gone, he would say only "Donkeys live a long time. None of you has  ever seen a dead donkey," and the
others had to be content with this  cryptic  answer. 

On  Sundays there  was  no work. Breakfast  was  an hour later than  usual, and after  breakfast there  was  a
ceremony which was  observed  every  week without fail. First came the hoisting  of the  flag.  Snowball had
found  in the harness−room an old green tablecloth of  Mrs. Jones's and had painted  on  it a  hoof and a horn  in
white.  This was run up the  flagstaff  in the  farmhouse garden  every Sunday  8,  morning.  The flag  was  green,
Snowball  explained, to represent  the green fields of England, while the hoof and horn  signified the  future
Republic  of  the Animals  which  would arise when the  human  race had been finally  overthrown. After the
hoisting of the flag all  the animals trooped into the big barn for a general assembly which was  known  as  the
Meeting.  Here  the work of  the  coming week was  planned  out and  resolutions were  put forward  and debated.
It was  always  the  pigs who put  forward the resolutions. The other animals  understood how to vote, but could
never think of  any  resolutions of  their own. Snowball and Napoleon were by  far the most active in the
debates. But it  was noticed  that these two were  never in agreement:  whatever suggestion either of them made,
the other could  be counted on  to oppose it.  Even  when it was resolved−a thing no one could  object  to in
itself−to set aside the  small paddock behind the  orchard as a  home of rest for animals who were past  work,
there was a stormy  debate over  the correct retiring age for each class of animal. The  Meeting always  ended
with the singing of Beasts of England,  and the  afternoon  was given up  to  recreation. 

The  pigs had set  aside  the  harness−room  as a headquarters  for  themselves. Here, in the evenings, they studied
blacksmithing,  carpentering,  and other necessary  arts from  books  which  they had  brought  out  of the
farmhouse. Snowball also busied  himself  with  organising the  other animals  into what  he  called  Animal
Committees. He was indefatigable  at  this. He  formed the Egg  Production Committee for the hens, the Clean
Tails League for  the  cows, the Wild  Comrades' Re−education Committee (the object of this  was  to tame the
rats and rabbits), the Whiter Wool Movement  for the  sheep, and  various  others, besides instituting  classes in
reading  and writing. On the  whole,  these projects  were  a  failure.  The  attempt  to  tame  the  wild  creatures, for
instance, broke down  almost immediately. They  continued  to  behave very much  as before,  and when treated
with generosity,  simply  took  advantage  of  it. The  cat  joined the Re−education  Committee  and was very  active
in  it  for some days. She  was seen one  day  sitting on  a roof and  talking  to  some sparrows who were just  out of
her reach. She was telling  them that all animals were now comrades and that any sparrow who chose  could
come and perch on her paw; but the sparrows kept their distance. 

The reading  and writing classes, however, were a great success. By  the autumn almost every animal on the
farm was literate in some  degree. 

As for the pigs, they could already read  and write perfectly.  The  dogs  learned  to  read  fairly  well,  but  were not
interested  in  reading  anything  except  the  Seven  Commandments.  Muriel,  the  goat,  could  read  somewhat
better than the dogs, and sometimes  used  to  read to the others in  the evenings  from scraps of newspaper
which  she  found on the rubbish heap.  Benjamin  could read as well as any  pig, but never exercised his faculty.
So  far as he knew,  he said,  there was nothing worth reading. Clover learnt the  whole alphabet, but  could not
put words together. Boxer could not get beyond  the  letter  D.  He  would trace out A, B, C, D, in  the dust with
his  great  hoof,  and  then  would stand staring at the  letters with  his  ears  back,  sometimes shaking  his forelock,
trying with all  his might to  remember what  came next and  never succeeding. On  several occasions,  indeed, he
did learn  E, F, G, H,  but by the  time he knew them, it  was always discovered that he  had  forgotten  A, B,  C,
and D. Finally  he decided to be  content  with the  first four  letters, and used  to  write them out  once or twice
every day to  refresh his memory. Mollie  refused to  learn any but the  six letters  which  spelt her own name.
She would form these very neatly out of  pieces of twig,  and  would  then decorate  them  with a flower  or  two
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and walk  round them  admiring them. 

None of the  other animals on the farm could  get further  than the  letter  A. It was  also found that  the stupider
animals, such as the  sheep,  hens, and ducks, were unable to learn the Seven Commandments by  heart. After
much thought Snowball declared  that the Seven  Commandments  could in effect  be reduced to a single
maxim,  namely:  "Four legs good, two legs bad." This,  he  said,  contained the  essential  principle  of
Animalism.  Whoever  had  thoroughly  grasped it  would  be safe from  human influences. The birds  at  first
objected,  since it seemed to them  that  they also had  two  legs, but  Snowball proved to them that this was not
so. 

"A bird's wing, comrades," he said, "is an  organ of propulsion and  not  of  manipulation. It  should  therefore  be
regarded  as  a  leg.  The  distinguishing mark of man is the  hand,  the  instrument with  which he does  all his
mischief." 

The  birds  did  not understand  Snowball's long  words,  but  they  accepted  his  explanation, and all the humbler
animals set to work to  learn  the new maxim by heart.  FOUR LEGS  GOOD, TWO  LEGS BAD,  was inscribed on the
end wall of the barn, above the  Seven  Commandments and  in bigger letters When they had once got it by
heart, the sheep developed a  great liking for  this maxim, and often  as they  lay in the field they would  all start
bleating "Four legs  good, two legs  bad! Four legs good,  two legs  bad!" and keep it up  for hours on end, never
growing tired of it. 

Napoleon  took no interest in Snowball's committees. He  said  that  the education of the young was more
important  than  anything  that  could be  done for  those  who were already grown  up.  It happened  that  Jessie  and
Bluebell had both whelped  soon  after the hay  harvest, giving birth between  them to nine sturdy puppies. As
soon as  they were weaned, Napoleon took them  away from their mothers, saying  that he  would make himself
responsible for  their education. He took  them up into a loft which could only be reached  by  a ladder from the
harness−room, and there kept  them in such seclusion that  the rest of  the farm soon forgot their existence. 

The  mystery of where the milk went to was soon cleared up. It  was  mixed every day into the pigs' mash. The
early apples were now  ripening, and  the grass  of the orchard was  littered  with  windfalls.  The  animals  had
assumed as a matter of course that  these would  be  shared out equally;  one  day, however,  the  order  went  forth
that  all the  windfalls were  to  be  collected and  brought  to the harness−room for the use of the pigs. At  this
some of  the other animals murmured, but it was no  use. All the pigs were in  full  agreement on this point,
even Snowball and Napoleon. Squealer  was sent  to make the necessary explanations to the others. 

"Comrades!" he cried. "You do not imagine, I hope, that we pigs are  doing this  in  a spirit  of selfishness and
privilege? Many of  us  actually  dislike milk and apples.  I dislike them myself. Our sole  object in  taking  these
things  is  to preserve our  health. Milk and  apples  (this  has been  proved by Science, comrades) contain
substances absolutely necessary to  the  well−being of  a pig. We  pigs  are brainworkers.  The  whole
management and  organisation of this  farm  depend on us. Day and night we  are watching over  your  welfare.  It
is  for your  sake that we  drink  that milk and eat those  apples.  Do  you know what would  happen if we pigs
failed in our duty? Jones  would  come  back!  Yes, Jones  would come  back!  Surely,  comrades,"  cried  Squealer
almost pleadingly,  skipping  from  side to side  and  whisking his  tail, "surely there is no one among you who
wants to see  Jones come back?" 

Now if there was one thing that the animals were completely certain  of, it was that  they  did not  want Jones
back. When it was put to  them in  this light, they  had no more  to say. The importance of  keeping the pigs in
good  health was  all too obvious. So it was  agreed without further argument  that the milk and the windfall
apples  (and also the main crop of apples when  they ripened) should be  reserved for the pigs alone. 
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IV

BY  THE late  summer  the  news of what had  happened on  Animal Farm had spread across half the county.
Every  day  Snowball  and  Napoleon  sent  out  flights  of  pigeons  whose  instructions were to mingle  with  the
animals on  neighbouring  farms, tell  them  the story  of the Rebellion,  and teach  them the  tune of  Beasts  of
England. 

Most of this time Mr. Jones had spent sitting in the taproom of the  Red  Lion at  Willingdon, complaining  to
anyone who would  listen  of  the  monstrous injustice he had suffered in being turned out of  his property by a
pack  of  good−for−nothing  animals.  The  other  farmers  sympathised  in  principle, but they  did not at first give
him much help. At heart, each of  them was  secretly  wondering  whether  he could  not  somehow turn  Jones's
misfortune  to  his  own advantage. It was lucky that the  owners of the two  farms which  adjoined Animal Farm
were on permanently bad terms. One of them,  which  was  named Foxwood, was a  large, neglected,
old−fashioned farm, much  overgrown by woodland, with all its pastures worn out  and its  hedges  in  a
disgraceful  condition.  Its  owner,  Mr.  Pilkington,  was  an  easy−going  gentleman farmer who spent most of his
time  in fishing or  hunting according  to the season.  The other farm, which was called  Pinchfield, was smaller
and  better kept. Its owner was a Mr.  Frederick, a tough, shrewd man, perpetually  involved in  lawsuits and
with  a  name for driving hard bargains. These two  disliked each other  so much that it  was  difficult for them to
come to any  agreement,  even in defence of their own interests. 

Nevertheless, they were both thoroughly frightened by the rebellion  on Animal Farm, and very anxious to
prevent their  own animals from  learning  too  much about it. At first  they  pretended to  laugh to  scorn the idea
of  animals managing  a farm for themselves. The whole  thing would be  over in a  fortnight,  they said. They put
it about  that the animals  on the Manor Farm  (they  insisted  on calling  it  the Manor Farm; they  would not
tolerate the  name "Animal Farm") were  perpetually fighting among themselves and were also  rapidly  starving
to death. When time  passed and  the animals had evidently  not starved  to death, Frederick and Pilkington
changed their tune and  began  to  talk of the terrible wickedness that now flourished  on Animal Farm.  It  was
given  out  that the animals there  practised cannibalism,  tortured one  another with red−hot horseshoes, and  had
their females  in common. This  was  what came  of rebelling against the laws of  Nature, Frederick and
Pilkington  said. 

However,  these stories were never  fully  believed.  Rumours  of a  wonderful  farm, where the human beings had
been turned  out and the  animals  managed their  own affairs,  continued to circulate in  vague  and distorted
forms, and  throughout that year  a wave of  rebelliousness  ran through the  countryside. Bulls which had always
been  tractable suddenly  turned savage,  sheep broke down hedges and  devoured the clover, cows  kicked the
pail over,  hunters  refused  their fences and shot their  riders on  to the  other side.  Above all,  the  tune  and even
the words of  Beasts of  England were  known  everywhere. It had spread with astonishing speed. The human
beings  could not  contain their rage when they heard this song, though they  pretended to think  it merely
ridiculous. They could not understand,  they said, how even animals  could bring themselves to sing such
contemptible rubbish. Any animal  caught  singing  it was  given  a  flogging on  the  spot.  And  yet  the  song  was
irrepressible. The  blackbirds whistled it in the  hedges, the  pigeons cooed  it in the  elms,  it got  into the din  of
the  smithies and  the tune of the  church  bells.  And  when  the  human  beings listened  to it, they  secretly
trembled, hearing in it a prophecy of their future doom. 

Early in  October, when the corn was cut and stacked and some of it  was already threshed, a flight of pigeons
came  whirling through the  air and  alighted in the yard of Animal Farm in the wildest excitement.  Jones and
all  his men, with half  a dozen others from Foxwood  and  Pinchfield, had entered  the five−barred gate and
were coming up the  cart−track that led to the farm.  They  were all carrying sticks,  except Jones, who was
marching ahead with a  gun in his hands.  Obviously they were going to attempt the recapture  of the  farm. 
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This  had  long been expected, and all preparations had  been made.  Snowball, who had studied an  old book of
Julius Caesar's campaigns  which he  had found in the farmhouse, was in charge  of  the defensive  operations.
He  gave his orders quickly, and in a couple of minutes  every  animal was at his  post. 

As  the  human  beings  approached  the  farm  buildings,  Snowball  launched his first attack. All  the pigeons, to
the  number of  thirty−five,  flew to and fro over the men's  heads and muted upon  them from mid−air;  and
while the men were dealing with this, the  geese, who  had been hiding behind  the hedge, rushed out  and
pecked  viciously  at  the  calves of their  legs.  However, this was only a  light  skirmishing  manoeuvre, intended
to create a  little disorder,  and the  men easily drove the geese off with  their sticks.  Snowball  now launched his
second line of attack. Muriel, Benjamin,  and all  the sheep, with Snowball at the head of them, rushed forward
and  prodded and  butted the  men from every side, while Benjamin turned  around and lashed at  them with  his
small hoofs.  But once again the  men, with  their sticks and  their hobnailed boots,  were too strong  for them;
and suddenly, at a  squeal  from Snowball, which was the  signal  for retreat, all the animals turned and  fled
through the  gateway into the yard. 

The men gave a shout of triumph.  They saw, as they imagined, their  enemies in  flight,  and they  rushed after
them in disorder.  This  was just  what Snowball had intended. As soon  as  they were well  inside the yard, the
three horses, the three  cows, and the  rest of  the pigs, who had been lying  in ambush in the cowshed, suddenly
emerged in their rear, cutting them  off.  Snowball now gave the signal  for the charge.  He himself dashed
straight for  Jones. Jones saw him  coming,  raised his gun and  fired. The pellets  scored  bloody  streaks  along
Snowball's back, and a  sheep dropped  dead. Without  halting for an instant,  Snowball  flung  his fifteen stone
against  Jones's  legs.  Jones  was hurled into  a pile of dung  and his  gun  flew out of  his  hands. But the most
terrifying spectacle of all was  Boxer, rearing up on his  hind legs and  striking out with his great  iron−shod
hoofs like  a stallion.  His  very  first  blow  took a  stable−lad from  Foxwood on  the  skull  and  stretched him
lifeless  in the mud. At the  sight, several men dropped  their  sticks  and  tried to run. Panic overtook them, and
the  next moment all the  animals  together  were  chasing  them  round and  round the yard.  They were  gored,
kicked, bitten, trampled on. There was not an animal  on the farm that  did not take vengeance  on them after
his own  fashion. Even the cat suddenly  leapt off a roof onto a cowman's  shoulders and  sank her claws in  his
neck,  at which he yelled  horribly. At a moment when the opening was clear, the men  were glad  enough to
rush out of the yard and  make a bolt for the main road.  And  so within  five  minutes  of their  invasion they  were
in  ignominious  retreat by the same  way  as  they  had  come, with a  flock of geese hissing  after them and
pecking at their calves all the  way. 

All the men were gone except one. Back in the yard Boxer was pawing  with his hoof at the stable−lad who
lay face down in the mud, trying  to turn  him over. The boy did not stir. 

"He is  dead," said Boxer sorrowfully. "I had no intention of doing  that. I forgot that I was  wearing iron  shoes.
Who will believe that  I did  not do this on purpose?" 

"No sentimentality, comrade!" cried  Snowball from whose wounds the  blood was still  dripping. "War  is war.
The only good human being is  a dead  one." 

"I have no wish to take life, not even human life," repeated Boxer,  and his eyes were full of tears. 

"Where is Mollie?" exclaimed somebody. 

Mollie in fact was missing. For a moment there was great  alarm; it  was feared  that the men might have
harmed her  in some way, or even  carried  her off with them. In the end, however, she was  found hiding  in  her
stall  with her head buried among the hay in the manger. She  had taken to flight as  soon as  the  gun went off.
And when  the  others came  back from looking for  her, it was to find  that the  stable−lad,  who in fact was only
stunned, had  already recovered and  made off. 
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The  animals had now  reassembled in the  wildest  excitement, each  recounting  his  own exploits  in the  battle at
the top of  his  voice.  An  impromptu celebration of the victory was  held  immediately. The flag was run  up and
Beasts of England was sung  a number  of times, then the sheep who had  been killed was given a  solemn
funeral, a hawthorn bush being planted on her  grave. At the  graveside Snowball made a little speech,
emphasising the need  for all  animals to be ready to die for Animal Farm if need be. 

The  animals decided unanimously to create a  military  decoration,  "Animal Hero, First Class," which was
conferred there and  then on  Snowball  and  Boxer.  It  consisted  of  a brass medal  (they  were  really  some old
horse−brasses which had  been  found  in  the  harness−room), to  be  worn on  Sundays  and holidays. There was
also  "Animal Hero, Second Class," which was  conferred posthumously on the  dead sheep. 

There was much discussion as  to  what the battle should be called.  In the end, it was named the Battle of the
Cowshed, since that was  where the  ambush had been sprung. Mr. Jones's gun had been found lying  in the
mud, and  it was known that there was a supply of cartridges in  the  farmhouse. It was  decided to  set the gun
up at the  foot of  the  Flagstaff,  like  a piece of  artillery,  and to fire  it  twice a  year−once on  October  the twelfth,
the  anniversary of the Battle of  the  Cowshed,  and  once on Midsummer  Day, the  anniversary of the  Rebellion. 

V

AS WINTER drew on, Mollie  became  more and  more troublesome. She was late for work  every morning and
excused  herself by saying that  she had  overslept,  and she  complained of  mysterious  pains, although her
appetite  was  excellent. On  every  kind of  pretext she  would run away from work and go to the drinking  pool,
where she  would stand foolishly gazing at her own  reflection  in the water. But there  were  also  rumours  of
something  more  serious. One day, as Mollie strolled  blithely into  the  yard,  flirting her long tail and  chewing
at a stalk of  hay, Clover took  her aside. 

"Mollie," she  said, "I  have something very serious to say to you.  This morning I saw you looking over the
hedge that divides Animal  Farm from  Foxwood. One of Mr. Pilkington's men was  standing on  the  other side
of the  hedge. And−I was a long way away, but I  am almost  certain I saw this−he was  talking to you and you
were allowing him to  stroke your nose. What does that  mean, Mollie?" 

"He  didn't! I wasn't!  It isn't true!"  cried Mollie, beginning to  prance about and paw the ground. 

"Mollie! Look me  in the face. Do you give me your word  of  honour  that that man was not stroking your
nose?" 

"It  isn't true!" repeated Mollie, but she could not look Clover in  the face,  and the next moment she took to her
heels  and galloped  away into  the field. 

A thought struck Clover. Without saying anything to the others, she  went to Mollie's stall and turned over the
straw with her hoof. Hidden  under  the straw was a  little pile of lump sugar and several bunches  of  ribbon of
different colours. 

Three  days  later Mollie disappeared. For some  weeks  nothing was  known of her whereabouts,  then the
pigeons reported that they  had  seen her  on the  other side of  Willingdon. She was  between the  shafts  of  a
smart  dogcart painted red and black, which  was  standing outside a public−house. A  fat red−faced man in
check breeches  and gaiters, who looked like a publican,  was stroking her nose and  feeding her with sugar.
Her coat was newly clipped  and  she wore a  scarlet  ribbon round  her forelock.  She  appeared  to  be  enjoying
herself,  so the pigeons  said. None of  the animals ever mentioned  Mollie again. 
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In  January  there came  bitterly hard weather. The earth was  like  iron, and nothing could be done in  the fields.
Many meetings were  held in  the big barn, and the pigs occupied themselves with planning  out the work of  the
coming  season.  It  had  come to  be  accepted  that the pigs, who were  manifestly  cleverer than  the other animals,
should decide all questions of  farm policy,  though their decisions  had to be ratified by a majority  vote.  This
arrangement would have  worked  well enough if  it had not  been for the  disputes between  Snowball and
Napoleon. These two disagreed at every point  where  disagreement was possible. If  one of  them suggested
sowing a bigger  acreage with barley,  the other was  certain to  demand a bigger  acreage  of  oats, and if one of
them said that such and  such a field  was just right for  cabbages, the  other would declare that  it was  useless for
anything  except  roots. Each had his own following, and  there were  some  violent debates. At  the Meetings
Snowball often won  over the majority by his brilliant speeches,  but Napoleon was better  at canvassing
support for himself in between times.  He was especially  successful with the sheep.  Of late the sheep had
taken to  bleating  "Four legs good, two legs bad" both in and  out of season, and they  often interrupted  the
Meeting  with  this. It  was noticed  that  they were  especially  liable to  break into  "Four legs good, two legs  bad"
at crucial  moments in Snowball's speeches. Snowball had made a  close study of some back  numbers of the
Farmer and Stockbreeder which he had found in  the farmhouse,  and was full of plans for  innovations and
improvements.  He talked learnedly  about field drains,  silage, and basic slag, and had worked out a
complicated  scheme for  all the animals to  drop their dung directly in the fields, at a  different  spot every day,
to save the labour  of cartage. Napoleon  produced  no  schemes of  his  own,  but  said  quietly that  Snowball's
would come to  nothing, and  seemed  to be biding his time.  But of all their controversies,  none was so bitter as
the one that  took place over the windmill. 

In the long pasture,  not far from  the farm buildings, there was a  small knoll which was  the highest point on
the  farm. After  surveying  the  ground, Snowball declared that this was just the place  for a windmill, which
could be made to operate a dynamo and supply the  farm with electrical power.  This would  light the stalls and
warm them  in winter, and would also run  a  circular saw,  a  chaff−cutter, a  mangel−slicer,  and  an electric
milking  machine. The animals  had  never  heard of anything of  this kind before (for  the  farm  was  an
old−fashioned  one  and  had  only  the  most  primitive  machinery),  and  they listened  in astonishment  while
Snowball conjured up  pictures of fantastic machines which would do their work for them  while they  grazed at
their ease in the fields or  improved their minds  with reading and  conversation. 

Within  a  few weeks Snowball's  plans for the windmill were  fully  worked out.  The mechanical details came
mostly  from  three books  which had  belonged to  Mr. Jones� One  Thousand Useful Things to  Do About the
House,  Every Man  His Own Bricklayer, and  Electricity for Beginners.  Snowball used  as his study a shed
which had once been used for incubators and had a smooth  wooden floor,  suitable for drawing on. He  was
closeted there for hours at a  time.  With his books held open by a stone, and with a piece of chalk gripped
between  the knuckles of his  trotter,  he  would move rapidly to  and  fro,  drawing in  line  after  line  and uttering
little  whimpers of  excitement.  Gradually  the plans grew into a complicated mass of  cranks and cog−wheels,
covering  more than half the floor, which the  other animals found completely  unintelligible but very
impressive. All  of  them  came to look at Snowball's  drawings at  least once a  day.  Even  the hens and ducks
came, and  were at  pains  not  to tread  on  the chalk marks. Only Napoleon  held aloof. He  had  declared himself
against the  windmill from the start. One  day, however, he  arrived  unexpectedly to examine the plans. He
walked heavily round the shed,  looked closely at every  detail of  the plans  and snuffed  at them  once or  twice,
then stood for a little while contemplating them out  of the corner of  his  eye; then suddenly  he  lifted his leg,
urinated  over  the plans, and  walked out without uttering a word. 

The  whole farm was deeply  divided on the subject of the windmill.  Snowball did not deny that to build it
would be a difficult business.  Stone  would have  to be carried and built up into walls, then the  sails would
have  to be made and  after that there would be  need for  dynamos and cables. (How  these were to be procured,
Snowball did  not  say.) But he maintained that it  could all  be done in a  year. And  thereafter, he  declared, so
much labour  would be saved that the  animals  would only need to work  three days a week.  Napoleon, on the
other hand, argued that the great need of the moment was to  increase  food production, and that if they wasted
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time on the windmill  they  would all  starve to death. The animals formed themselves  into two  factions  under
the slogan, "Vote  for Snowball and the three−day  week" and "Vote for  Napoleon and the full manger."
Benjamin was the  only animal who did not side  with either faction.  He refused  to  believe either  that food
would become  more plentiful or  that  the  windmill  would  save  work.  Windmill  or  no  windmill, he said,  life
would go on as it had always gone on−that is, badly. 

Apart from the disputes over  the windmill, there  was the question  of  the  defence of the farm. It  was  fully
realised  that though the  human  beings had  been  defeated  in  the  Battle  of  the Cowshed  they might make
another and more determined attempt to recapture  the  farm and reinstate Mr.  Jones. They had  all the more
reason for doing  so because the news of their  defeat had  spread  across  the  countryside  and  made  the animals
on the  neighbouring farms more  restive  than ever. As usual, Snowball and  Napoleon  were in  disagreement.
According to Napoleon, what the animals must do was to  procure firearms and  train  themselves in the  use  of
them.  According  to  Snowball, they must send  out more and more  pigeons  and stir  up  rebellion  among the
animals on the  other farms. The one  argued that if they could not  defend themselves they were bound  to be
conquered, the other argued that if  rebellions happened everywhere  they would have no need to defend
themselves.  The animals listened  first to Napoleon, then to Snowball, and could not make  up  their  minds
which was  right;  indeed, they always  found themselves in  agreement with the one who was speaking at the
moment. 

At last the day  came when Snowball's plans were  completed. At the  Meeting on the following Sunday the
question of whether or not to  begin work  on the windmill was to be put to the vote. When the animals  had
assembled in  the big  barn, Snowball stood up  and,  though  occasionally interrupted  by  bleating from the
sheep,  set forth  his  reasons for advocating the building  of the windmill. Then Napoleon  stood up to  reply. He
said very quietly that  the  windmill  was  nonsense and that he advised nobody  to vote  for it, and  promptly sat
down again; he had spoken for barely thirty seconds, and seemed  almost  indifferent as to the effect he
produced. At  this Snowball sprang to  his feet,  and shouting down the sheep, who had  begun bleating again,
broke  into a passionate appeal in favour of  the windmill.  Until now  the  animals  had  been  about equally
divided  in  their  sympathies,  but  in  a moment  Snowball's eloquence had carried them away. In  glowing
sentences he painted  a picture of Animal Farm as it might  be  when sordid labour was lifted  from  the animals'
backs. His  imagination had now run far beyond chaff−cutters and  turnip−slicers.  Electricity,  he  said,  could
operate threshing  machines,  ploughs,  harrows, rollers,  and reapers and binders, besides supplying every  stall
with its  own  electric  light, hot and cold water,  and an  electric  heater. By the time he had finished speaking,
there was no  doubt as to which  way  the vote  would  go. But  just at  this  moment  Napoleon stood up  and,
casting a peculiar sidelong look at Snowball,  uttered a high−pitched whimper  of a kind no one had ever heard
him  utter before. 

At this  there  was  a  terrible baying  sound  outside,  and  nine  enormous  dogs  wearing brass−studded collars
came  bounding into the  barn.  They dashed  straight for Snowball, who only  sprang from his  place  just in  time
to escape their  snapping  jaws. In a moment he  was out of the door and  they were after him. Too  amazed  and
frightened to speak, all  the animals  crowded  through the door to  watch the chase. Snowball was racing across
the  long pasture that led  to the road. He was running as only a pig can run, but  the dogs were  close on his
heels. Suddenly he slipped and it seemed certain  that  they had  him. Then he was up again, running faster than
ever, then the  dogs were gaining on  him again. One  of them  all  but  closed his  jaws on  Snowball's tail, but
Snowball whisked it  free just in time.  Then he put on  an  extra spurt and, with  a few inches to spare,  slipped
through a hole  in  the hedge and was seen no more. 

Silent and terrified, the animals crept back into the  barn.  In  a  moment the dogs came bounding back. At first
no one had been able to  imagine  where these creatures came from, but the problem was soon  solved: they
were  the puppies  whom  Napoleon  had taken  away from  their  mothers and  reared  privately.  Though  not  yet
full−grown,  they  were  huge  dogs,  and  as  fierce−looking  as wolves. They  kept close to Napoleon. It was
noticed that  they  wagged their tails  to him  in the same  way as the other dogs had been  used to do to Mr.
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Jones. 

Napoleon, with the dogs following him, now mounted on to the raised  portion of the floor where Major had
previously stood to deliver his  speech.  He announced that  from now on  the Sunday−morning Meetings  would
come to an  end.  They  were unnecessary,  he  said, and  wasted  time.  In  future  all  questions  relating to the
working of the farm  would be settled by a special  committee of pigs, presided over by  himself. These would
meet in private and  afterwards  communicate  their  decisions to  the  others. The animals would  still  assemble
on  Sunday  mornings  to  salute  the  flag,  sing Beasts of  England , and receive their orders for the week; but
there  would  be no more  debates. 

In spite of the shock that Snowball's expulsion had given them, the  animals were dismayed  by  this
announcement.  Several  of them  would  have  protested  if  they could  have  found the  right arguments.  Even
Boxer was  vaguely  troubled. He set  his ears back, shook his  forelock  several times,  and tried hard to marshal
his thoughts; but  in the end he could not think of  anything to say. Some of the pigs  themselves, however,
were more articulate.  Four  young porkers in the  front row uttered shrill  squeals of disapproval,  and all four of
them  sprang to  their feet and began speaking at  once.  But  suddenly the  dogs sitting round Napoleon let out
deep, menacing growls, and  the  pigs  fell silent  and sat down again.  Then the sheep broke out into  a
tremendous bleating of  "Four legs good, two legs  bad!" which  went  on for  nearly a quarter of an hour and put
an end to any chance  of discussion. 

Afterwards Squealer  was sent  round  the  farm to  explain the new  arrangement to the others. 

"Comrades,"  he said,  "I trust that every  animal here appreciates  the  sacrifice that Comrade Napoleon  has
made in taking  this extra  labour  upon  himself. Do  not  imagine, comrades, that leadership is a  pleasure! On
the contrary,  it  is a deep and heavy responsibility. No  one  believes more  firmly than Comrade Napoleon  that
all animals are  equal.  He would  be only  too  happy to let  you make your decisions  for yourselves. But
sometimes you  might make the  wrong  decisions,  comrades, and  then where  should  we  be?  Suppose  you  had
decided  to  follow  Snowball,  with  his  moonshine  of  windmills−Snowball,  who, as we now know, was no
better than a criminal?" 

"He fought bravely at the Battle of the Cowshed," said somebody. 

"Bravery is not enough," said Squealer. "Loyalty and  obedience are  more important. And as to the Battle of
the Cowshed, I believe the  time will  come when  we shall  find that Snowball's part in it  was  much
exaggerated.  Discipline, comrades,  iron discipline! That is the  watchword for today. One  false step, and our
enemies  would be upon  us. Surely,  comrades, you do not  want Jones back?" 

Once again  this argument was unanswerable. Certainly  the  animals  did not want  Jones back; if the  holding of
debates on Sunday  mornings was  liable to bring him back, then the debates must stop.  Boxer, who had now
had  time to think things over, voiced the general  feeling by saying: "If Comrade  Napoleon says it, it must be
right."  And  from then on he adopted the maxim,  "Napoleon is always right," in  addition to his private motto
of "I will work  harder." 

By this time  the  weather had broken and the spring  ploughing had  begun.  The shed where Snowball had
drawn his plans of the windmill  had been  shut  up and  it was assumed  that the plans had been  rubbed  off the
floor.  Every Sunday morning at ten o'clock the animals  assembled in the big barn to  receive  their orders for
the week.  The  skull  of old  Major, now clean  of  flesh, had been disinterred from  the orchard  and  set up  on a
stump at the  foot  of  the flagstaff,  beside the gun. After the hoisting of the flag, the  animals were  required to
file  past the skull  in a reverent  manner  before  entering  the barn. Nowadays they did  not sit all together as they
had done  in the past. Napoleon, with Squealer and another  pig named  Minimus, who had  a  remarkable gift
for  composing  songs and poems,  sat on the front  of the  raised platform, with the nine young  dogs  forming  a
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semicircle round them,  and the other pigs sitting behind.  The  rest of the animals sat facing  them  in the main
body of the  barn. Napoleon read out the orders for the week in a  gruff soldierly  style, and after a single
singing of Beasts of England, all  the animals dispersed. 

On the third  Sunday after Snowball's  expulsion,  the animals were  somewhat surprised  to hear  Napoleon
announce that the  windmill was  to be  built after all. He did not give any reason for having changed  his mind,
but  merely warned the animals that this extra task would  mean very hard work, it  might even be necessary to
reduce their  rations. The plans, however, had all  been prepared, down to the last  detail. A special committee
of pigs had been  at work upon  them for  the past  three weeks. The building  of the windmill,  with various  other
improvements, was expected to take two years. 

That evening Squealer explained privately to the other animals that  Napoleon had never in reality been
opposed to the windmill. On the  contrary,  it was he who had advocated it in the beginning, and the  plan
which Snowball  had  drawn on  the floor of the incubator shed had  actually been stolen from  among
Napoleon's papers. The windmill was,  in fact, Napoleon's own creation.  Why, then,  asked somebody, had  he
spoken  so  strongly  against it?  Here  Squealer  looked very sly.  That, he said, was Comrade Napoleon's
cunning. He  had seemed to  oppose  the windmill, simply  as a manoeuvre  to get  rid  of  Snowball,  who  was  a
dangerous character  and a bad influence.  Now  that  Snowball  was  out  of  the  way,  the  plan could  go forward
without  his  interference. This, said Squealer, was something called  tactics. He repeated  a number of times,
"Tactics, comrades, tactics!"  skipping round and whisking  his tail with  a  merry laugh. The animals  were  not
certain what the  word  meant, but Squealer spoke  so  persuasively, and the three dogs who  happened  to  be with
him growled  so threateningly, that they accepted his explanation  without further  questions. 

VI

ALL  that year the animals  worked like  slaves. But  they were  happy in their  work; they  grudged  no  effort  or
sacrifice, well aware  that everything  that they did was  for the  benefit of themselves and those of their kind
who would come  after them, and  not for a pack of idle, thieving human beings. 

Throughout the spring and summer they worked a sixty−hour week, and  in  August Napoleon announced that
there would be work on Sunday  afternoons  as well.  This  work  was strictly voluntary,  but  any  animal who
absented  himself from  it  would have his  rations reduced  by half. Even  so, it was  found necessary to leave
certain tasks  undone. The harvest was a little less  successful than in the previous  year, and two fields which
should  have been  sown with roots in the  early summer  were not sown because the ploughing had  not been
completed early enough. It  was possible to foresee that the coming  winter would be a hard one. 

The  windmill presented unexpected  difficulties.  There was a good  quarry  of limestone on  the farm,  and
plenty  of sand  and cement  had been  found in one of the outhouses, so that all  the materials  for building were
at  hand. But  the problem the animals could not at  first solve  was  how to  break  up the  stone  into pieces of
suitable size. There seemed no way  of  doing this  except  with picks  and  crowbars,  which  no  animal could  use,
because no  animal  could stand on his hind  legs. Only after weeks of  vain  effort did  the right idea occur  to
somebody−namely, to utilise the force of  gravity. Huge boulders, far too big to be  used as they were, were
lying all  over the bed of the  quarry. The animals lashed  ropes round  these, and then  all  together, cows, horses,
sheep, any animal that  could lay  hold  of the  rope−even the pigs sometimes joined in at  critical moments−they
dragged them  with desperate slowness up the  slope to the  top of the quarry,  where  they  were toppled over  the
edge,  to shatter to pieces below. Transporting  the  stone when it  was once broken was comparatively  simple.
The  horses carried  it  off  in cart−loads,  the  sheep dragged  single blocks,  even Muriel and  Benjamin yoked
themselves into an old governess−cart and did their  share. By  late  summer a  sufficient  store  of  stone had
accumulated,  and then  the  building began, under the superintendence  of the pigs. 
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But it was a  slow, laborious process. Frequently  it  took a whole  day of exhausting effort to drag a single
boulder to the top of the  quarry,  and sometimes when it was pushed over the  edge  it failed to  break. Nothing
could have been achieved  without Boxer, whose strength  seemed equal to that  of all the rest of the  animals
put together.  When the boulder began to slip  and the animals cried out in despair  at finding themselves
dragged down the  hill, it was always Boxer who  strained himself  against the rope and brought  the boulder to
a stop.  To see him  toiling up  the slope inch by inch, his  breath coming  fast, the tips  of  his hoofs clawing  at
the ground, and his  great  sides matted  with sweat, filled  everyone  with  admiration.  Clover  warned  him
sometimes to be  careful  not to overstrain  himself,  but  Boxer  would never  listen  to  her.  His  two  slogans, "I
will  work  harder"  and  "Napoleon  is  always  right," seemed  to  him a  sufficient  answer  to  all  problems.  He  had
made  arrangements  with  the  cockerel  to  call  him  three−quarters of an hour earlier  in the  mornings  instead of
half an hour.  And in his spare moments,  of which there were not many nowadays, he would go  alone to the
quarry, collect a load of broken stone, and drag it down to the  site  of the windmill unassisted. 

The animals  were not badly off throughout that summer, in spite of  the  hardness of  their work. If they had no
more food than they had  had  in  Jones's day, at least they  did not have less. The  advantage  of only having  to
feed themselves, and not having to  support five  extravagant human beings  as well, was so great that it would
have  taken a lot of failures to outweigh  it. And in many ways the animal  method of  doing things  was more
efficient  and saved labour. Such  jobs as weeding,  for instance, could be done  with a  thoroughness  impossible
to  human beings.  And  again, since no animal  now  stole,  it was unnecessary to fence off pasture from arable
land, which saved  a  lot of labour on the  upkeep of hedges  and  gates.  Nevertheless,  as the  summer wore on,
various unforeseen shortages began to make them  selves felt.  There was  need  of paraffin oil,  nails, string, dog
biscuits, and iron for  the horses' shoes, none of which could be  produced on  the farm. Later there  would also
be need for seeds and  artificial manures, besides various tools  and, finally, the machinery  for the windmill.
How these were to be procured,  no one was able to  imagine. 

One Sunday morning, when  the  animals  assembled to receive  their  orders, Napoleon announced that he had
decided  upon a new  policy.  From now  onwards  Animal Farm would engage in trade with the  neighbouring
farms: not,  of course, for any commercial purpose, but  simply in order to obtain certain  materials which  were
urgently  necessary.  The  needs of the  windmill  must  override  everything  else, he said. He  was therefore
making arrangements to  sell a stack  of hay and part of the current year's wheat crop, and later on,  if  more
money were needed, it would have to be made up by the sale of  eggs,  for which there  was always a market in
Willingdon. The hens,  said Napoleon,  should welcome this sacrifice  as their own special  contribution towards
the  building of the windmill. 

Once again the animals were conscious of a  vague uneasiness. Never  to have any dealings with  human
beings, never to engage in  trade,  never to  make  use of money−had not these been among  the earliest
resolutions passed  at that first triumphant  Meeting after Jones was  expelled?  All the animals  remembered
passing such resolutions: or  at  least  they thought that  they  remembered it. The four young pigs  who had
protested when Napoleon abolished  the Meetings raised their  voices timidly, but they were promptly silenced
by  a tremendous  growling from the dogs. Then,  as usual, the sheep  broke into  "Four  legs good, two legs
bad!" and the momentary awkwardness  was smoothed  over. Finally Napoleon  raised his trotter for silence
and announced  that he  had already made all the arrangements. There would be no need  for any of the  animals
to come in  contact  with  human beings, which  would clearly be most  undesirable. He intended to take the
whole  burden upon his own  shoulders. A  Mr.  Whymper,  a  solicitor  living  in  Willingdon, had  agreed to  act  as
intermediary between Animal  Farm and the outside world, and  would visit the  farm every  Monday  morning
to receive his instructions. Napoleon ended  his  speech with  his usual cry of "Long  live Animal Farm!" and
after the singing  of  Beasts of England the animals were dismissed. 

Afterwards Squealer  made  a round of the farm and set the animals'  minds at rest. He assured them that the
resolution against engaging in  trade  and  using  money  had  never  been passed, or  even suggested.  It was  pure
imagination,  probably  traceable  in the  beginning to  lies  circulated by  Snowball. A few animals still felt
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faintly  doubtful, but Squealer asked them  shrewdly, "Are you certain that this  is not something that you have
dreamed,  comrades?  Have you any record  of  such  a resolution?  Is it  written down  anywhere?" And since it
was certainly true that nothing of the kind existed  in writing, the  animals were satisfied that they had been
mistaken. 

Every Monday Mr. Whymper visited the farm as had been arranged.  He  was a sly−looking little man with
side whiskers, a solicitor in a very  small  way of business,  but sharp enough to have realised earlier than
anyone else  that Animal Farm would need a broker and that the  commissions would be worth  having. The
animals watched his coming and  going with a kind of dread,  and  avoided him as much as possible.
Nevertheless, the sight of Napoleon, on all  fours, delivering  orders  to Whymper, who stood on two  legs,
roused their  pride  and  partly  reconciled them to the new arrangement.  Their  relations  with the  human race
were now not quite the same as they had been before. The  human beings did not hate Animal  Farm any less
now that it was  prospering;  indeed, they hated  it  more than  ever.  Every  human  being  held it  as an  article of
faith that the farm would go bankrupt  sooner or later, and, above  all,  that the  windmill  would  be  a  failure.
They  would  meet  in  the  public−houses  and prove  to  one  another  by means  of diagrams  that  the  windmill was
bound to  fall down, or that if it did  stand up, then that it  would never  work. And yet, against  their will, they
had developed a certain  respect for the efficiency with  which  the animals  were managing  their own  affairs.
One symptom of this was that  they had begun to  call Animal Farm by  its  proper name  and ceased  to pretend
that it  was called the Manor Farm.  They had also dropped their championship  of Jones, who had  given up
hope of  getting his farm back and gone to  live in another part of the county. Except  through Whymper,  there
was  as yet no contact  between Animal  Farm  and the  outside  world, but  there were constant rumours  that
Napoleon was about to  enter into  a  definite business agreement  either with  Mr.  Pilkington  of  Foxwood  or
with Mr. Frederick of Pinchfield−but never, it was  noticed, with  both simultaneously. 

It  was about  this  time that  the  pigs  suddenly moved into  the  farmhouse  and took up their residence there.
Again  the animals  seemed to  remember that a  resolution against this had been passed in  the early  days,  and
again Squealer was able to  convince them that  this was not the case. It  was absolutely necessary, he said, that
the  pigs, who were the brains of the  farm,  should have a quiet place to  work in.  It was also more suited to the
dignity of the Leader  (for  of late he  had taken to  speaking  of Napoleon  under  the  title  of  "Leader")  to live in  a
house  than in  a  mere  sty.  Nevertheless,  some of the animals were disturbed when they  heard  that  the  pigs  not
only took their meals in the kitchen and used the drawing−room as a  recreation room, but also slept in the
beds. Boxer passed it  off  as  usual  with  "Napoleon is always right!", but  Clover, who thought she  remembered
a  definite ruling against beds,  went  to the end  of  the  barn  and tried  to  puzzle  out  the Seven  Commandments
which were  inscribed  there.  Finding  herself unable to read more than  individual letters, she fetched Muriel. 

"Muriel," she said, "read me the  Fourth  Commandment. Does  it not  say something about never sleeping in a
bed?" 

With some difficulty Muriel spelt it out. 

"It says,  'No animal  shall sleep  in  a  bed  with sheets ,"'  she  announced finally. 

Curiously  enough,  Clover  had  not  remembered  that  the  Fourth  Commandment mentioned sheets; but as it
was there on the wall, it  must have  done  so. And Squealer,  who happened to be passing at this  moment,
attended  by  two or  three  dogs,  was able to  put the  whole  matter in its  proper  perspective. 

"You have heard  then, comrades," he said,  "that we pigs now sleep  in the beds of the farmhouse? And why
not? You did not suppose,  surely, that  there was  ever a ruling  against beds? A  bed  merely means a place to
sleep  in. A  pile of straw in  a stall is a  bed, properly regarded. The  rule was  against sheets, which  are a human
invention. We have removed the sheets from  the farmhouse  beds, and sleep between blankets. And  very
comfortable beds  they  are too!  But  not more  comfortable  than  we need, I  can  tell you,  comrades, with all the
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brainwork we have to  do nowadays. You  would  not rob  us of  our  repose, would you, comrades? You would
not have  us too tired to  carry out our duties? Surely none of you wishes to  see Jones back?" 

The animals reassured him on this  point immediately, and  no  more  was said about  the pigs sleeping in the
farmhouse beds. And when,  some days  afterwards, it was announced that from now on  the pigs  would get up
an hour  later  in the mornings  than the other animals,  no complaint was made about  that either. 

By the autumn the animals were tired but happy. They had had a hard  year, and after the sale of part of the
hay and corn, the stores of  food for  the  winter  were  none  too  plentiful, but  the  windmill  compensated for
everything.  It was almost half  built now.  After  the  harvest there was  a  stretch  of clear  dry weather, and the
animals  toiled harder  than  ever,  thinking it well worth while to  plod to and fro all day with blocks of stone  if
by doing so they  could raise the walls another  foot.  Boxer  would even  come out at  nights and work for an
hour  or two on his own by the light  of  the  harvest moon.  In  their spare moments the animals would walk
round  and  round  the half−finished mill, admiring the strength and  perpendicularity of  its walls and  marvelling
that  they should  ever  have  been  able  to build  anything so imposing.  Only old Benjamin  refused to grow
enthusiastic about  the windmill,  though, as  usual,  he would utter  nothing beyond the cryptic  remark that
donkeys live a  long time. 

November came, with raging south−west winds.  Building had to  stop  because  it was now too wet  to  mix the
cement. Finally there came a  night  when the gale  was  so  violent  that  the  farm buildings  rocked  on  their
foundations and several tiles were blown off the  roof of the  barn. The hens  woke up squawking with terror
because they  had all dreamed simultaneously of  hearing a gun go off in the  distance. In the morning the
animals came out of  their stalls to find  that the flagstaff had been blown  down and an elm tree  at the foot of
the orchard had been plucked  up like a radish. They had just  noticed  this  when  a cry of  despair broke  from
every animal's  throat. A  terrible sight had met their eyes. The windmill was in ruins. 

With one accord they dashed down to the  spot. Napoleon, who seldom  moved out of a  walk, raced ahead of
them all. Yes, there it lay, the  fruit  of all their  struggles, levelled  to its foundations, the  stones  they had
broken and carried so  laboriously scattered all  around.  Unable at first to  speak, they stood  gazing mournfully
at  the litter  of fallen stone Napoleon  paced to and fro in silence,  occasionally snuffing at  the ground. His  tail
had grown rigid and  twitched sharply from side to  side, a  sign  in  him of  intense  mental activity. Suddenly he
halted as though his mind were made up. 

"Comrades,"  he said  quietly, "do you know  who is responsible for  this?  Do you  know the  enemy who has
come in the night  and  overthrown our  windmill? SNOWBALL!" he suddenly  roared in a  voice  of  thunder.
"Snowball has done this  thing! In  sheer malignity, thinking to set  back  our plans and  avenge  himself  for  his
ignominious expulsion,  this  traitor has crept here under  cover of night and destroyed our work of nearly  a
year. Comrades, here  and now I pronounce the death sentence upon Snowball.  'Animal Hero,  Second Class,'
and half a bushel of apples  to any animal who  brings  him to justice. A full bushel to anyone who captures
him alive!" 

The animals were shocked beyond measure to learn that even Snowball  could  be guilty of  such an action.
There  was a  cry  of  indignation,  and  everyone began thinking out ways of catching  Snowball if he should ever
come  back.  Almost immediately the  footprints of a  pig  were discovered  in  the  grass at a little  distance from
the knoll. They could only  be traced for  a  few  yards,  but appeared to  lead  to a  hole in the hedge. Napoleon
snuffed  deeply at  them  and pronounced  them  to be  Snowball's. He gave  it  as his  opinion that Snowball had
probably come from the direction of  Foxwood Farm. 

"No more delays, comrades!" cried  Napoleon when the footprints had  been  examined.  "There  is  work  to be
done.  This very  morning we  begin  rebuilding the  windmill, and we will build all through the  winter, rain or
shine. We will teach this  miserable traitor that he  cannot undo our work so  easily. Remember, comrades,
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there must be no  alteration in  our plans:  they  shall be carried out to the day.  Forward,  comrades! Long live
the windmill!  Long live Animal Farm!" 

VII

IT WAS a  bitter  winter.  The stormy weather  was followed by sleet and snow, and then by a hard  frost  which
did  not break till  well into February. The animals carried on as best  they  could  with  the rebuilding  of  the
windmill, well  knowing  that  the  outside  world was  watching  them and  that the envious  human  beings would
rejoice and triumph if the mill were not finished  on time. 

Out of spite, the human beings pretended not to believe that it was  Snowball who  had destroyer the windmill:
they said that it had  fallen down  because the  walls were  too thin.  The animals knew that  this  was not the  case.
Still, it had been decided  to  build the  walls  three feet thick this  time  instead  of  eighteen  inches as  before,
which meant collecting  much  larger quantities  of  stone.  For a  long  i.ne  the  quarry  was  full  of  snowdrifts and
nothing  could  be  done.  Some progress  was made in the dry  frosty weather  that followed,  but it was cruel
work, and the animals could  not feel  so hopeful about it as they had felt before. They were always cold,  and
usually hungry as well. Only Boxer and Clover never lost heart.  Squealer  made excellent speeches on the joy
of service and the dignity  of labour, but  the  other  animals  found  more  inspiration in  Boxer's  strength  and his
never−failing cry of "I will work harder!  " 

In  January  food  fell  short.  The  corn  ration  was drastically  reduced, and it was announced that an extra potato
ration would be  issued to  make up for it. Then  it  was discovered that the greater  part of the potato  crop had
been frosted  in  the clamps, which had  not been  covered thickly  enough. The potatoes had  become  soft and
discoloured, and only a few were  edible.  For days at  a time the  animals had nothing  to eat but  chaff and
mangels. Starvation seemed  to stare them in the face. 

It was vitally  necessary to  conceal  this  fact  from the outside  world.  Emboldened by the collapse of  the
windmill, the human beings  were  inventing fresh lies about Animal Farm.  Once again  it  was  being put about
that  all the  animals were dying of famine and  disease, and  that they were  continually  fighting among
themselves  and had resorted  to cannibalism and  infanticide. Napoleon was well  aware of the bad results that
might follow if  the real facts of the  food situation were known, and  he decided to make use  of Mr. Whymper
to spread a contrary impression. Hitherto the animals had had  little  or no  contact with Whymper on his
weekly visits: now, however, a few  selected  animals, mostly sheep, were  instructed  to remark casually  in his
hearing that rations had  been increased. In addition, Napoleon  ordered the  almost empty  bins in  the
store−shed to  be  filled  nearly to the brim with  sand, which was then covered up with what  remained of the
grain and meal. On  some suitable pretext Whymper was  led through  the store−shed and allowed to  catch a
glimpse of the  bins. He was deceived, and continued to report to the  outside world  that there was no food
shortage on Animal Farm. 

Nevertheless, towards the end of January  it became obvious that it  would be necessary to procure some more
grain from somewhere. In  these days  Napoleon rarely appeared in public, but spent all his time  in the
farmhouse,  which was guarded at each door by fierce−looking  dogs. When  he  did emerge,  it was  in  a
ceremonial manner,  with an  escort  of  six  dogs  who closely  surrounded  him and growled if  anyone came too
near. Frequently he did not  even appear on Sunday  mornings,  but issued his orders  through  one of the  other
pigs,  usually Squealer. 

One Sunday morning Squealer  announced that the hens,  who had just  come  in  to lay  again, must surrender
their eggs. Napoleon  had  accepted,  through Whymper, a contract for four hundred eggs a week.  The price of
these  would pay for enough grain and meal  to keep the  farm going till summer came  on and conditions were
easier. 
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When the hens heard  this, they raised a  terrible outcry. They had  been warned earlier  that  this  sacrifice might
be  necessary, but  had not  believed that it would really happen. They were  just getting  their clutches  ready for
the spring sitting, and they protested that  to take the  eggs away  now was murder. For  the first time since the
expulsion  of Jones, there was  something resembling a rebellion. Led  by three young Black  Minorca pullets,
the hens made a determined  effort  to thwart Napoleon's wishes. Their method  was  to fly up to  the rafters and
there lay  their  eggs, which smashed to  pieces on  the floor. Napoleon acted swiftly  and ruthlessly. He ordered
the  hens' rations to be stopped, and decreed that any animal giving so  much as a  grain of corn to a hen should
be punished by death. The dogs  saw to it that  these orders  were carried out. For five  days the  hens  held out,
then they  capitulated and went back to their nesting  boxes. Nine hens had  died in the  meantime. Their bodies
were buried  in the orchard, and it was given out that  they had died of  coccidiosis. Whymper  heard nothing of
this affair, and the  eggs were  duly  delivered, a grocer's van driving up to the farm once a week  to  take them
away. 

All this while no more had been seen of  Snowball.  He was rumoured  to be hiding on one of the neighbouring
farms, either Foxwood or  Pinchfield.  Napoleon  was by this time on slightly better  terms  with  the other
farmers  than before. It happened that there was  in the yard  a pile of timber  which  had been stacked there ten
years earlier  when  a beech  spinney was cleared.  It was well seasoned, and Whymper had  advised Napoleon to
sell it; both Mr.  Pilkington and Mr. Frederick  were anxious to buy it. Napoleon was hesitating  between the
two,  unable to make up his mind. It was noticed that whenever he  seemed on  the point of coming  to an
agreement  with Frederick, Snowball was  declared  to  be  in  hiding  at  Foxwood,  while, when  he  inclined
toward  Pilkington, Snowball was said to be at Pinchfield. 

Suddenly, early  in  the spring, an alarming thing  was discovered.  Snowball  was secretly frequenting the  farm
by night!  The animals  were so  disturbed that they could hardly sleep in their stalls. Every  night,  it was  said,
he came creeping in under cover of darkness and  performed all kinds of  mischief. He stole the corn, he upset
the  milk−pails, he broke the  eggs, he  trampled the  seedbeds,  he gnawed  the bark off  the  fruit trees. Whenever
anything went wrong it  became usual to attribute it to Snowball. If a window  was  broken  or  a  drain was
blocked up,  someone  was certain to say  that  Snowball  had  come  in the night and  done  it, and  when  the key  of
the  store−shed was lost, the whole  farm was convinced that Snowball had  thrown  it down the well. Curiously
enough, they went on believing  this  even after  the  mislaid  key  was  found  under  a  sack  of  meal. The  cows
declared  unanimously that Snowball crept into  their  stalls and  milked them in their  sleep. The rats,  which had
been  troublesome that winter, were also said to  be in league with  Snowball. 

Napoleon  decreed that  there should be a  full investigation  into  Snowball's activities. With his  dogs  in
attendance  he set out and  made a  careful  tour  of  inspection of  the  farm  buildings,  the  other  animals  following
at  a respectful distance. At every few  steps Napoleon stopped and  snuffed the  ground for traces of  Snowball's
footsteps, which, he said,  he  could detect by the smell.  He snuffed in every corner, in the  barn, in  the
cow−shed, in  the  henhouses, in the  vegetable garden, and found  traces  of  Snowball  almost everywhere. He
would  put  his  snout  to the ground,  give  several deep  sniffs, ad exclaim in a terrible voice, "Snowball! He  has
been  here! I can  smell him distinctly!" and at the  word  "Snowball" all the dogs  let out blood−curdling growls
and showed their  side teeth. 

The animals were thoroughly frightened. It seemed to them as though  Snowball were some kind of invisible
influence, pervading the air  about them  and menacing them with all kinds of dangers. In  the  evening Squealer
called  them together, and with an alarmed expression  on  his face told them that he  had some serious news to
report. 

"Comrades!"  cried Squealer, making little  nervous  skips, "a most  terrible thing has  been discovered.
Snowball has sold himself to  Frederick  of Pinchfield Farm, who is  even now plotting to attack us  and take
our farm  away from  us! Snowball is to act as  his guide when  the attack begins.  But  there is  worse than that.
We  had  thought  that  Snowball's rebellion  was  caused simply by  his vanity  and  ambition. But  we were wrong,
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comrades. Do  you know what the real  reason  was? Snowball  was  in league with Jones from  the very  start!  He
was Jones's secret agent all  the time. It has all  been  proved  by  documents which he left behind him  and  which
we have only  just  discovered. To my mind this explains  a great deal, comrades. Did we  not see  for  ourselves
how  he  attempted−fortunately  without  success−to  get  us  defeated and destroyed at the Battle of the
Cowshed?" 

The  animals were stupefied.  This was a  wickedness  far  outdoing  Snowball's destruction of the windmill. But
it was some minutes  before they  could fully take it in. They all remembered, or thought  they remembered,
how  they had seen Snowball charging ahead of them at  the Battle of  the Cowshed,  how  he had rallied  and
encouraged them  at  every turn, and how he had  not  paused for an instant even when  the pellets from Jones's
gun had wounded his  back. At first it was  a  little difficult to see how this fitted in with his  being on Jones's
side. Even Boxer, who seldom asked questions,  was puzzled.  He lay  down, tucked  his  fore hoofs beneath
him, shut his  eyes, and with a  hard effort managed to formulate his thoughts. 

"I do not believe that,"  he  said. "Snowball fought bravely at the  Battle of the Cowshed. I saw him myself. Did
we  not give him 'Animal  Hero,  first Class,' immediately afterwards?" 

"That was our mistake, comrade. For we  know now−it is  all written  down in the  secret  documents that  we
have found−that  in reality  he  was  trying to lure us to our doom." 

"But  he  was wounded," said Boxer. "We  all  saw him  running with  blood." 

"That was part  of the arrangement!" cried  Squealer. "Jones's shot  only grazed him. I could  show you this in
his own writing, if you  were able  to read it. The plot  was for Snowball, at the critical  moment, to  give the
signal  for flight and leave  the field  to the  enemy.  And  he very  nearly  succeeded−I  will even say, comrades, he
would have succeeded if  it had not  been for our heroic  Leader,  Comrade Napoleon. Do you not remember
how, just  at  the moment  when  Jones and  his men had  got  inside the yard, Snowball  suddenly  turned  and  fled,
and many animals followed him? And do  you not  remember, too, that it was just at that moment, when panic
was  spreading and  all seemed  lost,  that Comrade Napoleon sprang forward  with a cry of 'Death  to  Humanity!'
and sank his teeth in Jones's  leg? Surely you remember that,  comrades?" exclaimed Squealer,  frisking from
side to side. 

Now when Squealer described the scene so graphically, it seemed  to  the  animals that they did remember it.
At any rate, they remembered  that at  the critical moment of the battle Snowball had turned to flee.  But Boxer
was  still a little uneasy. 

"I do not believe that Snowball was a traitor at the beginning," he  said finally.  "What he has done since is
different. But I  believe  that at  the Battle of the Cowshed he was a good comrade." 

"Our Leader, Comrade  Napoleon,"  announced Squealer, speaking very  slowly  and firmly,  "has  stated
categorically−categorically,  comrade−that  Snowball was Jones's agent from the very beginning−yes,  and
from long before  the Rebellion was ever thought of." 

"Ah, that is different!" said  Boxer. "If Comrade Napoleon says it,  it must be right." 

"That  is the  true  spirit,  comrade!"  cried Squealer, but it was  noticed he cast a very ugly look at Boxer with his
little twinkling  eyes. He  turned to go, then paused and  added  impressively: "I warn  every  animal on  this farm
to keep his eyes very wide open. For we  have reason to think that  some of Snowball's secret agents are
lurking among us at this moment! " 
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Four days later, in the late  afternoon,  Napoleon  ordered all the  animals  to  assemble  in  the  yard. When  they
were all gathered  together,  Napoleon emerged  from the farmhouse, wearing both  his  medals (for he  had
recently  awarded  himself "Animal Hero, First  Class,"  and  "Animal  Hero,  Second  Class"), with his nine huge
dogs  frisking round him  and  uttering  growls that  sent shivers  down  all the  animals'  spines. They  all cowered
silently  in  their  places,  seeming to know  in  advance that some terrible  thing was  about to happen. 

Napoleon stood sternly surveying his  audience; then  he uttered  a  high−pitched  whimper. Immediately the
dogs bounded forward, seized  four  of  the pigs  by  the  ear and  dragged them, squealing with pain  and terror, to
Napoleon's feet. The pigs'  ears  were  bleeding, the  dogs had tasted blood,  and for a  few moments  they
appeared  to go  quite mad. To the amazement of  everybody, three of them flung  themselves upon Boxer.
Boxer saw them  coming  and put out his great  hoof, caught a dog in  mid−air, and  pinned him to the  ground.
The  dog shrieked for mercy and the other two fled with  their tails  between their legs. Boxer looked at
Napoleon to know whether he should  crush  the dog to death or let it go.  Napoleon appeared to change
countenance, and  sharply ordered Boxer to let  the dog go, whereat  Boxer lifted his hoof, and  the dog slunk
away, bruised and howling. 

Presently the tumult  died  down.  The four pigs waited, trembling,  with guilt written on every  line of their
countenances. Napoleon now  called  upon  them  to confess their  crimes. They were the same  four  pigs as  had
protested when Napoleon abolished the  Sunday Meetings.  Without any further  prompting they confessed that
they had been  secretly in  touch with Snowball  ever since his expulsion, that  they  had collaborated with him
in destroying  the windmill, and  that  they  had entered into an agreement with him to hand  over Animal  Farm
to  Mr. Frederick. They added that Snowball  had privately  admitted to  them that he had been Jones's secret
agent for years past. When  they  had  finished their confession, the dogs  promptly  tore their throats  out, and in
a terrible voice Napoleon demanded whether any other  animal  had  anything to confess. 

The  three  hens  who  had  been  the ringleaders in the  attempted  rebellion  over the  eggs  now  came  forward  and
stated that  Snowball had  appeared to them  in a dream and  incited them to  disobey Napoleon's orders.  They,
too, were slaughtered. Then a  goose  came  forward  and  confessed  to  having  secreted six ears of corn  during
the last year's harvest  and eaten  them in the night. Then a  sheep confessed to having urinated in the drinking
pool−urged  to  do  this,  so  she  said,  by  Snowball−and two  other  sheep  confessed  to having murdered an old
ram, an especially devoted follower  of  Napoleon,  by  chasing him round and round a  bonfire  when he was
suffering  from  a  cough.  They  were  all  slain  on  the  spot. And  so  the tale  of  confessions and executions went
on, until there  was  a pile of corpses lying  before Napoleon's feet and the air was heavy  with the smell of
blood,  which  had been unknown there since the  expulsion of Jones. 

When it was all over,  the  remaining animals, except  for the pigs  and dogs, crept away in a body. They were
shaken and miserable. They  did not  know  which was more shocking−the  treachery  of the animals  who had
leagued  themselves with Snowball, or  the cruel retribution  they had just witnessed.  In the  old days there  had
often been scenes  of bloodshed equally terrible,  but it seemed to all of them that it  was far worse now that it
was happening  among themselves. Since Jones  had left the farm, until today,  no animal had  killed another
animal.  Not  even a rat had been  killed. They had made their  way on to the  little knoll where the half−finished
windmill  stood, and with  one  accord they all lay down as though huddling together for  warmth−Clover,
Muriel,  Benjamin,  the  cows,  the sheep, and a  whole flock  of  geese and  hens−everyone,  indeed,  except  the cat,
who had  suddenly disappeared just  before Napoleon ordered the animals  to assemble. For some time nobody
spoke.  Only Boxer remained on his  feet. He fidgeted to and fro,  swishing his long  black tail  against  his sides
and occasionally uttering a  little whinny of  surprise.  Finally he said: 

"I do not understand it. I would not have believed that such things  could  happen on our farm.  It  must  be due
to some fault in  ourselves. The  solution, as I see it, is to work harder. From now  onwards I shall get up a  full
hour earlier in the mornings." 
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And he moved off  at  his  lumbering trot and made for  the quarry.  Having got  there, he  collected  two
successive loads of stone  and  dragged  them down to the windmill before retiring for the night. 

The animals huddled  about  Clover, not  speaking. The  knoll where  they were  lying gave them a wide prospect
across the  countryside.  Most of  Animal Farm  was within their view−the long  pasture  stretching down  to the
main road, the hayfield, the spinney, the  drinking pool, the ploughed fields  where  the young  wheat was  thick
and green, and the red roofs of the  farm  buildings with  the smoke  curling from the chimneys.  It was a clear
spring  evening. The grass  and the bursting hedges were gilded  by the level rays of  the sun.  Never had the
farm−and with a kind of surprise they remembered that  it  was their own farm, every inch  of it their own
property−appeared to  the  animals so desirable a  place. As  Clover looked down  the  hillside her eyes  filled
with tears. If she could have spoken her  thoughts, it would have been  to say that this was not what they had
aimed at when they had set themselves  years  ago  to work  for the  overthrow of  the human race. These  scenes
of  terror and slaughter  were not  what they had looked forward to on that night  when old Major  first stirred
them to rebellion. If  she herself had had any  picture  of the future, it had  been of  a  society  of animals set free
from  hunger and the whip, all equal, each working  according to his  capacity, the  strong protecting the weak,
as she had protected the  lost brood of ducklings  with her  foreleg  on the night  of Major's  speech. Instead−she
did not know  why−they had  come to a time when no  one dared speak his mind, when fierce,  growling  dogs
roamed  everywhere, and when you had  to watch  your comrades  torn to pieces  after confessing to shocking
crimes. There was  no thought of  rebellion or disobedience in  her mind. She knew  that, even as things  were,
they were far better off  than they had been in the days of  Jones,  and that  before all  else it was needful  to
prevent the  return of the human  beings.  Whatever happened she would remain  faithful, work hard, carry out
the orders  that were given to her, and  accept the leadership of Napoleon. But still, it  was not for this that  she
and all the other animals had hoped and toiled. It  was not for  this that  they had built the windmill and faced
the bullets  of  Jones's gun. Such were her thoughts, though she lacked the words to  express  them. 

At last, feeling this to be in some way a substitute for the  words  she was  unable to find,  she began  to sing
Beasts  of  England . The  other  animals sitting round her took it up, and they sang it  three times over−very
tunefully,  but  slowly and  mournfully,  in  a  way they had never  sung it  before. 

They had just finished singing it for the third time when Squealer,  attended  by two  dogs, approached  them
with  the air  of having  something  important  to  say.  He announced  that,  by  a special  decree  of  Comrade
Napoleon, Beasts  of  England had  been  abolished.  From now onwards it was  forbidden to sing it. 

The animals were taken aback. 

"Why?" cried Muriel. 

"It's no longer needed, comrade," said Squealer stiffly. "Beasts  of  England was the song of the Rebellion.  But
the Rebellion is  now  completed.  The execution of  the traitors this afternoon was  the  final act. The enemy
both  external and internal  has  been defeated.  In  Beasts  of  England we  expressed our longing for a better
society in days to come. But that society  has now been established.  Clearly this song has no longer any
purpose." 

Frightened though  they were,  some  of  the animals might possibly  have  protested, but at this moment the
sheep set up their usual  bleating of  "Four legs good, two legs bad," which went on for several  minutes and
put an  end to the discussion. 

So Beasts of  England was heard no  more. In its place  Minimus, the  poet,  had composed another song  which
began: 

Animal Farm, Animal  Farm, 
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Never through me shalt  thou  come to harm!

and this was sung  every Sunday morning after the hoisting of the  flag. But somehow neither the  words  nor
the tune ever  seemed to the  animals  to  come up  to  Beasts of  England. 

VIII

A  FEW days later, when  the terror caused by  the  executions had died  down,  some of  the  animals

remembered−or thought they remembered−that the Sixth  Commandment decreed "No  animal shall kill any
other animal." And  though no one  cared to  mention it  in the hearing of the pigs or the  dogs, it was felt that the
killings which  had taken place did not  square with this. Clover asked Benjamin to read her  the Sixth
Commandment, and when Benjamin, as usual, said that  he refused to  meddle in  such matters, she fetched
Muriel. Muriel read the  Commandment for  her. It ran: "No animal shall kill any other animal  without  cause."
Somehow  or other, the last  two words had slipped  out of the  animals'  memory. But  they saw now that the
Commandment  had not been violated;  for clearly there  was good reason  for  killing  the  traitors who had
leagued themselves with  Snowball. 

Throughout  the year the animals worked  even harder than  they had  worked in  the previous year To  rebuild
the windmill, with  walls  twice as  thick as before, and to finish it  by the appointed  date,  together with the
regular work of the farm, was a tremendous  labour.  There were times when it  seemed  to the animals that they
worked  longer hours and fed  no better than  they had done  in Jones's day.  On Sunday  mornings Squealer,
holding down a  long  strip  of paper  with  his  trotter,  would read out to  them lists of  figures  proving  that the
production  of  every  class  of  foodstuff  had  increased  by two hundred per cent, three hundred per cent, or five
hundred  per cent, as the case might be. The animals saw no reason to  disbelieve him,  especially as they could
no longer remember very  clearly what conditions had  been like before the Rebellion. All the  same, there were
days when they felt  that they would sooner have had  less figures and more food. 

All  orders were now issued through Squealer  or one  of the  other  pigs.  Napoleon  himself  was  not  seen in
public  as often as once  in  a  fortnight.  When he did appear, he was attended  not only by  his  retinue of  dogs but
by a black cockerel who marched in front of  him and acted as a kind  of trumpeter, letting out a  loud
"cock−a−doodle−doo" before Napoleon spoke.  Even in the  farmhouse, it  was said, Napoleon inhabited
separate apartments  from the  others.  He took his meals alone, with two dogs to wait  upon him,  and always  ate
from the Crown Derby dinner service  which had been  in  the  glass cupboard in the drawing−room. It was also
announced that the gun  would  be fired  every  year on  Napoleon's birthday, as well as  on  the other two
anniversaries. 

Napoleon  was now never spoken  of  simply  as  "Napoleon." He  was  always referred to  in formal  style as "our
Leader, Comrade  Napoleon,"  and  this  pigs  liked to invent  for  him such titles as  Father  of All Animals,  Terror
of Mankind, Protector of the  Sheep−fold,  Ducklings' Friend,  and the  like. In  his speeches,  Squealer would
talk  with the tears rolling down his  cheeks of  Napoleon's  wisdom the goodness of his heart, and the deep love
he  bore to all animals  everywhere, even and especially the unhappy  animals who  still lived in ignorance and
slavery on  other farms. It  had become usual to  give  Napoleon the credit for every  successful  achievement and
every stroke  of good fortune. You would often hear one  hen remark to another, "Under  the  guidance  of  our
Leader, Comrade  Napoleon,  I have laid five  eggs  in six  days"; or two  cows,  enjoying a drink at the pool,
would exclaim, "Thanks to  the  leadership of Comrade Napoleon, how excellent  this  water tastes!"  The
general  feeling on the  farm was well expressed in a poem  entitled  Comrade  Napoleon,  which was  composed
by Minimus and  which ran as  follows: 

Friend of fatherless! 
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Fountain of happiness! 

Lord of the swill−bucket! Oh, how my soul is on 

Fire when I gaze at thy 

Calm and commanding eye, 

Like the sun in the sky, 

Comrade Napoleon! 

Thou are the giver of 

All that thy creatures love, 

Full belly twice a day, clean straw to roll upon; 

Every beast great or small 

Sleeps at peace in his stall, 

Thou watchest over all, 

Comrade Napoleon! 

Had I a sucking−pig, 

Ere he had grown as big 

Even as a pint bottle or as a rolling−pin, 

He should have learned to be 

Faithful and true to thee, 

Yes, his first squeak should be 

"Comrade Napoleon!"

Napoleon approved of this poem and caused it to be inscribed on the  wall of the big barn,  at  the  opposite end
from the Seven  Commandments. It  was  surmounted by a portrait of Napoleon,  in  profile, executed by
Squealer  in white paint. 

Meanwhile,  through the agency of Whymper, Napoleon  was engaged in  complicated negotiations  with
Frederick and Pilkington. The pile  of  timber  was still unsold. Of the two, Frederick was the  more anxious  to
get hold of  it, but he would not offer a reasonable price. At the  same  time  there were  renewed rumours that
Frederick and his  men  were plotting  to attack  Animal  Farm  and to destroy the windmill,  the building of
which had aroused furious  jealousy in him. Snowball  was known to be still skulking on Pinchfield Farm.  In
the middle of  the summer the animals were alarmed to hear that three hens  had come  forward and confessed
that, inspired by Snowball,  they had entered  into a  plot to murder Napoleon.  They  were executed
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immediately, and  fresh  precautions  for Napoleon's safety  were taken. Four dogs  guarded his bed at  night, one
at each corner, and a  young pig named  Pinkeye was given the task  of tasting all his food before he ate it,  lest
it should be poisoned. 

At about the same time it  was given out that Napoleon had arranged  to  sell the  pile of timber  to Mr.
Pilkington;  he was also going to  enter  into a regular agreement for the exchange of certain products  between
Animal  Farm and Foxwood. The relations between Napoleon and  Pilkington, though they  were only
conducted through Whymper,  were now  almost friendly. The  animals  distrusted  Pilkington,  as  a human
being, but  greatly  preferred  him to  Frederick, whom they both  feared  and hated. As  the summer wore on, and
the  windmill  neared  completion, the rumours of an impending treacherous  attack  grew  stronger and stronger.
Frederick,  it  was  said,  intended  to bring  against them twenty men all armed with  guns, and he  had already
bribed the  magistrates and police, so that if he could once get hold  of the title−deeds  of Animal Farm they
would ask no questions.  Moreover, terrible stories were  leaking  out from Pinchfield  about  the  cruelties that
Frederick practised  upon his animals. He had  flogged an old horse to death, he starved his cows,  he had killed
a  dog  by throwing it into the furnace, he  amused himself in  the  evenings by making  cocks fight with  splinters
of  razor−blade tied  to  their spurs. The animals' blood boiled  with rage when  they  heard  of these  things
beingdone  to  their  comrades,  and sometimes  they  clamoured to be  allowed to  go out in  a  body and  attack
Pinchfield  Farm,  drive out the  humans, and set the animals free. But Squealer  counselled them to avoid rash
actions and trust in Comrade Napoleon's  strategy. 

Nevertheless, feeling against Frederick continued to run high.  One  Sunday morning Napoleon appeared in the
barn and explained that he had  never  at  any time contemplated  selling the  pile  of  timber  to  Frederick;  he
considered it beneath his dignity, he said, to have  dealings with scoundrels  of that description.  The pigeons
who were  still sent out to spread  tidings  of the Rebellion  were forbidden to  set foot anywhere on  Foxwood,
and were  also ordered to drop their  former slogan of "Death to Humanity" in favour of  "Death  to  Frederick."
In  the  late  summer  yet  another  of  Snowball's  machinations  was laid bare. The wheat crop  was full of weeds,
and  it  was  discovered that on one of his nocturnal visits Snowball had  mixed weed seeds  with the seed corn.
A gander  who had been privy to  the  plot  had confessed  his guilt to Squealer and immediately  committed
suicide by swallowing deadly  nightshade berries. The animals  now also learned that Snowball had never−as
many of them had believed  hitherto−received the order of "Animal Hero7 First  Class." This was  merely a
legend which had  been spread  some time after the  Battle  of  the Cowshed  by Snowball himself. So far from
being decorated, he  had  been  censured  for showing cowardice in the  battle. Once again some  of  the animals
heard this  with a certain bewilderment,  but Squealer  was soon  able to convince them that their memories had
been at fault. 

In the  autumn,  by a tremendous, exhausting effort−for the harvest  had  to be  gathered at almost the same
time−the windmill  was  finished. The  machinery  had still  to  be  installed,  and  Whymper  was  negotiating  the
purchase of it, but the  structure  was  completed.  In  the teeth  of  every  difficulty, in  spite of  inexperience, of
primitive implements, of bad luck  and  of Snowball's  treachery,  the work had been finished  punctually to the
very day!  Tired  out but proud,  the  animals  walked round  and round their  masterpiece,  which appeared even
more beautiful in  their eyes than  when it  had  been built the first time. Moreover,  the walls were  twice  as thick
as  before. Nothing short of explosives would lay them  low this  time! And when  they thought  of  how  they had
laboured,  what  discouragements  they  had  overcome, and the enormous  difference that would be made in their
lives when  the sails  were  turning and the dynamos  running−when  they thought  of all  this,  their tiredness
forsook them and they gambolled round and round  the  windmill, uttering  cries of triumph. Napoleon himself,
attended by  his dogs  and  his cockerel, came  down  to  inspect the completed  work; he personally  congratulated
the  animals on their achievement,  and announced that the mill  would be named Napoleon Mill. 

Two  days later the  animals  were called  together  for  a special  meeting  in the  barn. They  were struck dumb
with  surprise  when  Napoleon  announced that  he had  sold  the  pile  of timber  to  Frederick.  Tomorrow
Frederick's wagons would arrive  and begin  carting  it away. Throughout the  whole period of his seeming
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friendship with  Pilkington, Napoleon had really  been in secret  agreement with Frederick. 

All relations with Foxwood had  been broken off; insulting messages  had been sent to Pilkington. The pigeons
had been told to  avoid  Pinchfield  Farm  and  to  alter their  slogan from "Death to  Frederick"  to  "Death  to
Pilkington." At the same time Napoleon  assured the  animals that the stories  of an impending  attack  on
Animal Farm were completely untrue, and that the  tales about  Frederick's  cruelty  to  his  own  animals  had
been  greatly  exaggerated. All these rumours had probably originated with Snowball  and his  agents.  It  now
appeared  that Snowball  was  not,  after  all,  hiding  on  Pinchfield  Farm,  and  in fact  had  never  been  there  in his
life: he was  living−in considerable luxury, so it was  said−at Foxwood, and had in reality  been a pensioner of
Pilkington for  years past. 

The pigs were in ecstasies over  Napoleon's cunning.  By seeming to  be friendly with Pilkington he had  forced
Frederick to  raise his  price by  twelve pounds. But the superior quality of Napoleon's  mind,  said  Squealer,  was
shown in  the fact that he trusted nobody, not  even Frederick. Frederick  had wanted to  pay for the timber  with
something called a cheque, which, it  seemed,  was  a piece of paper  with a promise  to pay written  upon  it. But
Napoleon was too clever  for him. He had demanded payment  in real five−pound  notes, which were  to be
handed over  before the timber  was removed. Already  Frederick  had paid  up; and the sum he had paid  was
just enough to buy the  machinery for the windmill. 

Meanwhile the  timber was being carted away  at high speed. When it  was all gone, another special meeting
was held in the barn  for the  animals  to  inspect Frederick's  bank−notes. Smiling beatifically,  and wearing both
his  decorations,  Napoleon reposed on a bed of  straw on the  platform, with  the money  at his  side, neatly  piled
on  a china dish from  the farmhouse  kitchen. The animals filed  slowly past, and each gazed his fill. And  Boxer
put out  his nose  to sniff at the  bank−notes, and the flimsy  white things  stirred and  rustled in his breath. 

Three days later there was a terrible hullabaloo. Whymper, his face  deadly pale, came  racing up the path on
his  bicycle, flung  it down  in the  yard and rushed  straight into the farmhouse. The next moment a  choking roar
of rage sounded from Napoleon's apartments.  The news  of  what had happened  sped round the  farm like
wildfire. The banknotes  were forgeries! Frederick  had got the timber for nothing! 

Napoleon  called the animals together immediately and in a terrible  voice pronounced the death  sentence upon
Frederick. When captured, he  said,  Frederick should be boiled alive. At the same time he warned  them that
after  this treacherous deed the worst was  to be expected.  Frederick  and his  men  might make their
long−expected attack at any  moment. Sentinels  were  placed  at  all  the approaches  to the farm.  In addition,
four pigeons were sent to  Foxwood with a conciliatory  message, which it was hoped might  re−establish  good
relations with  Pilkington. 

The  very  next morning  the  attack  came.  The  animals  were  at  breakfast when the look−outs came racing in
with the news that  Frederick and  his followers  had already come through the five−barred  gate. Boldly enough
the animals sallied forth  to meet them, but this  time they did not have the  easy  victory that they had had in the
Battle  of the Cowshed.  There  were  fifteen men, with half  a dozen  guns between  them, and  they opened fire as
soon as they got within  fifty yards. The animals could not face the terrible  explosions and  the stinging pellets,
and in spite of the efforts of Napoleon  and  Boxer to  rally them, they were soon driven back. A number of
them  were  already  wounded.  They  took  refuge  in  the  farm  buildings  and  peeped  cautiously  out from  chinks
and  knot−holes.  The whole  of the big pasture,  including the windmill, was  in  the hands of the  enemy. For the
moment even  Napoleon seemed at  a  loss. He paced up  and  down without a word, his  tail  rigid and twitching.
Wistful  glances  were sent in the direction of Foxwood.  If Pilkington and his  men would help them, the day
might yet  be won. But at  this moment  the four  pigeons, who had  been sent out  on  the  day before,  returned,
one of them  bearing a  scrap of paper from Pilkington. On  it was  pencilled the words: "Serves you right." 
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Meanwhile Frederick and his men had halted about  the windmill. The  animals watched them, and a murmur
of dismay  went round. Two of the  men had  produced a  crowbar  and a sledge  hammer. They  were  going  to
knock  the  windmill down. 

"Impossible!" cried Napoleon. "We  have  built  the  walls  far too  thick for that. They could not knock it down
in a week. Courage,  comrades!" 

But  Benjamin was watching the movements of the  men  intently. The  two with the hammer and the crowbar
were drilling a  hole near the  base  of  the windmill. Slowly, and with  an air  almost of amusement,  Benjamin
nodded  his long muzzle. 

"I thought so," he  said. "Do  you not see  what they are doing? In  another moment they are going to pack
blasting powder into that hole." 

Terrified, the animals waited. It was impossible now to venture out  of the shelter of the buildings. After a few
minutes the men were seen  to be  running in all  directions. Then  there  was  a deafening roar.  The  pigeons
swirled into the air, and all the animals, except  Napoleon, flung themselves  flat on their bellies and hid  their
faces.  When  they got up again, a huge  cloud  of black smoke was hanging  where the windmill  had been.
Slowly  the  breeze drifted it away. The  windmill had ceased to exist! 

At this sight the animals' courage returned  to them. The fear  and  despair they had felt a  moment  earlier were
drowned in  their rage  against  this vile, contemptible act. A mighty cry for vengeance went  up, and without
waiting for further  orders  they charged forth  in a  body and made straight  for the enemy. This time they did
not heed the  cruel pellets that swept over  them like  hail. It was a savage, bitter  battle.  The  men  fired again
and  again,  and, when the animals got  to  close  quarters, lashed out with their  sticks and their heavy  boots. A
cow, three sheep, and two geese were killed,  and nearly  everyone was wounded. Even Napoleon, who was
directing operations  from  the rear, had the tip of his tail chipped  by a pellet. But the men did  not go unscathed
either. Three of them had their  heads broken by  blows from  Boxer's hoofs; another was  gored in the belly by
a cow's  horn; another  had  his trousers nearly torn off by Jessie  and  Bluebell. And when the nine dogs  of
Napoleon's own bodyguard,  whom he  had instructed to make a detour  under  cover  of  the  hedge,  suddenly
appeared  on  the  men's  flank,  baying  ferociously, panic  overtook them. They saw that they were in danger of
being  surrounded.  Frederick shouted  to  his men to  get out while  the going  was  good,  and  the next moment
the cowardly enemy was running for dear life. The  animals  chased them right down to the bottom of the field,
and  got  in some  last kicks at them as they forced their way through the thorn  hedge. 

They had  won,  but they were weary and bleeding. Slowly they began  to limp back towards  the  farm.  The
sight of their dead comrades  stretched  upon the grass moved some  of  them  to tears. And  for  a  little while they
halted in sorrowful silence at the place where the  windmill had  once stood.  Yes, it was gone; almost the  last
trace of  their labour was gone! Even the  foundations were  partially  destroyed. And in  rebuilding it they could
not  this time, as  before, make use of the fallen stones. This  time  the stones  had  vanished too. The  force of the
explosion had flung them to distances  of  hundreds of yards. It was as though the windmill had never been. 

As they  approached  the farm  Squealer, who had unaccountably been  absent  during the fighting,  came
skipping towards  them, whisking  his tail  and beaming with satisfaction.  And the animals heard, from  the
direction of  the farm buildings, the solemn booming of a gun. 

"What is that gun firing for?" said Boxer. 

"To celebrate our victory!" cried Squealer. 
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"What victory?" said Boxer. His knees were bleeding, he had  lost a  shoe and split  his hoof,  and  a dozen
pellets had lodged themselves  in his  hind leg. 

"What  victory,  comrade?  Have we  not  driven the  enemy off  our  soil−the sacred soil of Animal Farm? " 

"But they have destroyed the windmill. And we had worked on  it for  two years!" 

"What matter? We will  build  another  windmill. We  will build six  windmills if we feel like it.  You do  not
appreciate, comrade, the  mighty  thing that  we have  done. The enemy was  in occupation of  this very ground
that we stand  upon. And now−thanks to the  leadership of Comrade Napoleon−we  have won every inch of it
back  again!" 

"Then we have won back what we had before," said Boxer. 

"That is our victory," said Squealer. 

They limped into  the  yard. The pellets  under the skin of Boxer's  leg smarted painfully. He saw ahead of him
the  heavy labour  of  rebuilding  the  windmill from the foundations,  and  already in  imagination he  braced
himself for the task. But for the first time  it occurred to him that he  was  eleven years old and that perhaps his
great muscles were not quite what they  had once been. 

But when the animals saw  the green flag flying, and  heard the gun  firing  again−seven times  it was  fired in
all−and heard  the  speech  that  Napoleon made, congratulating  them on their conduct, it  did  seem  to them  after
all that they had won a great victory. The  animals slain in the battle  were given a solemn funeral. Boxer and
Clover pulled the wagon which  served  as a hearse,  and Napoleon  himself walked at the head of the
procession. Two  whole days were  given over to celebrations. There were songs,  speeches, and  more  firing of
the gun, and a special gift of an apple was bestowed on every  animal, with two  ounces of corn for each bird
and  three  biscuits  for each  dog.  It  was announced that  the battle would be called  the  Battle of  the  Windmill,
and that Napoleon had created  a new  decoration,  the Order of the  Green Banner, which he had conferred
upon himself. In the general rejoicings  the unfortunate affair of the  banknotes was forgotten. 

It was a few days later than this that the pigs came upon a case of  whisky in the  cellars of the farmhouse. It
had been overlooked at  the time  when the  house was first occupied. That night there came  from the
farmhouse  the sound of loud singing, in  which, to everyone's  surprise, the strains of  Beasts of England were
mixed up. At  about half past nine Napoleon, wearing  an old bowler  hat of Mr.  Jones's,  was distinctly seen to
emerge  from the  back  door, gallop  rapidly round the  yard, and disappear indoors again. But  in the  morning a
deep silence hung over the farmhouse. Not a pig appeared to  be stirring. It was nearly  nine o'clock when
Squealer made  his  appearance,  walking slowly and dejectedly, his eyes dull, his tail  hanging limply behind
him, and with every appearance of being  seriously ill. He called the animals  together  and  told them  that he
had  a terrible piece  of news  to impart.  Comrade Napoleon was dying! 

A cry of lamentation went up. Straw was laid down outside the doors  of the farmhouse, and the animals
walked on tiptoe. With tears in  their eyes  they asked one another what they should do if their  Leader  were
taken away  from them.  A  rumour  went round that  Snowball  had  after all contrived to  introduce poison into
Napoleon's food.  At  eleven  o'clock Squealer came out  to  make another announcement. As  his last act  upon
earth, Comrade Napoleon  had pronounced a solemn  decree: the  drinking of  alcohol was to be punished  by
death. 

By the evening, however, Napoleon appeared to  be  somewhat better,  and the following morning Squealer
was able to tell them that he was  well on  the way to  recovery. By the evening  of that day Napoleon was  back
at work,  and  on the next  day  it  was  learned that he  had  instructed  Whymper  to  purchase in Willingdon some
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booklets on  brewing and distilling. A week later  Napoleon gave orders that the  small paddock beyond the
orchard, which it had  previously  been  intended to  set aside as a grazing−ground  for animals who  were past
work, was to be ploughed up. It was given out that the pasture was  exhausted  and  needed  re−seeding; but it
soon  became known  that  Napoleon  intended to sow it with barley. 

About this  time  there  occurred  a strange incident  which hardly  anyone was able to understand. One night at
about twelve o'clock there  was a  loud crash in the yard, and the animals rushed out of their  stalls. It was a
moonlit night. At the foot of the end wall of the big  barn, where the  Seven  Commandments  were  written,
there  lay  a  ladder  broken  in  two  pieces.  Squealer,  temporarily  stunned, was  sprawling  beside it,  and near at
hand  there lay  a lantern, a  paint−brush, and an overturned pot of  white  paint.  The dogs  immediately made  a
ring round Squealer, and escorted  him back  to  the farmhouse as soon as he was able to walk. None of the
animals  could form  any idea as to what  this meant, except old Benjamin,  who  nodded his muzzle  with a
knowing air, and seemed to understand, but  would say nothing. 

But a few days later Muriel, reading over the Seven Commandments to  herself, noticed that  there was yet
another of  them which the  animals had  remembered wrong.  They  had thought the  Fifth  Commandment  was
"No animal  shall  drink alcohol,"  but there  were  two words that they had  forgotten.  Actually the
Commandment read:  "No animal shall drink alcohol to excess." 

IX

BOXER'S split hoof  was a  long time in  healing.  They  had started  the rebuilding of the windmill the  day  after
the  victory celebrations were  ended Boxer refused to take even  a  day off  work, and made it a point of honour
not  to let it be seen  that he  was  in pain. In the  evenings he would admit  privately to  Clover  that the  hoof
troubled him a great deal.  Clover  treated the  hoof with  poultices of  herbs which  she prepared by chewing
them,  and both she  and Benjamin urged  Boxer to work less hard. "A horse's  lungs do not last for ever," she
said to  him. But Boxer would not  listen.  He had,  he  said, only one real  ambition  left−to  see the  windmill well
under  way  before  he  reached the  age  for  retirement. 

At  the  beginning,  when  the  laws  of  Animal  Farm  were  first  formulated, the retiring  age had been fixed  for
horses and pigs at  twelve,  for cows at fourteen, for dogs at nine, for sheep at seven,  and for hens and  geese  at
five. Liberal old−age pensions had  been  agreed  upon. As  yet no  animal had  actually retired on  pension,  but of
late  the subject had been  discussed more and  more. Now that  the small  field beyond the  orchard  had  been  set
aside for  barley, it was  rumoured that a corner  of  the  large  pasture  was  to  be  fenced  off  and  turned  into  a
grazing−ground  for  superannuated animals.  For a horse, it was said,  the pension would  be five  pounds of corn
a day and, in winter, fifteen pounds of hay,  with a carrot or  possibly an apple on  public holidays. Boxer's
twelfth  birthday was due in  the late summer of the following year. 

Meanwhile life was hard. The winter was as cold as the last one had  been, and food was even shorter. Once
again all rations were reduced,  except  those of the pigs  and the dogs. A too rigid equality  in  rations, Squealer
explained, would have been contrary to the  principles of  Animalism.  In any  case he had no difficulty in
proving  to the other animals that they were not in reality  short  of  food, whatever the appearances might be.
For the  time  being,  certainly,  it had  been  found necessary  to make a  readjustment of  rations (Squealer  always
spoke  of  it as a  "readjustment,"  never  as  a  "reduction"), but in comparison  with the days of Jones, the
improvement was  enormous.  Reading  out the figures in  a shrill,  rapid voice, he  proved to  them in detail that
they had more oats,  more hay, more turnips than they had  had in  Jones's day, that  they  worked  shorter hours,
that their  drinking  water  was  of better  quality,  that  they  lived  longer,  that  a  larger  proportion of  their  young
ones  survived  infancy,  and that they had more  straw  in their stalls  and suffered  less from  fleas. The animals
believed  every word of it. Truth to tell, Jones and all he stood for had almost  faded  out of their memories.
They knew that life nowadays was harsh  and bare, that  they were often hungry  and often cold, and that  they
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were  usually working  when they were  not asleep. But doubtless it had  been worse in the old days.  They were
glad to  believe so. Besides, in  those  days they had been  slaves  and now they were free,  and that  made  all the
difference, as  Squealer did  not fail to point out. 

There were many  more  mouths  to feed now. In the autumn the  four  sows had all littered about
simultaneously, producing thirty−one  young pigs  between them. The young pigs were piebald, and as
Napoleon  was the only boar  on the farm,  it was possible to guess  at their  parentage. It was announced  that
later, when bricks and timber had  been purchased, a schoolroom would be  built in the farmhouse garden.  For
the time being, the young pigs were given  their instruction by  Napoleon  himself in  the farmhouse kitchen.
They took  their  exercise  in  the garden, and were discouraged from playing with  the  other young animals.
About  this  time, too, it was laid down as a  rule that  when a pig and any other animal met on the path, the
other  animal must stand  aside: and  also  that  all  pigs,  of  whatever  degree,  were to have  the  privilege of
wearing green ribbons on  their tails on Sundays. 

The  farm had had a fairly successful year, but  was still short of  money. There  were the  bricks,  sand, and lime
for  the schoolroom  to  be  purchased, and it would also be  necessary to begin saving  up  again for the
machinery  for  the windmill. Then there were lamp  oil  and candles for  the  house, sugar for Napoleon's own
table (he forbade  this to the other pigs, on  the ground that it  made  them fat), and  all the usual replacements
such as  tools, nails, string, coal, wire,  scrap−iron, and dog biscuits. A  stump of  hay and part of the potato
crop were sold off, and the contract for eggs was  increased to six  hundred a week, so that  that  year the hens
barely hatched  enough  chicks  to keep their  numbers at the same level. Rations, reduced in  December,  were
reduced again in February, and  lanterns in the  stalls were  forbidden  to save Oil. But the pigs seemed
comfortable  enough, and in  fact  were putting on weight  if anything. One  afternoon in late February a  warm,
rich, appetising scent, such as  the animals had  never smelt before,  wafted  itself across the yard  from the little
brew−house, which had been disused in  Jones's  time,  and which stood beyond  the kitchen. Someone said it
was the  smell of  cooking  barley. The animals  sniffed the air hungrily and wondered  whether  a warm mash
was being prepared for their  supper. But no warm  mash  appeared, and on the following Sunday it was
announced that from  now onwards  all barley  would be reserved for the pigs. The field  beyond the orchard
had  already been  sown with barley. And  the news  soon leaked out that every pig  was now receiving a ration
of a pint of  beer daily,  with  half a gallon for  Napoleon himself, which was  always served  to him in the  Crown
Derby  soup  tureen. 

But if there were hardships to be borne, they were partly offset by  the fact that  life nowadays had a greater
dignity  than  it had had  before.  There were  more  songs,  more  speeches,  more  processions.  Napoleon  had
commanded  that  once  a  week  there  should  be  held  something  called a  Spontaneous  Demonstration,  the  object
of  which  was  to  celebrate  the  struggles  and  triumphs of Animal  Farm. At the appointed  time the  animals
would leave their work and  march round the precincts of the farm in military  formation, with the  pigs
leading,  then  the horses, then the cows, then the  sheep, and  then the poultry. The dogs flanked the procession
and at the head  of  all marched Napoleon's  black cockerel.  Boxer  and Clover always  carried  between  them a
green banner marked with  the  hoof  and  the  horn and  the  caption, "Long live Comrade Napoleon! "
Afterwards there  were recitations of  poems  composed  in Napoleon's  honour,  and  a  speech  by Squealer  giving
particulars of the latest increases  in  the production of foodstuffs, and on  occasion a shot was fired from  the
gun. The sheep were the greatest devotees  of the Spontaneous  Demonstration, and if anyone complained (as a
few animals  sometimes  did, when  no pigs or dogs  were  near) that they wasted time  and  meant a lot  of
standing about in  the  cold, the sheep were sure to  silence  him with a tremendous bleating of "Four legs good,
two legs  bad!" But by and  large the animals enjoyed these celebrations. They  found it comforting to be
reminded that,  after  all, they  were truly  their  own masters and that the  work they did was for  their own
benefit. So that, what with the songs, the  processions, Squealer's  lists  of figures,  the  thunder  of  the  gun,  the
crowing of the  cockerel, and the fluttering of the  flag, they were able  to  forget  that their bellies were empty,
at least part of the time. 
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In  April,  Animal  Farm  was proclaimed a Republic,  and it became  necessary to elect a  President. There was
only one candidate,  Napoleon, who  was  elected  unanimously. On  the  same day  it  was  given out  that  fresh
documents  had  been  discovered  which  revealed  further  details  about  Snowball's complicity with Jones.  It
now appeared that Snowball had not, as  the animals had  previously  imagined, merely attempted to lose the
Battle of  the Cowshed by means  of a stratagem, but had been openly fighting on Jones's  side. In fact,  it  was
he  who  had actually been  the leader  of the  human  forces,  and had charged into battle with the words "Long
live  Humanity!" on  his  lips. The wounds on Snowball's back, which a  few of the animals  still  remembered to
have seen, had been inflicted by Napoleon's  teeth. 

In the middle of the summer Moses the raven suddenly  reappeared on  the farm, after an absence of several
years. He  was quite unchanged,  still  did  no work,  and  talked  in the same  strain  as  ever  about  Sugarcandy
Mountain.  He would perch on a stump, flap  his black  wings, and talk by the  hour  to  anyone  who  would  listen.
"Up  there,  comrades," he  would say  solemnly, pointing to  the  sky with  his large beak−"up there,  just on the
other  side  of that dark  cloud that  you can see−there  it lies, Sugarcandy  Mountain, that  happy  country where
we poor animals shall rest for ever from  our  labours!"  He  even claimed to have been there  on  one of  his
higher  flights, and to have  seen the everlasting fields of clover  and the linseed  cake and lump sugar growing
on the hedges. Many of  the animals believed him.  Their lives now, they reasoned, were hungry  and laborious;
was  it not right  and just that a better  world should  exist  somewhere else? A thing that was  difficult to
determine was the  attitude of the  pigs towards Moses. They all  declared  contemptuously  that his stories about
Sugarcandy  Mountain  were  lies, and yet they  allowed him to remain on the farm,  not  working, with an
allowance of  a gill of beer a day. 

After his  hoof  had  healed  up,  Boxer  worked harder  than ever.  Indeed, all the animals worked like slaves that
year. Apart from the  regular  work of  the  farm,  and  the  rebuilding  of  the windmill,  there  was the  schoolhouse
for the  young pigs,  which was started  in March. Sometimes the  long hours on insufficient food were hard to
bear, but Boxer never faltered.  In nothing that he said or did was  there any sign that his strength was not  what
it had been. It was  only his appearance that was a little altered; his  hide was less shiny  than it had used to be,
and his great haunches seemed to  have  shrunken. The  others said,  "Boxer will pick up when the spring  grass
comes  on"; but the spring  came  and Boxer grew no fatter. Sometimes  on the  slope leading to the top  of the
quarry, when he braced his  muscles against  the weight of some vast boulder, it seemed that  nothing kept him
on his feet  except the will to  continue. At such  times his lips were seen to  form  the  words,  "I will  work
harder";  he had no voice left. Once again Clover and  Benjamin warned him to  take care of his health, but
Boxer paid no attention.  His twelfth  birthday was approaching. He did not care what happened so  long  as a
good store of stone was accumulated before he went on pension. 

Late one evening  in the summer, a sudden rumour ran round the farm  that something  had happened to Boxer.
He had gone  out alone to drag  a load  of stone down to the windmill. And sure enough, the rumour was  true.
A  few  minutes later two pigeons came  racing in with the news:  "Boxer  has fallen!  He is lying on his side and
can't get up!" 

About  half the animals on the farm  rushed out to the  knoll where  the windmill  stood. There lay  Boxer,
between the shafts of  the  cart, his  neck stretched out, unable even to raise his head. His eyes  were glazed, his
sides matted with sweat.  A  thin  stream  of  blood  had trickled out of his  mouth. Clover dropped to her knees at
his  side. 

"Boxer!" she cried, "how are you?" 

"It is my lung," said Boxer in a weak voice. "It does not matter. I  think you will be able to finish the windmill
without me. There  is a  pretty  good store of stone accumulated. I had only another month to go  in any case.  To
tell  you  the truth,  I had been looking  forward to  my retirement.  And  perhaps, as  Benjamin  is growing old  too,
they  will let him retire at  the  same time and be a companion to me." 
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"We must get help at  once," said Clover. "Run, somebody, and  tell  Squealer what has happened." 

All the  other animals immediately raced  back to  the farmhouse to  give Squealer the news. Only Clover
remained,  and Benjamin7 who lay  down at  Boxer's side,  and, without speaking,  kept the flies  off him  with his
long  tail. After about a quarter of  an  hour Squealer  appeared, full of sympathy  and concern. He said that
Comrade Napoleon  had learned with the very deepest  distress of this  misfortune  to one  of the most  loyal
workers on the farm,  and  was already making  arrangements to send  Boxer to  be treated  in  the  hospital at
Willingdon. The animals felt a little uneasy at this. Except for  Mollie and  Snowball, no other animal had ever
left the farm,  and  they  did  not like to think  of their  sick  comrade in the  hands  of  human  beings.  However,
Squealer  easily  convinced  them that  the  veterinary  surgeon  in  Willingdon could treat Boxer's case more
satisfactorily than  could  be done  on  the  farm.  And  about  half  an  hour later,  when  Boxer  had  somewhat
recovered, he was with  difficulty  got on to  his feet, and managed to  limp  back  to  his  stall, where Clover and
Benjamin  had prepared a good  bed  of  straw  for him. 

For  the  next two days Boxer  remained in his stall. The  pigs had  sent out a  large  bottle  of  pink  medicine  which
they had found  in  the  medicine chest in the bathroom, and Clover administered it to  Boxer  twice a  day after
meals. In the evenings she  lay  in his stall  and  talked to him,  while Benjamin kept the flies off him. Boxer
professed not  to be sorry  for  what  had  happened.  If he  made a  good  recovery, he  might expect to live  another
three  years,  and  he looked  forward to the peaceful  days that he  would spend in the  corner  of the big pasture. It
would be  the first  time  that he had  had leisure to study and improve his mind. He intended, he said,  to  devote
the rest  of his life to learning the remaining twenty−two  letters  of the alphabet. 

However, Benjamin and Clover could only be with Boxer after working  hours, and it was in the  middle of  the
day  when the van came to  take him  away. The animals were all  at work weeding turnips under the
supervision of  a pig,  when they were astonished to  see Benjamin  come galloping  from the  direction of the
farm buildings, braying at  the top of his voice. It was the  first time that they had ever seen  Benjamin
excited−indeed, it was the first  time that anyone had ever  seen him gallop. "Quick, quick!" he shouted.
"Come  at once! They're  taking  Boxer away!"  Without  waiting for orders  from the  pig, the  animals broke off
work and raced back to  the farm buildings. Sure  enough, there in the yard was a large closed van,  drawn by
two  horses, with  lettering on  its side  and a  sly−looking  man in a  low−crowned  bowler hat  sitting on the
driver's seat. And Boxer's  stall was empty. 

The  animals  crowded  round  the  van.  "Good−bye,  Boxer!"  they  chorused, "good−bye!" 

"Fools! Fools!" shouted Benjamin, prancing round  them and stamping  the  earth with his small hoofs. "Fools!
Do you  not see  what is  written on  the side of that van?" 

That gave the animals pause, and there  was a hush. Muriel began to  spell  out the words.  But Benjamin
pushed  her aside and in the  midst of a  deadly silence he read: 

"  'Alfred Simmonds, Horse Slaughterer and Glue Boiler, Willingdon.  Dealer in Hides and Bone−Meal.
Kennels Supplied.' Do you not  understand what  that means? They are taking Boxer to the knacker's! " 

A cry of horror burst from all  the animals. At this moment the man  on  the box  whipped up his horses  and the
van  moved out  of the  yard at a  smart trot. All  the animals  followed,  crying out  at the  tops  of  their  voices.
Clover  forced her way to the front. The van  began to  gather speed.  Clover  tried to stir  her  stout limbs  to a
gallop, and achieved a canter.  "Boxer!"  she  cried. "Boxer!  Boxer!  Boxer!"  And just  at this moment,  as  though
he had heard the  uproar  outside, Boxer's face, with the white stripe  down his nose, appeared  at the small
window at the back of the van. 
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"Boxer!" cried Clover in a terrible voice. "Boxer! Get out! Get out  quickly! They're taking you to your
death!" 

All the animals took up the cry of "Get  out, Boxer, get  out!" But  the van was already  gathering  speed  and
drawing  away from  them.  It  was  uncertain  whether  Boxer had  understood what Clover had  said. But a
moment  later his face  disappeared from the  window  and  there was  the sound  of a  tremendous drumming of
hoofs inside the  van.  He  was trying to kick his way  out. The time had  been when  a  few kicks  from  Boxer's
hoofs  would have  smashed the van to  matchwood. But alas! his strength had left  him; and in a  few  moments
the  sound of  drumming  hoofs grew  fainter and died away. In  desperation the animals began appealing to the
two horses which drew  the van  to stop. "Comrades, comrades!" they shouted. "Don't take your  own brother to
his death!  "  But  the stupid  brutes, too  ignorant  to realise  what  was  happening, merely set back their ears and
quickened their pace. Boxer's face  did not  reappear  at the window.  Too late, someone thought  of racing ahead
and shutting the  five−barred gate; but in another moment the van was through  it and  rapidly disappearing
down the road. Boxer was never seen again. 

Three days  later it was announced that he had died in the hospital  at  Willingdon, in spite of receiving  every
attention a  horse  could  have.  Squealer came to  announce the news to  the others. He  had,  he  said, been  present
during Boxer's last hours. 

"It was the  most affecting sight I have ever seen!" said Squealer,  lifting  his trotter and  wiping away  a tear. "I
was at his bedside  at the  very last.  And at the end, almost too weak to speak, he  whispered in my ear  that his
sole sorrow was to have passed on before  the windmill was finished.  'Forward, comrades!'  he whispered.
'Forward in the  name of the Rebellion.  Long  live  Animal  Farm!  Long live  Comrade Napoleon!  Napoleon is
always  right.' Those were  his very last words, comrades." 

Here  Squealer's demeanour suddenly changed. He  fell silent  for a  moment,  and  his little  eyes darted
suspicious glances from side  to  side  before he proceeded. 

It had come to his  knowledge,  he said, that a foolish  and wicked  rumour had been  circulated  at the time  of
Boxer's removal. Some  of  the  animals had noticed that the van  which took  Boxer  away was  marked "Horse
Slaughterer," and had actually jumped to the conclusion  that Boxer was being  sent to the knacker's. It was
almost  unbelievable,  said Squealer, that any  animal could be so stupid.  Surely, he  cried indignantly, whisking
his  tail  and  skipping  from  side  to side, surely they knew  their  beloved Leader,  Comrade  Napoleon, better than
that?  But the  explanation was really  very  simple. The  van had previously been  the property  of the  knacker,
and had  been bought by the  veterinary surgeon, who had not yet  painted the old name  out. That was how the
mistake had arisen. 

The animals  were  enormously  relieved  to  hear  this.  And  when  Squealer went on to give further graphic
details of  Boxer's  death−bed, the  admirable  care  he  had  received, and the  expensive  medicines  for which
Napoleon  had  paid  without  a thought  as to  the cost, their  last  doubts  disappeared  and the sorrow that they  felt
for  their  comrade's  death  was  tempered by the thought that at  least he had died happy. 

Napoleon himself appeared  at  the meeting on  the following Sunday  morning and pronounced  a short oration
in  Boxer's honour. It had  not been  possible, he  said,  to  bring  back  their  lamented  comrade's remains  for
interment on the farm, but he had ordered a  large wreath to be made from the  laurels in the farmhouse garden
and  sent down to be placed on Boxer's grave.  And  in a  few days'  time  the pigs intended to  hold a  memorial
banquet in  Boxer's  honour.  Napoleon ended his speech with a reminder  of  Boxer's two  favourite  maxims, "I
will  work  harder"  and  "Comrade Napoleon is  always  right"−maxims, he said, which every animal  would  do
well to  adopt  as his  own. 
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On the  day appointed for the banquet, a grocer's van drove up from  Willingdon and delivered  a large  wooden
crate at the farmhouse. That  night  there  was the  sound  of  uproarious singing, which  was  followed  by  what
sounded like a  violent  quarrel  and ended at  about  eleven  o'clock with a  tremendous  crash of glass. No one
stirred in the farmhouse  before noon  on  the following  day, and the  word went round that from somewhere or
other the  pigs had acquired the  money to buy themselves another case of whisky. 

X

YEARS passed. The seasons  came and went, the  short animal lives fled by. A time came when there was no
one who  remembered  the  old  days  before  the Rebellion,  except  Clover,  Benjamin, Moses the raven, and a
number of the pigs. 

Muriel was dead; Bluebell, Jessie, and Pincher were dead. Jones too  was dead−he had died in an  inebriates'
home in another part of the  country.  Snowball was forgotten. Boxer was forgotten, except by the  few who
had known  him.  Clover was an old  stout mare now,  stiff in  the  joints  and with  a  tendency to rheumy  eyes.
She was two  years past the retiring  age, but in  fact no animal had ever actually  retired. The talk of setting
aside a corner  of  the pasture  for  superannuated  animals  had long since  been  dropped.  Napoleon was  now a
mature boar of  twenty−four stone.  Squealer  was so  fat  that  he  could with difficulty see  out  of  his eyes. Only
old Benjamin was  much the same as  ever, except for being  a  little greyer about the  muzzle,  and, since Boxer's
death, more morose and taciturn than ever. 

There were many more creatures on the farm now, though the increase  was  not  so great as had  been expected
in earlier years.  Many  animals had  been born to whom the Rebellion was only a dim tradition,  passed on  by
word  of  mouth, and others  had been bought who had  never heard mention of such a  thing before their arrival.
The  farm  possessed three  horses  now  besides  Clover. They were fine  upstanding beasts, willing workers and
good comrades,  but very stupid.  None of them proved able  to learn the alphabet beyond the  letter  B.  They
accepted everything that they were told about the  Rebellion  and  the  principles of Animalism, especially  from
Clover, for whom they  had  an almost filial respect;  but it was doubtful whether  they  understood very  much of
it. 

The farm was more prosperous now, and better organised: it had even  been enlarged  by two fields which had
been bought from Mr.  Pilkington. The  windmill had  been successfully completed at last,  and  the farm
possessed a  threshing machine and a hay  elevator of its  own, and various  new buildings  had been added to  it.
Whymper had  bought himself  a  dogcart. The windmill,  however, had not after all  been used for generating
electrical power. It was  used for milling  corn, and brought in  a  handsome money profit. The animals  were
hard  at work building yet another windmill; when that one was finished,  so  it was said, the dynamos  would
be installed.  But the luxuries of  which  Snowball  had once taught  the animals to dream,  the  stalls  with  electric
light and hot and cold water, and the three−day week,  were  no longer talked  about. Napoleon  had denounced
such  ideas as  contrary  to the  spirit  of  Animalism.  The truest happiness,  he  said, lay in working hard and
living  frugally. 

Somehow it  seemed  as  though  the farm  had  grown richer without  making the animals themselves any
richer−except, of course, for the  pigs and  the dogs.  Perhaps this was partly because there  were so  many pigs
and so  many  dogs. It  was  not that these  creatures did  not  work,  after  their  fashion. There was, as Squealer
was never  tired of explaining, endless work  in the supervision and organisation  of the farm.  Much of this
work was of a  kind that  the other animals  were too  ignorant to  understand. For example,  Squealer told  them
that  the pigs had to expend enormous labours every day  upon  mysterious  things  called  "files,"  "reports,"
"minutes,"  and  "memoranda."  These  were  large sheets of  paper  which  had to be  closely  covered with  writing,
and as soon as they were so covered,  they were burnt  in  the furnace. This  was of  the highest importance  for
the welfare of the  farm, Squealer said. But still, neither pigs  nor dogs produced any food  by  their own labour;
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and there were very  many of them, and their appetites were  always good. 

As for the others, their life,  so far as they knew, was  as it had  always been.  They were generally hungry,  they
slept  on straw,  they  drank  from the pool, they laboured in the fields; in  winter they were  troubled by  the cold,
and  in  summer  by the flies. Sometimes the  older ones among them  racked  their dim  memories and tried to
determine whether in the early days  of  the Rebellion, when Jones's  expulsion was  still recent, things had been
better or worse than now.  They could  not  remember. There was nothing with  which  they  could  compare their
present  lives: they had nothing to go upon  except  Squealer's lists  of  figures,  which invariably  demonstrated
that  everything  was getting better and better.  The  animals  found the  problem  insoluble; in any case, they had
little time for speculating  on  such things  now. Only old Benjamin professed to remember every  detail of  his
long life  and to  know  that things never had been,  nor  ever could be much better or  much  worse−hunger,
hardship,  and  disappointment  being,  so he said,  the  unalterable law of life. 

And yet the animals never gave up hope. More, they never lost, even  for an instant, their sense of  honour and
privilege  in  being  members of  Animal  Farm.  They  were still the  only  farm in  the  whole  county−in all
England!−owned and operated  by  animals.  Not  one  of  them, not  even  the  youngest, not  even the  newcomers
who  had been brought  from farms ten  or  twenty miles away, ever  ceased  to  marvel at that. And when they
heard  the  gun booming and saw the  green flag  fluttering at the masthead, their hearts  swelled with
imperishable pride, and  the talk turned always towards the old  heroic  days, the expulsion  of Jones, the writing
of the Seven Commandments,  the great battles in which the human invaders had been defeated. None  of the
old dreams had been abandoned.  The Republic of the  Animals  which Major had  foretold, when  the  green
fields of England  should  be untrodden by  human  feet, was still believed in. Some  day it was  coming: it might
not be soon,  it might not  be with in the lifetime  of any animal now living, but still it  was  coming. Even the
tune of  Beasts of England was perhaps  hummed secretly  here and there:  at  any  rate,  it was a fact that every
animal on the farm  knew it,  though no one would have dared to sing it aloud. It might be  that  their lives were
hard  and that not all  of their  hopes had been  fulfilled;  but they were conscious that they  were not  as other
animals. If  they went  hungry, it  was  not from feeding  tyrannical  human beings; if  they  worked  hard, at  least
they worked for  themselves. No creature among them went upon  two legs. No creature  called any  other
creature "Master." All animals  were  equal. 

One day in  early summer Squealer ordered the sheep  to follow him,  and led  them  out to a piece of waste
ground at the other end of the  farm,  which had become  overgrown with  birch saplings. The sheep  spent the
whole  day  there  browsing at  the  leaves  under  Squealer's supervision. In  the  evening he returned to the
farmhouse  himself,  but, as it was warm  weather,  told the sheep to stay where  they  were. It ended  by  their
remaining there  for a whole week,  during which time  the  other animals saw nothing of them.  Squealer  was
with them  for  the greater part of every day. He was, he said,  teaching them to sing a new song, for which
privacy was needed. 

It  was just after the sheep had returned,  on  a pleasant  evening  when the  animals had finished work and  were
making their way  back  to the  farm buildings, that the  terrified  neighing  of  a horse  sounded from  the  yard.
Startled, the  animals stopped in their  tracks. It was Clover's voice.  She neighed again, and all the  animals
broke  into a gallop and rushed into  the yard. Then they saw what  Clover had seen. 

It was a pig walking on his hind legs. 

Yes,  it was Squealer. A little awkwardly, as though not quite used  to supporting  his  considerable  bulk  in that
position,  but with  perfect  balance, he was strolling across the yard. And a moment later,  out from the  door  of
the farmhouse  came a long file  of pigs, all  walking on their hind  legs. Some did it better than others, one or
two  were even a trifle unsteady  and looked as though they would have liked  the support of a stick, but every
one of them  made  his  way right  round the yard successfully.  And finally  there was a tremendous  baying of
dogs and  a shrill crowing from  the  black  cockerel,  and  out  came  Napoleon  himself,  majestically upright,
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casting  haughty  glances from side to side, and with his dogs gambolling round him. 

He carried a whip in his trotter. 

There was  a deadly silence. Amazed,  terrified, huddling together,  the animals watched the  long  line of pigs
march slowly round the  yard.  It  was as though the world had turned upside−down.  Then  there  came a
moment  when the first shock had worn off and when,  in spite  of everything−in spite  of their terror of the
dogs, and of the habit,  developed through long years,  of never complaining, never  criticising, no matter what
happened−they might  have uttered some  word of  protest. But just  at that moment, as though at a  signal, all
the sheep burst out into a tremendous bleating of− 

"Four legs good, two legs better!  Four legs good, two legs  better!  Four legs good, two legs better!" 

It went on for  five minutes  without stopping. And by the time the  sheep had quieted down, the chance to utter
any protest had passed,  for the  pigs had marched back into the farmhouse. 

Benjamin felt a nose nuzzling at  his shoulder. He looked round. It  was Clover. Her old eyes looked dimmer
than  ever. Without saying  anything,  she  tugged gently at his mane and led him round to the end  of the big
barn,  where the Seven  Commandments were written. For a  minute or two they  stood  gazing at the tatted wall
with its white  lettering. 

"My sight is failing," she said finally. "Even when I  was  young I  could not  have read what was written there.
But it appears to  me  that that  wall looks different. Are the Seven Commandments the  same  as  they  used to  be,
Benjamin?" 

For once Benjamin consented to break  his rule, and he read out  to  her what  was written  on  the wall. There
was  nothing there now  except a  single Commandment.  It ran: 

ALL ANIMALS ARE  EQUAL 
BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS

After that it did not seem  strange when next day the pigs who were  supervising the work of the farm all
carried whips in their trotters.  It did  not seem strange  to learn  that the pigs had  bought  themselves a wireless
set, were arranging to install a telephone, and  had  taken out subscriptions  to John  Bull, TitBits, and  the  Daily
Mirror.  It did not seem strange when  Napoleon  was  seen  strolling in the farmhouse  garden  with  a pipe in his
mouth−no,  not  even when  the  pigs  took  Mr. Jones's  clothes  out  of the  wardrobes and  put  them on, Napoleon
himself  appearing  in  a  black coat,  ratcatcher breeches, and leather leggings, while his  favourite sow  appeared
in the watered silk dress which Mrs. Jones had  been used to wear on Sundays. 

A week later, in the  afternoon, a number of dogcarts  drove up  to  the farm. A deputation of neighbouring
farmers had been invited  to  make  a  tour of inspection. They were shown  all over the farm, and  expressed
great  admiration  for everything  they  saw,  especially  the windmill. The animals  were weeding the turnip  field.
They worked  diligently hardly raising  their  faces from the ground, and not  knowing  whether to be more
frightened of the  pigs or of the human  visitors. 

That evening loud  laughter  and bursts of singing  came  from  the  farmhouse.  And suddenly, at the sound  of the
mingled voices, the  animals  were stricken with curiosity. What could be happening in  there, now that for  the
first time animals and human beings were  meeting  on  terms of equality?  With  one accord they began  to  creep
as  quietly  as  possible  into  the  farmhouse garden. 
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At the  gate they  paused, half frightened to go  on but Clover led  the way  in.  They tiptoed  up  to the  house, and
such animals as  were tall  enough peered in at the dining−room window. There, round the  long table, sat  half a
dozen  farmers and half a  dozen of  the  more  eminent pigs, Napoleon  himself  occupying the seat of honour at
the  head  of  the  table. The  pigs  appeared completely at ease in their  chairs The  company had been enjoying a
game of cards but had broken  off for the moment, evidently in order to drink  a toast. A large  jug  was
circulating, and the mugs were being refilled with  beer. No one  noticed the wondering faces of the animals
that gazed in at the  window. 

Mr. Pilkington, of Foxwood, had stood up, his mug in his hand. In a  moment, he  said,  he would ask  the
present  company to drink a  toast. But  before  doing so, there  were a few words that he felt it  incumbent upon
him  to say. 

It was a source of great  satisfaction to  him, he said−and, he was  sure,  to  all others present−to feel  that a  long
period of  mistrust  and  misunderstanding had now come to an end. There had been  a time−not that  he,  or any
of the present company, had shared such  sentiments−but there had been  a time  when the  respected proprietors
of Animal Farm had been regarded, he  would  not say  with  hostility,  but perhaps  with  a  certain  measure  of
misgiving, by their  human  neighbours.  Unfortunate incidents had  occurred,  mistaken  ideas had  been current.
It had been felt  that the existence  of a  farm  owned  and operated by pigs was somehow abnormal and was
liable to have  an  unsettling effect in the  neighbourhood. Too many  farmers  had  assumed,  without  due
enquiry,  that  on  such  a  farm  a  spirit  of  licence  and  indiscipline would prevail. They  had been  nervous  about
the  effects upon  their own animals, or even upon their human  employees. But all  such doubts  were now
dispelled.  Today he and  his friends had  visited Animal Farm  and  inspected every inch of it  with their own
eyes,  and what did they find? Not  only the most  up−to−date methods, but a discipline and  an orderliness
which  should  be an  example  to all  farmers everywhere. He believed  that he was  right in saying that the lower
animals  on Animal  Farm did more  work  and  received  less  food  than  any  animals in the  county.  Indeed, he
and his  fellow−visitors  today  had  observed many  features  which they  intended to  introduce on their own
farms  immediately. 

He would  end his remarks, he said, by  emphasising  once again the  friendly feelings that subsisted, and ought
to subsist,  between  Animal Farm  and  its neighbours. Between pigs and human beings there  was not, and  there
need not  be,  any clash of  interests  whatever.  Their struggles and their  difficulties were one. Was not  the
labour  problem the same everywhere? Here  it became apparent that Mr.  Pilkington was about  to  spring some
carefully  prepared witticism on  the company, but for  a moment he  was too overcome by  amusement  to  be
able  to  utter it.  After much choking,  during which his  various  chins turned  purple,  he managed to get it out:
"If you have  your  lower  animals to contend with," he said, "we have  our lower  classes!" This  bon mot set the
table in a roar; and Mr.  Pilkington once again congratulated  the pigs on the low rations, the  long working
hours, and the general absence  of pampering which he had  observed on Animal Farm. 

And now, he said finally, he would ask the company to rise to their  feet and  make certain that their glasses
were  full. "Gentlemen,"  concluded  Mr. Pilkington,  "gentlemen, I give you a toast: To the  prosperity of
Animal  Farm!" 

There was enthusiastic cheering and stamping of feet. Napoleon  was  so gratified that he  left  his place and
came round the table  to  clink his  mug against Mr. Pilkington's before emptying it.  When the  cheering had
died  down, Napoleon, who  had remained on his feet,  intimated that  he too  had a  few words to say. 

Like all of Napoleon's  speeches, it was short and to the point. He  too, he said,  was happy that the period of
misunderstanding was  at  an end.  For a long time  there had  been rumours−circulated, he had  reason to think,
by  some  malignant enemy−that  there  was  something  subversive  and  even  revolutionary in the  outlook of
himself and  his colleagues.  They had been  credited  with  attempting  to  stir  up  rebellion  among  the  animals  on
neighbouring  farms. Nothing  could  be  further from the truth!  Their  sole  wish, now  and  in  the  past,  was to live
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at peace and  in normal business  relations  with  their neighbours.  This  farm  which  he had  the honour  to
control, he  added,  was  a co−operative enterprise. The title−deeds,  which  were in his own possession, were
owned by the pigs jointly. 

He did not believe,  he said,  that any of the old suspicions still  lingered, but  certain changes had  been made
recently in the routine  of the  farm which should have  the effect of  promoting  confidence  stiff  further.
Hitherto  the  animals on the  farm  had  had  a  rather foolish  custom  of  addressing one  another as "Comrade."
This was to be suppressed. There  had  also been a very strange  custom, whose origin was unknown, of
marching every  Sunday morning  past a boar's skull which was nailed to a post in the garden.  This,  too, would
be suppressed, and the skull had already  been buried.  His  visitors might  have  observed,  too, the green  flag
which  flew  from  the  masthead. If so, they would  perhaps have noted that the  white hoof and horn  with which
it had previously been marked had now  been removed. It would be a  plain green flag from now onwards. 

He had  only  one  criticism, he  said, to make of Mr. Pilkington's  excellent  and neighbourly speech. Mr.
Pilkington had referred  throughout to  "Animal Farm." He could not of course  know−for  he,  Napoleon, was
only now  for  the first  time  announcing it−that the  name  "Animal  Farm"  had been  abolished. Henceforward
the  farm was  to be known as "The Manor Farm"−which,  he believed, was its correct  and original name. 

"Gentlemen," concluded Napoleon, "I will give you the same toast as  before, but in a different form. Fill your
glasses  to the  brim.  Gentlemen,  here is my toast: To the prosperity of The Manor Farm! " 

There was  the  same hearty cheering  as before,  and the mugs were  emptied  to the  dregs. But as the animals
outside gazed  at the  scene,  it  seemed to them that some strange thing was happening. What  was it  that had
altered  in  the faces  of the pigs? Clover's old  dim eyes flitted from  one  face to another. Some of them had five
chins, some had four, some had three.  But what  was it  that seemed to  be melting and changing? Then, the
applause  having come to  an end,  the company took up their  cards and  continued the  game that had  been
interrupted, and the animals crept silently away. 

But  they  had  not  gone twenty yards when they  stopped short. An  uproar of voices was coming from  the
farmhouse. They rushed back and  looked  through the window again. Yes, a violent quarrel was in  progress.
There were  shoutings, bangings on the table, sharp  suspicious glances, furious denials.  The source  of the
trouble  appeared  to be that Napoleon and Mr.  Pilkington  had each played an  ace of spades simultaneously. 

Twelve voices were shouting  in anger, and they were  all alike. No  question, now,  what had happened to  the
faces of the  pigs. The  creatures  outside  looked from pig to  man, and from  man to pig, and  from  pig to man
again;  but  already  it  was  impossible  to  say  which  was  which. 
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That Bus Is Another World

Wilson’s mother, not one of the world’s shiny happy people, had a saying: ‘When things go wrong,
they keep going wrong until there’s tears.’

Mindful of this, as he was of all the folk wisdom he’d learned at his mother’s knee (‘An orange is
gold in the morning and lead at night’ was another gem), Wilson was careful to take out travel
insurance – which he thought of as bumpers – ahead of occasions that were particularly important,
and no occasion in his adult life was more important than his trip to New York, where he would
present his portfolio and his pitch to the top brass at Market Forward.

MF was one of the most important advertising firms of the Internet age. Wilson’s company,
Southland Concepts, was just a one-man outfit based in Birmingham. Such chances as this didn’t
come around twice, which made a bumper vital. That was why he arrived at Birmingham-
Shuttlesworth Airport at 4:00 a.m. for a 6:00 a.m. nonstop. The flight would put him into LaGuardia
at nine twenty. His meeting – actually an audition – was scheduled for two thirty. A five-hour bumper
seemed travel insurance enough.

At first, all went well. The gate attendant checked and got approval for Wilson to store his
portfolio in the first-class closet, although Wilson himself was of course flying coach. In such matters
the trick was to ask early, before people started getting hassled. Hassled folks didn’t want to hear
about how important your portfolio was; how it might be the ticket to your future.

He did have to check one suitcase, because if he turned out to be a finalist for the Green Century
account (and that could happen, he was actually very well positioned), he might be in New York for
ten days. He had no idea how long the winnowing process would take, and he didn’t want to send his
clothes out to the hotel laundry any more than he intended to order meals from room service. Hotel
extras were expensive in all big cities, and gruesomely expensive in the Big Apple.

Things didn’t start going wrong until the plane, which took off on time, reached New York. There it
took its place in an overhead traffic jam, circling and pogoing in gray air over that point of arrival the
pilots so rightly called LaGarbage. There were not-so-funny jokes and outright complaints, but
Wilson remained serene. His travel insurance was in place; his bumper was thick.

The plane landed at ten thirty, slightly over an hour late. Wilson proceeded to the luggage carousel,
where his bag did not appear. And did not appear. And did not appear. Finally he and a bearded old
man in a black beret were the only ones left, and the last unclaimed items remaining on the carousel
were a pair of snowshoes and a large travel-stained plant with drooping leaves.

‘This is impossible,’ Wilson told the old man. ‘The flight was nonstop.’
The old man shrugged. ‘Must have mistagged them in Birmingham. Our shit could be on its way to

Honolulu by now, for all we know. I’m toddling over to Lost Luggage. Want to accompany me?’
Wilson did, thinking of his mother’s saying. And thanking God he still had his portfolio.
He was halfway through the Lost Luggage form when a baggage handler spoke up from behind him.

‘Does this belong to either of you gentlemen?’
Wilson turned and saw his tartan suitcase, looking damp.
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‘Fell off the back of the baggage-train,’ the handler said, comparing the claim check stapled to
Wilson’s ticket folder to the one on the suitcase. ‘Happens once in a while. You should take a claim
form in case something’s broken.’

‘Where’s mine?’ asked the old man in the beret.
‘Can’t help you there,’ the handler said. ‘But we almost always find them in the end.’
‘Yeah,’ the old man said, ‘but the end is not yet.’
By the time Wilson left the terminal with his suitcase, portfolio, and carry-on bag, it was closing in

on eleven thirty. Several more flights had arrived in the meantime, and the taxi queue was long.
I have a bumper, he soothed himself. Three hours is plenty. Also, I’m under the overhang and out of

the rain. Count your blessings and relax.
He rehearsed his pitch as he inched forward, visualizing each oversize showcard in his portfolio

and reminding himself to be cool. To mount his very best charm offensive and put the potentially
enormous change in his fortunes out of his mind the minute he walked into 245 Park Avenue.

Green Century was a multinational oil company, and its ecologically optimistic name had become a
liability when one of its undersea wells had popped its top not far from Gulf Shores, Alabama. The
gush had not been quite as catastrophic as the one following the Deepwater Horizon disaster, but bad
enough. And oh dear, that name. The late-night comedians had been having a ball with it. (Letterman:
‘What’s green and black and crap all over?’) The Green Century CEO’s first public whiny response –
‘We have to go after the oil where it is, you’d think people would understand that’ – had not helped;
an Internet cartoon showing an oil well poking out of the CEO’s ass with his words captioned below
had gone viral.

Green Century’s PR team went to Market Forward, their longtime agency, with what they believed
was a brilliant idea. They wanted to sub out the damage control campaign to a small southern ad
agency, making hay from the fact that they weren’t using the same old New York sharpies to soothe
the American people. They were especially concerned with the opinions of those Americans living
below what the New York sharpies no doubt referred to at their fancy cocktail parties as the Mason-
Dumbass Line.

The taxi queue inched forward. Wilson looked at his watch. Five to twelve.
Not to worry, he told himself, but he was starting to.
He finally climbed into a Jolly Dingle cab at twenty past noon. He hated the idea of dragging his

runway-dampened suitcase into a high-priced office suite in a Manhattan business building – how
country that would look – but he was starting to think he might have to forgo a stop at the hotel to drop
it off.

The cab was a bright yellow minivan. The driver was a melancholy Sikh living beneath an
enormous orange turban. Lucite-encased pictures of his wife and children dangled and swung from the
rearview mirror. The radio was tuned to 1010 WINS, its toothrattling xylophone ID playing every
four minutes or so.

‘Treffik very bad today,’ the Sikh said as they inched toward the airport exit. This seemed to be the
extent of his conversation. ‘Treffik very, very bad.’

The rain grew heavier as they crawled toward Manhattan. Wilson felt his bumper growing thinner
with each pause and lurch of peristaltic forward motion. He had half an hour to make his pitch, half an
hour only. Would they hold the slot for him if he were late? Would they say, ‘Fellows, of the fourteen
small southern agencies we’re auditioning today for the big stage – a star is born, and all that – only
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one has a proven record of working with firms that have suffered environmental mishaps, and that one
is Southland Concepts. Therefore, let us not leave Mr James Wilson out just because he’s a bit late.’

They might say that, but on the whole, Wilson thought … not. What they wanted most was to stop
all those late-night jokes ASAP. That made the pitch all-important, but of course every asshole has a
pitch. (That was one of his father’s pearls of wisdom.) He had to be on time.

Quarter past one. When things go wrong they keep going wrong, he thought. He didn’t want to think
it, but he did. Until there are tears.

As they approached the Midtown Tunnel, he leaned forward and asked the Sikh for an ETA. The
orange turban wagged dolefully from side to side. ‘Cannot say, sir. Treffik very, very bad.’

‘Half an hour?’
There was a long pause, and then the Sikh said, ‘Perhaps.’ That carefully chosen placatory word

was enough to make Wilson understand that his situation was critical going on dire.
I can leave my goddam suitcase at the Market Forward reception desk, he thought. Then at least I

won’t have to drag it into the conference room.
He leaned forward and said, ‘Never mind the hotel. Take me to Two forty-five Park.’
The tunnel was a claustrophobe’s nightmare: start and stop, start and stop. Traffic on the other side,

moving crosstown on Thirty-Fourth Street, was no better. The minivan cab was just high enough for
Wilson to see every dispiriting obstacle ahead. Yet when they reached Madison, he began to relax a
little. It would be close, much closer than he liked, but there would be no need to make a humiliating
call saying he was going to be a trifle late. Skipping the hotel had been the right move.

Only then came the broken water main, and the sawhorses, and the Sikh had to go around. ‘Worse
than when Obama comes,’ he said, while 1010 WINS promised that if Wilson gave them twenty-two
minutes, they’d give him the world. The xylophone chattered like loose teeth.

I don’t want the world, he thought. I just want to get to 245 Park by quarter past two. Twenty past at
the latest.

The Jolly Dingle eventually returned to Madison. It sprinted almost to Thirty-Sixth Street, then
stopped short. Wilson imagined a football announcer telling the audience that while the run had been
flashy, any gain on the play had been negligible. The windshield wipers thumped. A reporter talked
about electronic cigarettes. Then there was an ad for Sleepy’s.

Wilson thought, Take a chill pill. I can walk from here, if I have to. Eleven blocks, that’s all. Only
it was raining, and he’d be dragging his goddam suitcase.

A Peter Pan bus rolled up next to the cab and stopped with a chuff of airbrakes. Wilson was high
enough to be able to look through his window and into the bus. Five or six feet away from him, no
more than that, a good-looking woman was reading a magazine. Next to her, in the aisle seat, a man in
a black raincoat was hunting through the briefcase balanced on his knees.

The Sikh honked his horn, then raised his hands, palms out, as if to say, Look what the world has
done to me.

Wilson watched the good-looking woman touch the corners of her mouth, perhaps checking her
lipstick’s staying power. The man next to her was now rummaging though the pocket inside the lid of
his briefcase. He took out a black scarf, put it to his nose, sniffed it.

Now why would he do that? Wilson wondered. Is it his wife’s perfume or the scent of her powder?
For the first time since boarding the plane in Birmingham, he forgot about Green Century and

Market Forward and the radical improvement of his circumstances that might result if the meeting,
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now less than half an hour away, went well. For the moment he was fascinated – more than
fascinated, enthralled – by the woman’s delicately probing fingers and the man with the scarf to his
nose. It came to him that he was looking into another world. Yes. That bus was another world. That
man and that woman had their own appointments, undoubtedly with balloons of hope attached. They
had bills to pay. They had sisters and brothers and certain childhood toys that remained unforgotten.
The woman might have had an abortion while in college. The man might have a penis ring. They might
have pets, and if so, the pets would have names.

Wilson had a momentary image – vague and unformed but tremendous – of a clockwork galaxy
where the separate wheels and cogs went through mysterious motions, perhaps to some karmic end,
perhaps for no reason at all. Here was the world of the Jolly Dingle cab, and five feet away was the
world of the Peter Pan bus. Between them were only five feet and two layers of glass. Wilson was
amazed by this self-evident fact.

‘Such treffik,’ the Sikh said. ‘Worse than Obama, I tell you.’
The man dropped the black scarf from his nose. He held it in one hand and reached into the pocket

of his raincoat with the other. The woman in the window seat of the bus flicked through her magazine.
The man turned to her. Wilson saw his lips move. The woman lifted her head, eyes widening in
apparent surprise. The man bent closer, as if to confide a secret. Wilson didn’t realize the thing the
man had taken from his raincoat pocket was a knife until he cut the woman’s throat with it.

Her eyes widened. Her lips parted. She raised a hand toward her neck. The man in the raincoat
used the hand holding the knife to push her hand gently but firmly down. At the same time he pressed
the black scarf to the woman’s throat and held it there. Then he kissed the hollow of her temple,
looking through her hair as he did it. He saw Wilson, and his lips parted in a smile wide enough to
show two rows of small, even teeth. He nodded to Wilson, as if to say either have a nice day or now
we have a secret. There was a drop of blood on the woman’s window. It fattened and ran down the
glass. Still holding the scarf to the woman’s throat, Raincoat Man slipped a finger into her slackening
mouth. He was still smiling at Wilson as he did it.

‘Finally!’ the Sikh said, and the Jolly Dingle cab began to move.
‘Did you see that?’ Wilson asked. His voice sounded flat and unsurprised. ‘That man. That man on

the bus. The one with the woman.’
‘What is it, sir?’ the Sikh asked. The light on the corner turned yellow and the Sikh scooted

through, ignoring a flourish of horns as he switched lanes. The Peter Pan bus was left behind. Ahead,
Grand Central loomed in the rain, looking like a penitentiary.

It was only with the cab moving again that Wilson thought of his cell. He took it out of his coat
pocket and looked at it. If he’d been a quick thinker (always his brother’s department, according to
their mother), he could have snapped Raincoat Man’s picture. It was too late for that, but not too late
to call 911. Of course he couldn’t make such a call anonymously; his name and number would flash
on some official screen as soon as the call went through. They would call him back to make sure he
wasn’t a prankster whiling away a rainy afternoon in New York City. Then they would want
information, which he would have to give – no choice – at the nearest police station. They would
want his story several times. What they would not want was his pitch.

The pitch was titled ‘Give us three years and we’ll prove it.’ Wilson thought of how it was
supposed to go. He would begin by telling the gathered PR flaks and executives that the spill had to
be faced directly. It was there; volunteers were still washing oil-coated birds in Dawn detergent; it
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couldn’t be swept under the rug. But, he would say, atonement doesn’t have to be ugly and sometimes
the truth can be beautiful. People want to believe in you guys, he would say. They need you, after all.
They need you to get from Point A to Point B, and that makes them unwilling to see themselves as
accessories in the rape of the environment. At this point he would open his portfolio and display the
first card: a photo of a boy and girl standing on a pristine beach, backs to the camera, looking out at
water so blue it almost hurt. ENERGY AND BEAUTY CAN GO TOGETHER, the copy read. GIVE
US THREE YEARS AND WE’LL PROVE IT.

Calling 911 was so simple a child could do it. In fact, children did. When someone broke in. When
Little Sister fell downstairs. Or if Daddy was tuning up on Mommy.

Next came his storyboard for a proposed TV commercial that would run in all the states on the
Gulf, emphasis on local news and the cable twenty-fours like FOX and MSNBC. In time-lapse
photography, a dirty, oil-smeared beach would become clean again. ‘We have a responsibility to fix
our mistakes,’ the narrator would say (with the slightest southern twang). ‘It’s how we do business
and how we treat our neighbors. Give us three years and we’ll prove it.’

Next, the print ads. The radio ads. And in Phase Two—
‘Sir? You said what?’
I could call, Wilson thought, but the guy will probably be off the bus and long gone before the

police can get there. Probably? Almost certainly.
He turned to look behind him. The bus was way back there now. Maybe, he thought, the woman

cried out. Maybe the other passengers are already piling onto the guy, the way passengers piled onto
the Shoe Bomber when they figured out what he was up to.

Then he thought of the way the man in the raincoat had smiled at him. Also of how he’d put his
finger in the woman’s loose mouth.

Wilson thought, Speaking of pranks, it might not have been what I thought it was. It could have been
a gag. One they played all the time. A flash-mob kind of thing.

The more he considered this, the more possible it seemed. Men cut women’s throats in alleys and
on TV shows, not on Peter Pan buses in the middle of the afternoon. As for himself, he had put
together a fine campaign. He was the right man in the right place at the right time, and you rarely got
more than one chance in this world. That had never been one of his mother’s sayings, but it was a fact.

‘Sir?’
‘Let me out at the next light,’ Wilson said. ‘I can walk from there.’

For Hesh Kestin
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Obits

Keep it clear, and keep it in a straight line.
That was the gospel according to Vern Higgins, who headed up the journalism department at the

University of Rhode Island, where I got my degree. A lot of what I heard at school went in one ear
and out the other, but not that, because Professor Higgins hammered on it. He said that people need
clarity and concision in order to start the process of understanding.

Your real job as journalists, he told his classes, is to give people the facts that allow them to make
decisions and go forward. So don’t be fancy. Don’t go all twee and hifalutin. Start at the start, lay the
middle out neatly, so the facts of each event lead logically to the next, and end at the end. Which, in
reporting, he emphasized, is always the end for now. And don’t you ever sink to that lazy crap about
how some people believe or the general consensus of opinion is. A source for each fact, that’s the
rule. Then write it all in plain English, unadorned and unvarnished. Flights of rhetoric belong on the
op-ed page.

I doubt if anyone will believe what follows, and my career at Neon Circus had very little to do
with good writing, but I intend to do my best here: the facts of each event leading to the next.
Beginning, middle, and end.

The end for now, at least.

Good reporting always begins with the five Ws: who, what, when, where, and why if you can find
out. In my case, the why’s a tough one.

The who is easy enough, though; your less-than-fearless narrator is Michael Anderson. I was
twenty-seven at the time these things happened. I graduated from URI with a Bachelor of Arts in
Journalism. For two years after college I lived with my parents in Brooklyn and worked for one of
those Daily Shopper freebies, rewriting newswire items to break up the ads and coupons. I kept my
résumé (such as it was) in constant rotation, but none of the papers in New York, Connecticut, or
New Jersey wanted me. This didn’t completely surprise my parents or me, not because my grades
were lousy (they weren’t), and not because my clip folder – mostly stories from the URI student
newspaper, The Good 5 Cent Cigar – were badly written (a couple of them won awards), but
because newspapers weren’t hiring. Quite the opposite.

(If Professor Higgins saw all these parentheses, he’d kill me.)
My parents began urging me – gently, gently – to start looking for some other kind of job. ‘In a

related field,’ my father said in his most diplomatic voice. ‘Maybe advertising.’
‘Advertising isn’t news,’ I said. ‘Advertising is anti-news.’ But I caught his drift: he had visions of

me still grabbing midnight snacks out of their fridge when I was forty. Slacker Deluxe.
Reluctantly, I began making a list of possible advertising firms that might like to hire a young

copywriter with good chops but no experience. Then, on the night before I planned to begin sending
out copies of my résumé to the firms on that list, I had a goofy idea. Sometimes – often – I lie awake
nights wondering how different my life might have been if that idea had never crossed my mind.
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Neon Circus was one of my favorite websites in those days. If you’re a connoisseur of snark and
schadenfreude, you know it: TMZ with better writers. They mostly cover the local ‘celeb scene,’ with
occasional prospecting trips into the stinkier crevasses of New York and New Jersey politics. If I had
to sum up its take on the world, I’d show you a photo we ran about six months into my employment
there. It showed Rod Peterson (always referred to in the Circus as ‘the Barry Manilow of his
generation’) outside Pacha. His date is bent over, puking in the gutter. He’s got a happy-ass grin on
his face and his hand up the back of her dress. Caption: ROD PETERSON, THE BARRY MANILOW
OF HIS GENERATION, EXPLORES NEW YORK’S LOWER EAST SIDE.

Circus is essentially a webazine, with lots of click-friendly departments: CELEB WALK OF
SHAME, VILE CONSUMPTION, I WISH I HADN’T SEEN THAT, WORST TV OF THE WEEK,
WHO WRITES THIS CRAP. There are more, but you get the idea. That night, with a stack of résumés
ready to send out to firms I didn’t really want to work for, I went to Neon Circus for a little
revivifying junk food, and on the home page discovered that a hot young actor named Jack Briggs had
OD’d. There was a photo of him staggering out of a downtown hotspot the week before, typical bad
taste for Neon Circus, but the news item accompanying it was surprisingly straight, and not Circus-y
at all. That was when inspiration struck. I did some research on the Internet, just screwing around,
then wrote a quick and nasty obituary.

Jack Briggs, noted for his horrific performance in last year’s  Holy Rollers as a talking
bookshelf in love with Jennifer Lawrence, was found dead in his hotel room surrounded by some of
his favorite powdered treats. He joins the 27 Club, which also contains such noted substance
abusers as Robert Johnson, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Kurt Cobain, and Amy Winehouse. Briggs
shambled onto the acting scene in 2005, when …

Well, you get it. Juvenile, disrespectful, downright nasty. If I’d been serious that night, I probably
would have dragged the finished obit to the trash, because it seemed to go beyond even Neon
Circus’s usual snark and into outright cruelty. But because I was just messing (it has since occurred to
me to wonder how many careers have started while just messing), I sent it to them.

Two days later – the Internet speeds everything up – I got an email from someone named Jeroma
Whitfield saying they not only wanted to run it, they wanted to discuss the possibility that I might
perhaps write more in the same nasty-ass vein. Could I come into the city and discuss it at lunch?

My tie and sportcoat turned out to be a case of serious overdressing. The Circus offices on Third
Avenue were filled with men and women who looked a lot more like boys and girls, all running
around in rock-band tees. A couple of the women wore shorts, and I saw a guy in carpenter overalls
with a Sharpie poked through his Mohawk. He was the head of the sports department, it turned out,
responsible for one memorable story titled JINTS TAKE ANOTHER SHIT IN THE RED ZONE. I
guess I shouldn’t have been surprised. This was (and is) journalism in the Age of the Internet, and for
every person in the offices that day, there were another five or six stringers working from home. For
starvation wages, I hardly need add.

I have heard that once upon a gilded time, in New York’s misty and mythic past, there were
publishers’ lunches at places like the Four Seasons, le Cirque, and the Russian Tea Room. Perhaps,
but my lunch that day was in the cluttered office of Jeroma Whitfield. It consisted of deli sandwiches
and Dr Brown’s Cream Soda. Jeroma was ancient by Circus standards (early forties), and I disliked
her pushy abrasiveness from the start, but she wanted to hire me to write a weekly obituary column,
and that made her a goddess. She even had a title for the new feature: Speaking Ill of the Dead.
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Could I do it? I could.
Would I do it for shit money? I would. At least to start with.
After the column became the most-visited page on the Neon Circus site and my name had become

associated with it, I dickered for more dough, partly because I wanted to move into my own apartment
in the city and partly because I was tired of getting peon’s wages for singlehandedly writing the page
that was bringing in the most ad revenue.

That first dickering session was a modest success, probably because my demands were couched as
tentative requests, and the requests were almost laughably humble. Four months later, when rumors
began to circulate of a big corporation buying us for actual strutting money, I visited Jeroma’s office
and asked for a larger raise, this time with rather less humility.

‘Sorry, Mike,’ she said. ‘In the memorable words of Hall and Oates, I can’t go for that, no can do.
Have a Yook.’

Holding pride of place on Jeroma’s cluttered desk was a large glass bowl filled with menthol-
flavored eucalyptus drops. The wrappers were covered with gung-ho sayings. Let’s hear your battle
cry, read one. Another advised (it gives the grammarian in me chills to report this) Turn can do into
can did.

‘No thanks. Give me a chance to lay this out for you before you say no.’
I marshaled my arguments; you might say I attempted to turn can do into can did. The bottom line

was my belief that I was owed a wage more commensurate with the revenue Speaking Ill of the Dead
was generating. Especially if Neon Circus was going to be bought out by a major corporate playa.

When I finally shut up, she unwrapped a Yook, popped it between her plum-colored lips, and said,
‘Okay! Great! If you’ve got that off your chest, you might want to get to work on Bump DeVoe. He’s a
tasty one.’

He was indeed a tasty one. Bump, lead singer of the Raccoons, had been shot dead by his girlfriend
while trying to sneak in through the bedroom window of her house in the Hamptons, probably as a
joke. She had mistaken him for a burglar. What made the story such a deliciously fat pitch was the gun
she used: a birthday present from the Bumpster himself, now the newest member of the 27 Club and
perhaps comparing guitar chops with Brian Jones.

‘So you’re not even going to respond,’ I said. ‘That’s how little respect you have for me.’
She leaned forward, smiling just enough to show the tips of her little white teeth. I could smell

menthol. Or eucalyptus. Or both. ‘Let me be frank, okay? For a guy who’s still living with his parents
in Brooklyn, you have an extremely inflated idea of your importance in the scheme of things. You
think nobody else can piss on the graves of dimwit assholes who party themselves to death? Think
again. I’ve got half a dozen stringers who can do it, and probably turn in copy funnier than yours.’

‘So why don’t I walk, and you can find out if that’s true?’ I was pretty mad.
Jeroma grinned and clacked her eucalyptus drop against her teeth. ‘Be my guest. But if you go,

Speaking Ill of the Dead doesn’t go with you. It’s my title, and it stays right here at Circus. Of course
you do have some cred now, and I won’t deny it. So here’s your choice, kiddo. You can go back to
your computer and get humping on Bump, or you can take a meeting at the New York Post . They’ll
probably hire you. You’ll end up writing shit squibs on Page Six with no byline. If that floats your
boat, go team.’

‘I’ll write the obit. But we’re going to revisit this, Jerri.’
‘Not on my watch, we’re not. And don’t call me Jerri. You know better than that.’
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I got up to go. My face was burning. I probably looked like a stop sign.
‘And have a Yook,’ she said. ‘Hell, take two. They’re very consoling.’
I cast a disdainful look at the bowl and left, restraining (barely) a childish urge to slam the door.

If you’re picturing a bustling newsroom like the one you see behind Wolf Blitzer on CNN, or in that
old movie about Woodward and Bernstein nailing Nixon, reconsider. As I said, most of the Circus
writers do their work from home. Our little news-nest (if you want to dignify what Circus does by
calling it news) is roughly the size of a double-wide trailer. Twenty school desks are crammed in
there, facing a row of muted TVs on one wall. The desks are equipped with battered laptops, each
one bearing a hilarious sticker reading PLEASE RESPECT THESE MACHINES.

The place was almost empty that morning. I sat in the back row by the wall, in front of a poster
showing a Thanksgiving dinner in a toilet bowl. Beneath this charming image was the motto PLEASE
SHIT WHERE YOU EAT. I turned on the laptop, took my printouts concerning Bump DeVoe’s short
and undistinguished career from my briefcase, and shuffled through them while the cruncher booted. I
opened Word, typed BUMP DeVOE OBIT in the proper box, then just sat there, staring at the blank
document. I was paid to yuk it up in the face of death for twentysomethings who feel that death is
always for the other guy, but it’s hard to be funny when you’re pissed off.

‘Having trouble getting started?’
It was Katie Curran, a tall, svelte blond for whom I felt a strong lust that was almost certainly

unrequited. She was always kind to me, and unfailingly sweet. She laughed at my jokes. Such
characteristics rarely signal lust. Was I surprised? Not at all. She was hot; I am not. I am, if I may be
frank, exactly that geek all the teenpix make fun of. Until my third month working at Circus, I even had
the perfect geek accessory: spectacles mended with tape.

‘A little,’ I said. I could smell her perfume. Some kind of fruit. Fresh pears, maybe. Fresh
somethings, anyway.

She sat down at the next desk, a long-legged vision in faded jeans. ‘When that happens to me, I type
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog three times, real fast. It opens the creative
floodgates.’ She spread her arms, showing me how floodgates open, and incidentally giving me a
breathtaking view of breasts snugly encased in a black tank top.

‘I don’t think that will work in this case,’ I said.
Katie wrote her own feature, not as popular as Speaking Ill of the Dead, but still widely read; she

had half a million followers on Twitter. (Modesty forbids me to say how many I had in those days,
but go ahead and think seven figures; you won’t be wrong.) Hers was called Getting Sloshed with
Katie. The idea was to go out drinking with celebs we hadn’t dissed yet – and even some we had
went for the deal, go figure – and interview them as they got progressively more shitfaced. It was
amazing what came out, and Katie got it all on her cute little pink iPhone.

She was supposed to get drunk right along with them, but she had a way of leaving a single drink
but a quarter finished as they moved from one watering hole to another. The celebs rarely noticed.
What they noticed was the perfect oval of her face, her masses of wheat-blond hair, and her wide
gray eyes, which always projected the same message: Oh gosh, you’re so interesting. They lined up
for the chop even though Katie had effectively ended half a dozen careers since joining the Circus
staff eighteen months or so before I came on board. Her most famous interview was with the family
comedian who opined of Michael Jackson, ‘That candy-ass wanna-be-whitebread is better off dead.’
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‘I guess she said no raise, huh?’ Katie nodded toward Jeroma’s office.
‘How did you know I was going to ask for a raise? Did I tell you?’ Mesmerized by those misty

orbs, I might have told her anything.
‘No, but everyone knew you were going to, and everyone knew she was going to say no. If she said

yes, everyone would ask. By saying no to the most deserving, she shuts the rest of us down cold.’
The most deserving. That gave me a little shiver of delight. Especially coming from Katie.
‘So are you going to stick?’
‘For now,’ I said. Talking out of the side of my mouth. It always works for Bogie in the old

movies, but Katie got up, brushing nonexistent lint from the entrancingly flat midriff of her top.
‘I’ve got a piece to write. Vic Albini. God, he could put it away.’
‘The gay action hero,’ I said.
‘News flash: not gay.’ She gave me a mysterious smile and drifted off, leaving me to wonder. But

not really wanting to know.

I sat in front of the blank Bump DeVoe document for ten minutes, made a false start, deleted it, and sat
for another ten minutes. I could feel Jeroma’s eyes on me and knew she was smirking, if only on the
inside. I couldn’t work with that stare on me, even if I was just imagining it. I decided to go home and
write the DeVoe piece there. Maybe something would occur on the subway, which was always a
good thinking place for me. I started to close the laptop, and that was when inspiration struck again,
just as it had on the night when I saw the item about Jack Briggs departing for that great A-list buffet
in the sky. I decided I was going to quit, and damn the consequences, but I would not go quietly.

I dumped the blank DeVoe document and created a new one, which I titled JEROMA WHITFIELD
OBIT. I wrote with absolutely no pause. Two hundred poisonous words just poured out of my fingers
and onto the screen.

Jeroma Whitfield, known as Jerri to her close friends (according to reports, she had a couple in preschool), died today at
—

I checked the clock.

—10:40 A.M. According to co-workers on the scene, she choked on her own bile. Although she graduated cum laude from
Vassar, Jerri spent the last three years of her life whoring on Third Avenue, where she oversaw a crew of roughly two
dozen galley slaves, all more talented than herself. She is survived by her husband, known to the staff of  Neon Circus as
Emasculated Toad, and one child, an ugly little fucker affectionately referred to by the staff as Pol Pot. Co-workers all
agree that although she lacked even a vestige of talent, Jerri possessed a domineering and merciless personality that more
than made up for it. Her braying voice was known to cause brain hemorrhages, and her lack of a sense of humor was
legend. In lieu of flowers, Toad and Pot request that those who knew her express their joy at her demise by sending
eucalyptus drops to the starving children of Africa. A memorial service will be held at the  Neon Circus offices, where joyful
survivors can exchange precious memories and join in singing ‘Ding Dong, the Witch Is Dead.’

My idea as I started this diatribe was to print a dozen copies, tape them up everywhere – including
the bathrooms and both elevators – then say see-ya-wouldn’t-want-to-be-ya to both the Neon Circus
offices and the Cough Drop Queen for good. I might even have done it if I hadn’t reread what I had
written and discovered it wasn’t funny. It wasn’t even close to funny. It was the work of a child
having a tantrum. Which led me to wonder if all my obits had been equally unfunny and stupid.

For the first time (you might not believe it, but I swear it’s true) it came to me that Bump DeVoe
had been a real person, and somewhere people might be crying because he was gone. The same was
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probably true of Jack Briggs … and Frank Ford (who I had described as ‘noted Tonight Show crotch-
grabber’) … and Trevor Wills, a reality-show star who committed suicide after being photographed
in bed with his brother-in-law. Those pix the Circus had cheerfully put online, just adding a black
strip to cover the brother-in-law’s naughty bits (Wills’s had been safely out of sight, and you can
probably guess where).

It also came to me that I was spending the most creatively fecund years of my life doing bad work.
Shameful, in fact, a word that would never have occurred to Jeroma Whitfield in any context.

Instead of printing the document, I closed it, dragged it to the trash, and shut down the laptop. I
thought about marching back into Jeroma’s office and telling her I was done writing stuff that was the
equivalent of a toddler throwing poo on the wall, but a cautious part of my mind – the traffic cop most
of us have up there – told me to wait. To think it over and be absolutely sure.

Twenty-four hours, the traffic cop decreed. Hit a movie this afternoon and sleep on it tonight. If
you still feel the same way in the morning, go with God, my son.

‘Off so soon?’ Katie asked from her own laptop, and for the first time since my first day here, I
wasn’t stopped cold in my tracks by those wide gray eyes. I just tipped her a wave and left.

I was attending a matinee of Dr Strangelove at Film Forum when my mobile started vibrating.
Because the living room–size theater was empty except for me, two snoozing drunks, and a couple of
teenagers making vacuum cleaner noises in the back row, I risked looking at the screen and saw a text
from Katie Curran: Stop what you’re doing and call me RIGHT NOW!

I went out to the lobby without too much regret (although I always like to see Slim Pickens ride the
bomb down) and called her back. It wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say the first two words out of her
mouth changed my life.

‘Jeroma’s dead.’
‘What?’ I nearly screamed.
The popcorn girl glanced up at me over the top of her magazine, startled.
‘Dead, Mike! Dead! She choked to death on one of those damn eucalyptus drops she’s always

sucking on.’
Died at 10:40 A.M., I’d written. Choked to death on her own bile.
Only a coincidence, of course, but offhand I couldn’t think of a more malefic one. God had turned

Jeroma Whitfield from can do into can did.
‘Mike? Are you there?’
‘Yes.’
‘She had no second-in-command. You know that, right?’
‘Uh-huh.’ Now I was thinking of her telling me to have a Yook, and clicking her own against her

teeth.
‘So I’m taking it on myself to call a staff meeting tomorrow at ten. Somebody’s got to do it. Will

you come?’
‘I don’t know. Maybe not.’ I was walking toward the door to Houston Street. Before I got there, I

remembered that I’d left my briefcase by my movie seat and turned back to get it, yanking at my hair
with my free hand. The popcorn girl was looking at me with outright suspicion now. ‘I’d pretty much
made up my mind to quit this morning.’

‘I knew. I could see it on your face when you left.’
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The thought of Katie looking at my face might have tied up my tongue in other circumstances, but
not then. ‘Did it happen at the office?’

‘Yes. It was pushing on for two o’clock. There were four of us in the bullpen, not really working,
just hanging out and swapping stories and rumors. You know how it goes.’

I did. Those gossipy bull sessions were one of the reasons I went to the office instead of working at
home in Brooklyn. Plus getting a chance to feast my eyes on Katie, of course.

‘Her door was closed, but the blinds were open.’ They usually were. Unless she was taking a
meeting with someone she considered important, Jeroma liked to keep an eye on her vassals. ‘The
first I knew was when Pinky said, “What’s wrong with the boss? She’s all Gangnam Style.”’

‘So I looked, and she was jerking back and forth in her office chair, grabbing at her neck. Then she
fell out of the chair and all I could see was her feet, drumming up and down. Roberta asked what we
should do. I didn’t even bother answering that.’

They burst in. Roberta Hill and Chin Pak Soo lifted her up by the armpits. Katie got behind her and
gave her the Heimlich. Pinky stood in the doorway and waved his hands. The first hard heave on her
diaphragm did nothing. Katie shouted for Pinky to call 911 and went at her again. The second heave
sent one of those eucalyptus drops flying all the way across the room. Jeroma took a single deep
breath, opened her eyes, and spoke her last words (and very fitting they were, IMHO): ‘What the
fuck?’ Then she began to shudder all over again, and stopped breathing. Chin gave her artificial
respiration until the paramedics arrived, but no joy.

‘I checked the clock on her wall after she quit breathing,’ Katie said. ‘You know, that awful retro
Huckleberry Hound thing? I thought … I don’t know, I guess I thought someone might ask me for the
time of death, like on Law & Order. Stupid what goes through your mind at a time like that. It was ten
to three. Not even an hour ago, but it seems longer.’

‘So she could have choked on the cough drop at two forty,’ I said. Not ten forty, but two forty. I
knew it was just another coincidence, like Lincoln and Kennedy having the same number of letters;
forty past comes around twenty-four times a day. But I still didn’t like it.

‘I suppose, but I don’t see what difference it makes.’ Katie sounded annoyed. ‘Will you come in
tomorrow or not? Please come in, Mike. I need you.’

To be needed by Katie Curran! Ai-yi-yi!
‘Okay. But will you do something for me?’
‘I guess so.’
‘I forgot to empty the trash on the computer I was using. The one back by the Thanksgiving dinner

poster. Will you do it?’ This request made no rational sense to me even then. I just wanted that bad
joke of an obituary gone.

‘You’re crazy,’ she said, ‘but if you absolutely swear on your mother’s name to come in tomorrow
at ten, sure. Listen, Mike, this is a chance for us. We might end up owning a piece of the gold mine
instead of just working in it.’

‘I’ll be there.’

Almost everyone was, except for stringers working among the primitives in darkest Connecticut and
New Jersey. Even scabby little Irving Ramstein, who wrote a joke column called (I don’t understand
it, so don’t ask me) Politically Incorrect Chickens, showed up. Katie ran the meeting with aplomb,
telling us that the show would go on.
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‘It’s what Jeroma would have wanted,’ Pinky said.
‘Who gives a shit what Jeroma would have wanted,’ Georgina Bukowski said. ‘I just want to keep

getting a paycheck. Also, if remotely possible, a piece of the action.’
This cry was taken up by several others – Action! Action! Piece-a-da-action! – until our offices

sounded like a messhall riot in an old prison movie. Katie let it run its course, then shushed them.
‘How could she choke to death?’ Chin asked. ‘The gumdrop came out.’
‘It wasn’t a gumdrop,’ Roberta said. ‘It was one of those smelly cough drops she was always

sucking on. Craptolyptus.’
‘Whatever, dude, it still came flying out when Kates gave her the Hug of Life. We all saw it.’
‘I didn’t,’ Pinky said. ‘I was on the phone. And on fucking hold.’
Katie said that she had interviewed one of the EMTs – no doubt using her large gray eyes to good

effect – and had been told that the choking fit might have triggered a heart attack. And, in my effort to
follow the dictum of Professor Higgins and keep all the relevant facts straight, I will jump ahead here
and report the autopsy on our Dear Leader proved that to be the case. If Jeroma had gotten the Neon
Circus headline she deserved, it probably would have been HEAD HONCHO POPS PUMP.

That meeting was long and loud. Already displaying talents that made her a natural to step into
Jeroma’s Jimmy Choos, Katie allowed them to fully vent their feelings (expressed mostly in bursts of
wild, semihysterical laughter) before telling them to get back to work, because time, tide, and Internet
waits for no man. Or woman, either. She said she would be talking with the Circus’s main investors
before the week was out, and then invited me to step into Jeroma’s office.

‘Measuring the drapes?’ I asked when the door was shut. ‘Or the blinds, in this case?’
She looked at me with what might have been hurt. Or maybe just surprise. ‘Do you think I want this

job? I’m a columnist, Mike, just like you.’
‘You’d be good at it, though. I know it and so do they.’ I jerked my head toward our excuse for a

newsroom, where everyone was now either hunting and pecking or working the phones. ‘As for me,
I’m just the funny-obit writer. Or was. I’ve decided to become an emeritus.’

‘I think I understand why you feel that way.’ She slipped a piece of paper from the back pocket of
her jeans and unfolded it. I knew what it was before she handed it to me. ‘Curiosity comes with the
job, so I peeped in your trash before dumping it. And found this.’

I took the sheet, refolded it without looking (I didn’t even want to see the print, let alone reread it),
and put it in my own pocket. ‘Is it dumped now?’

‘Yes, and that’s the only hard copy.’ She brushed her hair away from her face and looked at me. It
might not have been the face that launched a thousand ships, but it surely could have launched several
dozen, including a destroyer or two. ‘I knew you’d ask. Having worked with you for a year and a half,
I understand that paranoia is part of your character.’

‘Thanks.’
‘No offense intended. In New York, paranoia is a survival skill. But it’s no reason to quit what

could become a far more lucrative job in the immediate future. Even you must know that a freaky
coincidence – and I admit this one’s fairly freaky – is just a coincidence. Mike, I need you to stay on
board.’

Not we but I. She said she wasn’t measuring the drapes; I thought she was.
‘You don’t understand. I don’t think I could do it anymore even if I wanted to. Not and be funny, at

least. It would all come out …’ I reached, and found a word from my childhood. ‘Goosh.’
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Katie frowned, thinking. ‘Maybe Penny could do it.’
Penny Langston was one of those stringers from the darker environs, hired by Jeroma at Katie’s

suggestion. I had a vague idea that the two women had known each other in college. If so, they could
not have been less alike. Penny rarely came in, and when she did, she wore an old baseball cap that
never left her head and a macabre smile that rarely left her face. Frank Jessup, the sports guy with the
Mohawk, liked to say that Penny always looked about two stress points from going postal.

‘But she’d never be as funny as you are,’ Katie went on. ‘If you don’t want to write obituaries,
what would you want to do? Assuming you stay at Circus, which I pray you will.’

‘Reviews, maybe. I could write funny ones, I think.’
‘Hatchet jobs?’ Sounding at least marginally hopeful.
‘Well … yeah. Probably. Some of them.’ I was good at snark, after all, and I thought I could

probably outsnark Joe Queenan on points, possibly by a knockout. And at least it would be dumping
on live people who could fight back.

She put her hands on my shoulders, stood on tiptoe, and planted a soft kiss on the corner of my
mouth. If I close my eyes, I can still feel that kiss today. She looked at me with those wide gray eyes –
the sea on an overcast morning. I’m sure Professor Higgins would roll his eyes at that, but C-list guys
like me rarely get kissed by A-list girls like her.

‘Think about going on with the obits, would you?’ Hands still on my shoulders. Her light scent in
my nostrils. Her breasts less than an inch from my chest, and when she took a deep breath, they
touched. I can still feel that today too. ‘This is not just about you or me. The next six weeks are going
to be a critical time for the site and the staff. So think, okay? Even another month of obits would be
helpful. It would give Penny – or someone else – a chance to work her way into the job, with
guidance from you. And hey, maybe nobody interesting will die.’

Except they always do, and we both knew it.
I probably told her I’d think about it. I can’t remember. What I was actually thinking about was lip-

locking her right there in Jeroma’s office, and damn anyone in the bullpen who might see us. I didn’t,
though. Outside the rom-coms, guys like me rarely do. I said something or other and then I must have
left, because pretty soon I found myself out on the street. I felt poleaxed.

One thing I do remember: when I came to a litter basket on the corner of Third and Fiftieth, I tore
the joke obit that was no longer a joke into tiny shreds and threw them in.

That night I ate a pleasant enough dinner with my parents, then went into my room – the same one
where I’d gone to sulk on days when my Little League team lost, how depressing is that – and sat
down at my desk. The easiest way to get past my unease, it seemed to me, was to write another obit of
a living person. Don’t they tell you to get back on a horse right away if you’ve been thrown? Or climb
right away to the top diving platform after your jackknife turns into a belly flop? All I needed to do
was prove what I already knew: we live in a rational world. Sticking pins in voodoo dolls doesn’t
kill people. Writing your enemy’s name on a scrap of paper and burning it while you recite the Lord’s
Prayer backwards doesn’t kill people. Joke obituaries don’t kill people, either.

Nevertheless, I was careful to make a list of possibles consisting solely of proven bad people, such
as Faheem Darzi, who had claimed credit for the bus bombing in Miami, and Kenneth Wanderly, an
electrician convicted on four counts of rape-murder in Oklahoma. Wanderly seemed like the best
possibility on my short list of seven names, and I was about to whomp something up when I thought of
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Peter Stefano, a worthless fuck if there ever was one.
Stefano was a record producer who choked his girlfriend to death for refusing to record a song he

had written. He was now doing time in a medium-security prison when he should have been at a black
site in Saudi Arabia, dining on cockroaches, drinking his own pee, and listening to Anthrax played at
top volume during the wee hours of the morning. (Just MHO, of course.) The woman he killed was
Andi McCoy, who happened to be one of my all-time favorite female singers. If I had been writing
joke obits at the time of her death, I never would have written hers; the idea that her soaring voice,
easily the equal of the young Joan Baez’s could have been silenced by that domineering idiot still
infuriated me five years later. God gives such golden vocal cords to only the chosen few, and Stefano
had destroyed McCoy’s in a fit of drugged-out pique.

I opened my laptop, typed PETER STEFANO OBIT in the proper field, and dropped the cursor
onto the blank document. Once again the words poured out with no pause, like water from a broken
pipe.

Slave-driving, no-talent record producer Peter Stefano was discovered dead in his jail cell at the Gowanda State
Correctional Facility yesterday morning, and we all shout hooray. Although no official cause of death was announced, a
prison source said, ‘It appears his anal hate-gland ruptured, thus spreading asshole poison through his body. In layman’s
terms, he had an allergic reaction to his own vile shit.’

Although Stefano had his foot on the necks of a great many groups and solo artists, he is especially noted for ruining
the careers of the Grenadiers, the Playful Mammals, Joe Dean (who committed suicide after Stefano refused to renegotiate
his contract), and of course Andi McCoy. Not content with killing her career, Stefano choked her to death with a lamp
cord while high on methamphetamines. He is survived by three grateful ex-wives, five ex-partners, and the two record
companies he managed not to bankrupt.

It went on in that vein for another hundred words or so, and was not one of my better efforts
(obviously). I didn’t care, because it felt right. Not just because Peter Stefano was a bad man, either.
It felt right as a writer, even though it was bad prose and part of me knew it was a bad thing. This
might seem like a sidetrack, but I think (actually I know) it’s at the heart of this story. Writing is hard,
okay? At least it is for me. And yes, I know that most working stiffs talk about how hard their jobs
are, it doesn’t matter if they’re butchers, bakers, candlestick makers, or obituary writers. Only
sometimes the work is not hard. Sometimes it’s easy. When that happens you feel like you do at the
bowling alley, watching your ball as it rolls over just the right diamond and you know you threw a
strike.

Killing Stefano in my computer felt like a strike.
I slept like a baby that night. Maybe some of it was because I felt as if I’d done something to

express my own rage and dismay over that poor murdered girl – the stupid waste of her talent. But I
felt the same way when I was writing the Jeroma Whitfield obit, and all she did was refuse to give me
a raise. Mostly it was the writing itself. I felt the power, and feeling the power was good.

My first compu-stop at breakfast the next day wasn’t Neon Circus but Huffington Post. It almost
always was. I never bothered scrolling down to the celebrity dish or the side-boob items (frankly
speaking, Circus did both of those things much better), but the Huffpo headline stories are always
crisp, concise, and late-breaking. The first item was about a Tea Party governor saying something
Huffpo found predictably outrageous. The next one stopped my cup of coffee halfway to my lips. It
also stopped my breath. The headline read PETER STEFANO MURDERED IN LIBRARY
ALTERCATION.
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I put down my untasted coffee – carefully, carefully, not spilling a drop – and read the story.
Stefano and the trustee librarian had been arguing because Andi McCoy’s music was playing from the
overhead speakers in the library. Stefano told the librarian to quit macking on him and ‘take that shit
off.’ The trustee refused, saying he wasn’t macking on anybody, just picked the CD at random. The
argument escalated. That was when someone strolled up behind Stefano and put an end to him with
some kind of prison shiv.

So far as I could tell, he had been murdered right around the time I finished writing his obit. I
looked at my coffee. I raised the cup and sipped. It was cold. I rushed to the sink and vomited. Then I
called Katie and told her I wouldn’t be at the meeting, but would like to meet her later on.

‘You said you’d come,’ she said. ‘You’re breaking your promise!’
‘With good reason. Meet me for coffee this afternoon and I’ll tell you why.’
After a pause, she said: ‘It happened again.’ Not a question.
I admitted it. Told her about making a ‘these guys deserve to die’ list, and then thinking of Stefano.

‘So I wrote his obit, just to prove I had nothing to do with Jeroma’s death. I finished around the same
time he got stabbed in the library. I’ll bring a printout with a time stamp, if you want to see it.’

‘I don’t need to see a time stamp, I take your word. I’ll meet you, but not for coffee. Come to my
place. And bring the obituary.’

‘If you think you’re going to put it online—’
‘God, no, are you crazy? I just want to see it with my own eyes.’
‘All right.’ More than all right. Her place. ‘But Katie?’
‘Yes?’
‘You can’t tell anybody about this.’
‘Of course not. What kind of person do you think I am?’
One with beautiful eyes, long legs, and perfect breasts, I thought as I hung up. I should have known

I was in for trouble, but I wasn’t thinking straight. I was thinking about that warm kiss on the corner of
my mouth. I wanted another, and not on the corner. Plus whatever came next.

Her apartment was a tidy three-roomer on the West Side. She met me at the door, dressed in shorts
and a filmy top, definitely NSFW. She put her arms around me and said, ‘Oh God, Mike, you look
awful. I’m so sorry.’

I hugged her. She hugged me. I sought her lips, as the romance novels say, and pressed them to
mine. After five seconds or so – endless and not long enough – she pulled back and looked at me with
those big gray eyes. ‘We’ve got so much to talk about.’ Then she smiled. ‘But we can talk about it
later.’

What followed was what geeks like me rarely get, and when they do get it, there’s usually an
ulterior motive. Not that geeks like me think about such things in the moment. In the moment, we’re
like any guy on earth: big head takes a walk, little head rules.

Sitting up in bed.
Drinking wine instead of coffee.
‘Here’s something I saw in the paper last year, or the year before,’ she said. ‘This guy in one of the

flyover states – Iowa, Nebraska, someplace like that – buys a lottery ticket after work, one of those
scratch-off thingies, and wins a hundred thousand dollars. A week later he buys a Powerball ticket
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and wins a hundred and forty million.’
‘Your point?’ I saw her point, and didn’t care. The sheet had slipped down to reveal her breasts,

every bit as firm and perfect as I’d expected they would be.
‘Twice can still be a coincidence. I want you to do it again.’
‘I don’t think that would be wise.’ It sounded weak even to my own ears. There was an armful of

pretty girl within reaching distance, but all at once I wasn’t thinking of the pretty girl. I was thinking
of a bowling ball rolling over just the right diamond, and how it felt to stand watching it, knowing that
in two seconds the pins were going to explode every whichway.

She turned on her side, looking at me earnestly. ‘If this is really happening, Mike, it’s big. Biggest
thing ever. The power of life and death!’

‘If you’re thinking about using this for the site—’
She shook her head vehemently. ‘No one would believe it. Even if they did, how would it benefit

Circus? Would we run a poll? Ask people to send us names of bad guys who deserved the chop?’
She was wrong. People would be happy to participate in Death Vote 2016. It would be bigger than

American Idol.
She linked her arms around my neck. ‘Who was on your hit list before you thought of Stefano?’
I winced. ‘Wish you wouldn’t call it that.’
‘Never mind, just tell me.’
I started listing the names, but when I got to Kenneth Wanderly, she stopped me. Now the gray eyes

didn’t just look overcast; they looked stormy. ‘Him! Write his obituary! I’ll look up the background
on Google so you can do a bang-up job, and—’

Reluctantly, I freed myself from her arms. ‘Why bother, Katie? He’s on death row already. Let the
state take care of him.’

‘But they won’t!’ She jumped out of bed and began to pace back and forth. It was a mesmerizing
sight, as I’m sure I don’t need to tell you. Those long legs, ai-yi-yi. ‘They won’t! The Okies haven’t
done anyone since that botched execution two years ago! Kenneth Wanderly raped and killed four
girls – tortured them to death – and he’ll still be there eating government meatloaf when he’s sixty-
five! When he’ll die in his sleep!’

She came back to the bed and threw herself on her knees. ‘Do this for me, Mike! Please!’
‘What makes him so important to you?’
The animation ran out of her face. She sat back on her heels and lowered her head so that her hair

screened her face. She stayed that way for maybe ten seconds, and when she looked at me again, her
beauty was – not gone, but marred. Scarred. It wasn’t just the tears streaming down her cheeks; it was
the shamed droop of her mouth.

‘Because I know what it’s like. I was raped while I was in college. One night after a frat party. I’d
tell you to write his obituary, but I never saw him.’ She drew a deep, shuddering breath. ‘He came up
behind me. I was on my face the whole time. But Wanderly will do as a proxy. He’ll do just fine.’

I tossed back the sheet. ‘Turn on your computer.’

Cowardly bald-headed rapist Kenneth Wanderly, who could only get it up when his prey was tied down, saved the
taxpayers a bunch by committing suicide in his Oklahoma State Penitentiary cell on death row in the early hours of this
morning. Guards found Wanderly (whose picture is next to ‘useless piece of shit’ in the Urban Dictionary), hanging from a
makeshift noose made of his own pants. Warden George Stockett immediately decreed a special celebratory dinner in the
gen-pop dining hall tomorrow night, followed by a sock hop. When asked if the Suicide Trousers would be framed and
placed with the penitentiary’s other trophies, Warden Stockett refused to answer, but gave the hastily assembled press
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conference a wink.
Wanderly, a disease masquerading as a live birth, came into the world on October 27, 1972, in Danbury, Connecticut …

Another craptastic piece of work from Michael Anderson! The worst of my Speaking Ill of the
Dead obits were funnier and more trenchant (if you don’t believe me, look them up for yourself), but
that didn’t matter. Once again the words came gushing out, and with that same sense of perfectly
balanced power. At some point, far in the back of my mind, I realized it was more like throwing a
spear than rolling a bowling ball. One with a sharply honed point. Katie felt it, too. She was sitting
right next to me, crackling like static electricity flying from a hairbrush.

This next part is hard to write, because it makes me think there’s a little Ken Wanderly in all of us,
but since there’s no way to tell the truth except to tell it, here it is: It made us horny. I grabbed her in a
rough, ungeeky embrace as soon as it was done and carried her back to the bed. Katie locked her
ankles at the small of my back and her hands at the nape of my neck. I think that second go-round
might have lasted all of fifty seconds, but we both got off. And hard. People stink sometimes.

Ken Wanderly was a monster, okay? That’s not exclusively my judgment; he used the word to
describe himself when he ’fessed up to everything in an unsuccessful effort to avoid the death
sentence. I could use that to excuse what I did – what we did – except for one thing.

Writing his obituary was even better than the sex that followed it.
It made me want to do it again.

When I woke up the next morning, Katie was sitting on the couch with her laptop. She looked at me
solemnly and patted the cushion beside her. I sat and read the Neon Circus headline on the screen:
ANOTHER BAD BOY BITES THE DUST, ‘WICKED KEN’ COMMITS SUICIDE IN HIS CELL.
Only not by hanging. He had smuggled in a bar of soap – how was a mystery, because inmates are
only supposed to have access to the liquid kind – and shoved it down his throat.

‘Dear God,’ I said. ‘What a horrible way to die.’
‘Good!’ She raised her hands, balled them into fists, and shook them beside her temples.

‘Excellent!’
There were things I didn’t want to ask her. Number one on the list was if she had slept with me

strictly so she could persuade me to kill a suitable stand-in for her rapist. But ask yourself this (I did):
Would asking have done any good? She could give me a totally straight answer and I still might not
have believed her. In a situation like that, the relationship may not be outright poisoned, but it’s
probably damn sick.

‘I’m not going to do this again,’ I said.
‘All right, I understand.’ (She didn’t.)
‘So don’t ask me.’
‘I won’t.’ (She did.)
‘And you can never tell anybody.’
‘I already said I wouldn’t.’ (She already had.)
I think part of me already knew this conversation was an exercise in futility, but I said okay and let

it drop.
‘Mike, I don’t want to hurry you out of here, but I’ve got like a zillion things to do, and …’
‘No worries, mate. I’m taillights.’
In truth, I wanted to get out. I wanted to walk about sixteen aimless miles and think about what
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came next.
She grabbed me at the door and kissed me hard. ‘Don’t go away mad.’
‘I’m not.’ I didn’t know how I was going away.
‘And don’t you dare think about quitting. I need you. I’ve decided Penny would be all wrong for

Speaking Ill of the Dead, but I totally understand you need a break from it. I was thinking maybe …
Georgina?’

‘Maybe,’ I said. I thought Georgina was the worst writer on the staff, but I didn’t really care
anymore. All I cared about right then was never seeing another obituary, let alone writing one.

‘As for you, do all the nasty reviews you want. No Jeroma left to say no, am I right?’
‘You’re right.’
She shook me. ‘Don’t say it that way, you monkey. Show some enthusiasm. That old Neon Circus

get-up-and-git. And say you’ll stick around.’ She lowered her voice. ‘We can have our own
conferences. Private ones.’ She saw my eyes drop to the front of her robe and laughed, pleased. Then
she gave me a push. ‘Now go. Buzz on out of here.’

A week passed, and when you’re working for a site like Neon Circus, each week lasts three months.
Celebs got drunk, celebs went into rehab, celebs came out of rehab and immediately got drunk, celebs
got arrested, celebs got out of limos sans panties, celebs danced the night away, celebs got married,
celebs got divorced, celebs ‘took a break from each other.’ One celeb fell into his pool and drowned.
Georgina wrote a remarkably unfunny obituary, and a ton of Where’s Mike tweets and emails arrived
in its wake. Once that would have pleased me.

I did not visit Katie’s apartment, because Katie was too busy for canoodling. In fact, Katie wasn’t
much in evidence. She was ‘taking meetings,’ a couple in New York and one in Chicago. In her
absence, I somehow found myself in charge. I was not nominated, I did not campaign, I was not
elected. It just happened. My consolation was that things would surely go back to normal when Katie
returned.

I didn’t want to spend time in Jeroma’s office (it felt haunted), but other than our unisex bathroom,
it was the only place where I could hold meetings with distraught staffers in relative privacy. And the
staffers were always distraught. E-publishing is still publishing, and every publishing staff is a nest of
old-fashioned complexes and neuroses. Jeroma would have told them to get the hell out (but hey, have
a Yook). I couldn’t do that. When I started feeling crazy, I reminded myself that soon I would be back
in my accustomed seat by the wall, writing snarky reviews. Just another inmate in the madhouse.

The only real decision I can remember making that week had to do with Jeroma’s chair. I
absolutely could not put my ass where hers had been when she choked on the Cough Drop of Doom. I
rolled it into the bullpen and brought in what I thought of as ‘my’ chair, the one at the desk by the
Thanksgiving poster reading PLEASE SHIT WHERE YOU EAT. It was a far less comfy perch, but at
least it didn’t feel haunted. Besides, I wasn’t writing much anyway.

Late Friday afternoon, Katie swept into the office clad in a shimmery knee-length dress that was the
antithesis of her usual jeans and tank tops. Her hair was in artfully tumbled beauty shop curls. To me
she looked … well … sort of like a prettier version of Jeroma. I had a passing recollection of
Orwell’s Animal Farm, and how the chant of ‘Four legs good, two legs bad’ had changed to ‘Four
legs good, two legs better.’
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Katie gathered us and announced that we were being purchased by Pyramid Media out of Chicago,
and there would be raises – small ones – for everybody. This occasioned wild applause. When it
died down, she added that Georgina Bukowski would be taking over Speaking Ill of the Dead for
good, and that Mike Anderson was our new kultcha kritic. ‘Which means,’ she said, ‘that he will
spread his wings and fly slowly over the landscape, shitting where he will.’

More wild applause. I stood up and took a bow, trying to look cheerful and devilish. On that score,
I was batting .500. I hadn’t been cheerful since Jeroma’s sudden death, but I did feel like the devil.

‘Now, everybody back to work! Write something eternal!’ Glistening lips parted in a smile. ‘Mike,
could I speak to you in private?’

Private meant Jeroma’s office (we all still thought of it that way). Katie frowned when she saw the
chair behind the desk. ‘What’s that ugly thing doing in here?’

‘I didn’t like sitting in Jeroma’s,’ I said. ‘I’ll bring it back, if you want.’
‘I do. But before you do …’ She moved close to me, but saw the blinds were up and we were

being closely observed. She settled for putting a hand on my chest. ‘Can you come to my place
tonight?’

‘Absolutely.’ Although I wasn’t as excited by the prospect as you might think. With the little head
not in charge, doubts about Katie’s motivations had continued to solidify. And, I have to admit, I
found it a little upsetting that she was so eager to get Jeroma’s chair back into the office.

Lowering her voice, even though we were alone, she said, ‘I don’t suppose you’ve written any
more …’ Her glistening lips formed the word obits.

‘I haven’t even thought of it.’
This was an extremely bodacious lie. Writing obits was the first thing I thought about in the

morning, and the last thing I thought about at night. The way the words just flowed out. And the feeling
that went with it: a bowling ball rolling over the right diamond, a twenty-foot putt heading straight for
the hole, a spear thunking home in exactly the place you aimed at. Bullseye, dead center.

‘What else have you been writing? Any reviews yet? I understand Paramount’s releasing Jack
Briggs’s last movie, and I’m hearing it’s even worse than Holy Rollers. That’s got to be tempting.’

‘I haven’t exactly been writing,’ I said. ‘I’ve been ghostwriting. As in everyone else’s work. But I
was never cut out to be an editor. That’s your job, Katie.’

This time she didn’t protest.
Later that day, I looked up from the back row, where I was trying (and failing) to write a CD

review, and saw her in the office, bent over her laptop. Her mouth was moving, and at first I thought
she must also be on her phone, but no phone was in evidence. I had an idea – almost certainly
ridiculous, but weirdly hard to shake – that she had found a leftover stash of eucalyptus drops in the
top drawer, and was sucking on one.

I arrived at her apartment shortly before seven, bearing bags of Chinese from Fun Joy. No shorts and
filmy top that night; she was dressed in a pullover and baggy khakis. Also, she wasn’t alone. Penny
Langston was sitting on one end of the sofa (crouching there, actually). She wasn’t wearing her
baseball cap, but that strange smile, the one that said touch me and I’ll kill you, was all present and
accounted for.

Katie kissed my cheek. ‘I invited Penny to join us.’
That was patently obvious, but I said, ‘Hi, Pens.’
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‘Hi, Mike.’ Tiny mouse-voice and no eye contact, but she made a valiant effort to turn the smile
into something a tad less creepy.

I looked back to Katie. I raised my eyebrows.
‘I said I didn’t tell anyone about what you can do,’ Katie said. ‘That … sort of wasn’t the truth.’
‘And I sort of knew that.’ I put the grease-spotted white bags down on the coffee table. I didn’t feel

hungry anymore, and I didn’t expect a whole lot of Fun Joy in the next few minutes. ‘Do you want to
tell me what this is about before I accuse you of breaking your solemn promise and stalk out?’

‘Don’t do that. Please. Just listen. Penny works at Neon Circus because I talked Jeroma into hiring
her. I met her when she still lived here in the city. We were in a group together, weren’t we, Pens?’

‘Yes,’ Penny said in her tiny mouse-voice. She was looking at her hands, clasped so tightly in her
lap that the knuckles were white. ‘The Holy Name of Mary Group.’

‘Which is what, exactly, when it’s home with its hat off?’ As if I had to ask. Sometimes when the
pieces come together, you can actually hear the click.

‘Rape support,’ Katie said. ‘I never saw my rapist, but Penny saw hers. Didn’t you, Pens?’
‘Yes. Lots of times.’ Now Penny was looking at me, and her voice grew stronger with each word.

By the end, she was nearly shouting, and tears were rolling down her cheeks. ‘It was my uncle. I was
nine years old. My sister was eleven. He raped her too. Katie says you can kill people with
obituaries. I want you to write his.’

I’m not going to tell the story she told me, sitting there on the couch with Katie next to her, holding
one of her hands and putting Kleenex after Kleenex in the other. Unless you’ve lived in one of the
seven places in this country not yet equipped for multimedia, you’ve heard it before. All you need to
know is that Penny’s parents died in a car accident, and she and her sister were shipped off to Uncle
Amos and Aunt Claudia. Aunt Claudia refused to hear anything said against her husband. Figure the
rest out for yourself.

I wanted to do it. Because the story was horrible, yes. Because guys like Uncle Amos need to take
it in the head for preying on the weakest and most vulnerable, check. Because Katie wanted me to do
it, absolutely. But in the end, it all came down to the sadly pretty dress Penny was wearing. And the
shoes. And the bit of inexpertly applied makeup. For the first time in years, perhaps for the first time
since Uncle Amos had begun making his nighttime visits to her bedroom, always telling her it was
‘our little secret,’ she had tried to make herself presentable for a male human being. It sort of broke
my heart. Katie had been scarred by her rape, but had risen above it. Some girls and women can do
that. Many can’t.

When she finished, I asked, ‘Do you swear to God that your uncle really did this?’
‘Yes. Again and again and again. When we got old enough to have babies, he made us turn over

and used our …’ She didn’t finish this. ‘I bet it didn’t stop with Jessie and me, either.’
‘And he’s never been caught.’
She shook her head vehemently, dank ringlets flying.
‘Okay.’ I took my iPad out of my briefcase. ‘But you’ll have to tell me about him.’
‘I can do better.’ She disengaged her hand from Katie’s and grabbed the ugliest purse I’ve ever

seen outside of a thrift-shop window. From it she took a crumpled sheet of paper, so sweat-stained it
was limp and semitransparent. She had written in pencil. The looping scrawl looked like something a
child might have done. It was headed AMOS CULLEN LANGFORD: HIS OBITUARY.
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This miserable excuse for a man who raped little girls every chance he could get died slowly and painfully of many cancers
in the soft parts of his body. During the last week, pus came pouring out of his eyes. He was 63 years old and in his last
extremity, his screams filled the house as he begged for extra morphine …

There was more. Much. Her handwriting was that of a child, but her vocabulary was terrific, and
she had done a far better job on this piece than anything she’d ever written for Neon Circus.

‘I don’t know if this will work,’ I said, trying to hand it back. ‘I think I have to write it myself.’
Katie said, ‘It won’t hurt to try, will it?’
I supposed it wouldn’t. Looking directly at Penny, I said, ‘I’ve never even seen this guy, and you

want me to kill him.’
‘Yes,’ she said, and now she was meeting my eyes fair and square. ‘That’s what I want.’
‘You’re positive.’
She nodded.
I sat down at Katie’s little home desk, laid out Penny’s handwritten death-diatribe beside my iPad,

opened a blank document, and began transcribing. I knew immediately that it was going to work. The
sense of power was stronger than ever. The sense of aiming. I quit looking at the sheet after the
second sentence and just hammered the keyboard screen, hitting the main points, and ended with this
abjuration: Funeral attendees – no one could call them mourners, given Mr Langston’s
unspeakable predilections – are warned not to send flowers, but spitting on the coffin is
encouraged.

The two women were staring at me, big-eyed.
‘Will it work?’ Penny asked, then answered herself. ‘It will. I felt it.’
‘I think maybe it already has.’ I turned my attention to Katie. ‘Ask me to do this again, Kates, and

I’ll be tempted to write your obituary.’
She tried to smile, but I could see she was scared. I hadn’t meant to do that (at least I don’t think I

had), so I took her hand. She jumped, started to pull away, then let me hold it. The skin was cold and
clammy.

‘I’m joking. Bad joke, but I mean what I say. This needs to end.’
‘Yes,’ she said, and swallowed loudly, a cartoon gulp sound. ‘Absolutely.’
‘And no talking. Not to anybody. Ever.’
Once again they agreed. I started to get up and Penny leaped at me, knocking me back into the chair

and almost spilling us both to the floor. The hug wasn’t affectionate; it was more like the grip of a
drowning woman muckling onto her would-be rescuer. She was greasy with sweat.

‘Thank you,’ she whispered harshly. ‘Thank you, Mike.’
I left without telling her she was welcome. I couldn’t wait to get out of there. I don’t know if they

ate the food I brought, but I rather doubt it. Fun Joy, my rosy red ass.

I didn’t sleep that night, and it wasn’t thinking of Amos Langford that kept me awake. I had other
things to worry about.

One was the eternal problem of addiction. I had left Katie’s apartment determined that I would
never wield that terrible power again, but it was a promise I’d made to myself before, and it wasn’t
one I was sure I could keep, because each time I wrote a ‘live obit,’ the urge to do it again grew
stronger. It was like heroin. Use it once or twice, maybe you can stop. After awhile, though, you have
to have it. I might not have reached that point yet, but I was on the edge of the pit and knew it. What
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I’d said to Katie was the absolute rock-bottom truth – this needed to end while I could still end it.
Assuming it wasn’t too late already.

The second thing wasn’t quite as grim, but it was bad enough. On the subway back to Brooklyn, a
particularly apropos Ben Franklin adage had come to mind: Two can keep a secret, if one of them is
dead. There were already three people keeping this one, and since I had no intention of murdering
Katie and Penny via obituary, that meant a really nasty secret was in their hands.

They’d keep it for awhile, I was sure. Penny would be especially keen to do so if she got a call in
the morning informing her that dear old Uncle Amos had bitten the big one. But time would weaken
the taboo. There was another factor, as well. Both of them were not just writers but Neon Circus
writers, which meant spilling the beans was their business. Bean-spilling might not be as addictive as
killing people with obits, but it had its own strong pull, as I well knew. Sooner or later there would
be a bar, and too many drinks, and then …

Do you want to hear something really crazy? You have to promise not to tell anybody, though.
I pictured myself sitting in the newsroom by the Thanksgiving poster, occupied with my latest

snarky review. Frank Jessup slides up, sits down, and asks if I’ve ever considered writing an obit for
Bashar al-Assad, the Syrian dictator with the little tiny head, or – hey, even better! – that Korean
butterball, Kim Jong-un. For all I knew, Jessup might want me to off the new head coach of the
Knicks.

I tried to tell myself that one was ridiculous, and couldn’t manage it. Mohawk Sports Boy was a
crazed Knicks fan.

There was an even more horrific possibility (this I got to around three in the morning). Suppose
word of my talent found its way to the wrong governmental ear? It seemed unlikely, but hadn’t I read
somewhere that the government had experimented with LSD and mind control on unsuspecting
subjects back in the fifties? People capable of that might be capable of anything. What if some
fellows from NSA appeared either at Circus or here at my folks’ house in Brooklyn, and I wound up
taking a one-way trip in a private jet to some government base where I would be installed in a private
apartment (luxurious, but with guards on the door) and given a list of Al Qaeda and Isis militant
leaders, complete with files that would allow me to write extremely detailed obituaries? I could
make rocket-equipped drones obsolete.

Loony? Yuh. But at four in the morning, anything can seem possible.
Around five, just as the day’s first light was creeping into my room, I found myself wondering yet

again how I had come by this unwelcome talent in the first place. Not to mention how long I’d had it.
There was no way of telling, because as a rule, folks do not write obituaries of live people. They
don’t even do that at The New York Times , they just stockpile the necessary info so it’s at hand when
a famous person dies. I could have had the ability all my life, and if I hadn’t written that crappy bad
joke about Jeroma, I never would have known. I thought of how I’d ended up writing for Neon Circus
in the first place: by way of an unsolicited obituary. Of a person already dead, true, but an obit is an
obit. And talent only wants one thing, don’t you see? It wants to come out. It wants to put on a tuxedo
and tap-dance all across the stage.

On that thought, I fell asleep.

My phone woke me at quarter to noon. It was Katie, and she was upset. ‘You need to come to the
office,’ she said. ‘Right now.’
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I sat up in bed. ‘What’s wrong?’
‘I’ll tell you when you get here, but I’ll tell you one thing right now. You can’t do it again.’
‘Duh,’ I said, ‘I think I told you that. And on more than one occasion.’
If she heard me, she paid no attention, just steamed ahead. ‘Not ever in your life. If it was Hitler

you couldn’t do it. If your father had a knife to your mother’s throat you couldn’t do it.’
She broke the connection before I could ask questions. I wondered why we weren’t having this

Code Red meeting in her apartment, which offered a lot more privacy than Neon Circus’s  cramped
digs, and only one answer came to mind: Katie didn’t want to be alone with me. I was a dangerous
dude. I had only done what she and her fellow rape survivor wanted me to do, but that didn’t change
the fact.

Now I was a dangerous dude.

She greeted me with a smile and a hug for the benefit of the few staffers on hand, quaffing their post-
lunch Red Bulls and plugging lackadaisically away at their laptops, but today the blinds in the office
were down, and the smile disappeared as soon as we were behind them.

‘I’m scared to death,’ she said. ‘I mean, I was last night, but when you’re actually doing it—’
‘It feels sort of good. Yeah, I know.’
‘But I’m a lot more scared now. I keep thinking of those spring-loaded gadgets you squeeze to

make your hands and forearms stronger.’
‘What are you talking about?’
She didn’t tell me. Not then. ‘I had to start in the middle, with Ken Wanderly’s kid, and work both

ways—’
‘Wicked Ken had a kid?’
‘A son, yes. Stop interrupting. I had to start in the middle because the item about the son was the

first one I came across. There was a “death reported” item in the Times this morning. For once they
scooped the webs. Somebody at Huffpo or Daily Beast is apt to get taken to the woodshed for that,
because it happened awhile ago. My guess is the family decided to wait until after the burial to
release the news.’

‘Katie—’
‘Shut up and listen.’ She leaned forward. ‘There’s collateral damage. And it’s getting worse.’
‘I don’t—’
She put a palm over my mouth. ‘Shut. The fuck. Up.’
I shut. She took her hand away.
‘Jeroma Whitfield was where this started. So far as I can tell using Google, she’s the only one in

the world. Was, I mean. There are tons of Jerome Whitfields, though, so thank God she was your first,
or it might have been attracted to other Jeromas. Some of them, anyway. The closest ones.’

‘It?’
She looked at me as if I were an idiot. ‘The power. Your second …’ She paused, I think because

the word that came immediately to mind was victim. ‘Your second subject was Peter Stefano. Also
not the world’s most common name, but not completely weird, either. Now look at this.’

From her desk she took a few sheets of paper. She eased the first from the paper clip holding them
together and passed it to me. On it were three obituaries, all from small newspapers – one in
Pennsylvania, one in Ohio, and one in upstate New York. The Pennsylvania Peter Stefano had died of
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a heart attack. The one in Ohio had fallen from a ladder. The one from New York – Woodstock – had
suffered a stroke. All had died on the same day as the crazed record producer whose name they
shared.

I sat down hard. ‘This can’t be.’
‘It is. The good news is that I found two dozen other Peter Stefanos across the USA, and they’re

fine. I think because they all live farther away from Gowanda Correctional. That was ground zero.
The shrapnel spread out from there.’

I looked at her, dumbfounded.
‘Wicked Ken came next. Another unusual name, thank God. There’s a whole nest of Wanderlys in

Wisconsin and Minnesota, but I guess that was too far. Only …’
She handed me the second sheet. First up was the news item from the Times: SERIAL KILLER’S

SON DIES. His wife claimed Ken Wanderly Jr had shot himself by accident while cleaning a pistol,
but the item pointed out that the ‘accident’ had happened less than twelve hours after his father’s
death. That it might actually have been suicide was left for the reader to imply.

‘I don’t think it was suicide,’ Katie said. Beneath her makeup, she looked very pale. ‘I don’t think
it was exactly an accident, either. It homes in on the names, Mike. You see that, right? And it can’t
spell, which makes it even worse.’

The obit (I was coming to loathe that word) below the piece about Wicked Ken’s son concerned
one Kenneth Wanderlee, of Paramus, New Jersey. Like Peter Stefano of Pennsylvania (an innocent
who had probably never killed anything but time), Wanderlee of Paramus had died of a heart attack.

Just like Jeroma.
I was breathing fast, and sweating all over. My balls had drawn up until they felt roughly the size of

peach pits. I felt like fainting, also like vomiting, and managed to do neither. Although I did plenty of
vomiting later. That went on for a week or more, and I lost ten pounds. (I told my worried mother it
was the flu.)

‘Here’s the capper,’ she said, and handed me the last page. There were seventeen Amos Langfords
on it. The biggest cluster was in the New York–New Jersey–Connecticut area, but one had died in
Baltimore, one in Virginia, and two had kicked off in West Virginia. In Florida there were three.

‘No,’ I whispered.
‘Yes,’ she said. ‘This second one, in Amityville, is Penny’s bad uncle. Just be grateful that Amos is

also a fairly unusual name in this day and age. If it had been James or William, there could have been
hundreds of dead Langfords. Probably not thousands, because it’s still not reaching farther than the
Midwest, but Florida’s nine hundred miles away. Farther than any AM radio signal can reach, at least
in the daytime.’

The sheets of paper slipped from my hand and seesawed to the floor.
‘Now do you see what I meant about those squeezie things people use to make their hands and arms

stronger? At first maybe you can only squeeze the handles together once or twice. But if you keep
doing it, the muscles get stronger. That’s what’s happening to you, Mike. I’m sure of it. Every time
you write an obit for a living person, the power gets stronger and reaches further.’

‘It was your idea,’ I whispered. ‘Your goddam idea.’
But she wasn’t having that. ‘I didn’t tell you to write Jeroma’s obituary. That was your idea.’
‘It was a whim,’ I protested. ‘A goof, for God’s sake. I didn’t know what was going to happen!’
Only maybe that wasn’t the truth. I flashed back to my first orgasm, in the bathtub, assisted by a
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bubbly handful of Ivory Soap. I hadn’t known what I was doing when I reached down and grabbed
myself … only some part of me, some deep, instinctual part, had known. There’s another old adage,
this one not Ben Franklin’s: When the student is ready, the teacher will appear . Sometimes the
teacher is inside us.

‘Wanderly was your idea,’ I pointed out. ‘So was Amos the Midnight Creeper. And by then you
knew what was going to happen.’

She sat on the edge of the desk – her desk, now – and looked at me straight on, which couldn’t have
been easy. ‘That much is true. But, Mike … I didn’t know it was going to spread.’

‘Neither did I.’
‘And it really is addictive. I was sitting next to you when you did it, and it was like breathing

secondhand crack.’
‘I can stop,’ I said.
Hoping. Hoping.
‘Are you sure?’
‘Pretty. Now here’s one for you. Can you keep your mouth shut about this? Like, for the rest of your

life?’
She did me the courtesy of thinking it over. Then she nodded. ‘I have to. I could have a good thing

here at Circus, and I don’t want to bitch it up before I can get on my feet.’
It was all about her, in other words, and what else could I have expected? Katie might not be

sucking on Jeroma’s eucalyptus drops, I could have been wrong about that, but she was sitting in
Jeroma’s chair, behind Jeroma’s desk. Plus that new look-but-don’t-touch tumbly hairdo. As
Orwell’s pigs might have said, blue jeans good, new dress better.

‘What about Penny?’
Katie said nothing.
‘Because my impression of Penny – everybody’s impression of Penny, in fact – is that she doesn’t

have all four wheels on the road.’
Katie’s eyes flashed. ‘Are you surprised? She had an extremely traumatic childhood, in case you

missed it. A nightmare childhood.’
‘I can relate, because I’m living my own nightmare right now. So save the support-group empathy. I

just want to know if she’ll keep her mouth shut. Like, forever. Will she?’
There was a long, long pause. At last Katie said, ‘Now that he’s dead, maybe she’ll stop going to

the rape survivor meetings.’
‘And if she doesn’t?’
‘I guess she might … at some point … tell someone who’s in especially bad shape that she knows a

guy who could help that someone get closure. She wouldn’t do it this month, and probably not this
year, but …’

She didn’t finish. We looked at each other. I was sure she could read what I was thinking in my
eyes: there was one sure-shot, never-miss way to make sure Penny kept her mouth shut.

‘No,’ Katie said. ‘Don’t even think of it, and not only because she deserves her life and whatever
good things there might be for her up ahead. It wouldn’t be just her.’

Based on her research, she was right about that. Penny Langston wasn’t a super-common name,
either, but there are more than three hundred million people in America, and some of the Penny or
Penelope Langstons out there would win a very bad lottery if I decided to power up my laptop or
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iPad and write a new obit. Then there was the ‘in the neighborhood’ effect. The power had taken a
Wanderlee as well as a Wander ly. What if it decided to take Petula Langstons? Patsy Langfords?
Penny Langleys?

Then there was my own situation. It might take only one more obit for Michael Anderson to
surrender completely to that high-voltage buzz. Just thinking about it made me want to do it, because it
would take away, if only temporarily, these feelings of horror and dismay. I pictured myself writing
an obituary for John Smith or Jill Jones to cheer myself up, and my balls shriveled even more at the
thought of the mass carnage that could follow.

‘What are you going to do?’ Katie asked.
‘I’ll think of something,’ I said.

I did.
That night I opened a Rand McNally Road Atlas to the big map of the United States, closed my

eyes, and dropped my finger. Which is why I now live in Laramie, Wyoming, where I’m a
housepainter. Primarily a housepainter. I actually have a number of jobs, like many people in the
small cities of the heartland – what I used to refer to, with a New Yorker’s casual contempt, as
‘flyover country.’ I also work part-time for a landscaping company, mowing lawns, raking leaves,
and planting bushes. In the winter, I plow out driveways and work at the Snowy Range ski resort,
grooming trails. I’m not rich, but I keep my head above water. A little more above it than in New
York, actually. Make fun of flyover country all you want to, but it’s a lot cheaper to live out here, and
whole days go by without anyone giving me the finger.

My parents don’t understand why I chucked it all, and my father doesn’t try to hide his
disappointment; he sometimes talks about my ‘Peter Pan lifestyle,’ and says I’m going to regret it
when I turn forty and start seeing gray in my hair. My mother is just as puzzled but less disapproving.
She never liked Neon Circus, thought it was a sleazy waste of my ‘authorial abilities.’ She was
probably right on both counts, but what I mostly use my authorial abilities for these days is jotting
grocery lists. As for my hair, I saw the first strands of gray even before I left the city, and that was
before I turned thirty.

I still dream about writing, though, and these are not pleasant dreams. In one of them I’m sitting at
my laptop, even though I don’t own a laptop anymore. I’m writing an obituary, and I can’t stop. In this
dream I don’t want to, either, because that sense of power had never been stronger. I get as far as Sad
news, last night everyone in the world named John died and then wake up, sometimes on the floor,
sometimes rolled up in my blankets and screaming. On a couple of occasions it’s a wonder I didn’t
wake the neighbors.

I never left my heart in San Francisco, but I did leave my laptop in dear old Brooklyn. Couldn’t bear
to give up my iPad, though (talk about addictions). I don’t use it to send emails – when I want to get in
touch with someone in a hurry, I call. If it’s not urgent, I use that antique institution known as the
United States Post Office. You’d be surprised how easy it is to get back into the habit of writing
letters and postcards.

I like the iPad, though. There are plenty of games on it, plus the wind sounds that help me get to
sleep at night and the alarm that wakes me up in the morning. I’ve got tons of stored music, a few
audiobooks, lots of movies. When all else fails to entertain, I surf the Internet. Endless time-filling
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possibilities there, as you probably know yourself, and in Laramie the time can pass slowly when I’m
not working. Especially in winter.

Sometimes I visit the Neon Circus site, just for old times’ sake. Katie’s doing a good job as editor
– much better than Jeroma, who really didn’t have much in the way of vision – and the site hovers
around number five on the list of most visited Internet landing-spots. Sometimes it’s a notch or two
above the Drudge Report; mostly it lurks just below. Plenty of ads, so they’re doing well in that
regard.

Jeroma’s successor is still writing her Getting Sloshed with Katie interviews. Frank Jessup is still
covering sports; his not-quite-joking piece about wanting to see an All Steroids Football League got
national attention and landed him a gig on ESPN, Mohawk and all. Georgina Bukowski wrote half a
dozen unfunny Speaking Ill of the Dead obituaries, and then Katie shitcanned the column and replaced
it with Celebrity Deathstakes, where readers win prizes for predicting which famous people will die
in the next twelve months. Penny Langston is the master of ceremonies there, and each week a new
smiling headshot of her appears on top of a dancing skeleton. It’s Circus’s most popular feature, and
each week the comments section goes on for pages. People like to read about death, and they like to
write about it.

I’m someone who knows.

Okay, that’s the story. I don’t expect you to believe it, and you don’t have to; this is America, after all.
I’ve done my best to lay it out neatly, just the same. The way I was taught to lay out a story in my
journalism classes: not fancy, not twee or all hifalutin. I tried to keep it clear, in a straight line.
Beginning leads to middle, middle leads to end. Old-school, you dig? Ducks in a row. And if you find
the end a little flat, you might remember Professor Higgins’s take on that. He used to say that in
reporting, it’s always the end for now, and in real life, the only full stop is on the obituary page.

For Stewart O’Nan
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Here’s an anecdote too good not to share, and I’ve been telling it at public appearances for years
now. My wife does the major shopping for us – she says there’d never be a vegetable in the house
otherwise – but she sometimes sends me on emergency errands. So I was in the local supermarket one
afternoon, on a mission to find batteries and a nonstick frypan. As I meandered my way up the
housewares aisle, having already stopped for a few other absolute necessities (cinnamon buns and
potato chips), a woman came around the far end, riding one of those motorized carts. She was a
Florida snowbird archetype, about eighty, permed to perfection, and as darkly tanned as a cordovan
shoe. She looked at me, looked away, then did a double take.

‘I know you,’ she said. ‘You’re Stephen King. You write those scary stories. That’s all right, some
people like them, but not me. I like uplifting stories, like that Shawshank Redemption.’

‘I wrote that too,’ I said.
‘No you didn’t,’ she said, and went on her way.
The point is, you write some scary stories and you’re like the girl who lives in the trailer park on

the edge of town: you get a reputation. Fine by me; the bills are paid and I’m still having fun. You can
call me anything, as the saying goes, just as long as you don’t call me late for dinner. But the term
genre holds very little interest for me. Yes, I like horror stories. I also love mysteries, tales of
suspense, sea stories, straight literary novels, and poetry … just to mention a few. I also like to read
and write stories that strike me funny, and that should surprise nobody, because humor and horror are
Siamese twins.

Not long ago, I heard a guy talking about a fireworks arms race on a lake in Maine, and this story
came to mind. And please don’t think of it as ‘local color,’ okay? That’s another genre I have no use
for.
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Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
CHAPTER ONE

THE BOY WHO LIVED

Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, of number four, Privet Drive, were proud to say
that they were perfectly normal, thank you very much. They were the last
people you'd expect to be involved in anything strange or mysterious,
because they just didn't hold with such nonsense.

Mr. Dursley was the director of a firm called Grunnings, which made
drills. He was a big, beefy man with hardly any neck, although he did
have a very large mustache. Mrs. Dursley was thin and blonde and had
nearly twice the usual amount of neck, which came in very useful as she
spent so much of her time craning over garden fences, spying on the
neighbors. The Dursleys had a small son called Dudley and in their
opinion there was no finer boy anywhere.

The Dursleys had everything they wanted, but they also had a secret, and
their greatest fear was that somebody would discover it. They didn't
think they could bear it if anyone found out about the Potters. Mrs.
Potter was Mrs. Dursley's sister, but they hadn't met for several years;
in fact, Mrs. Dursley pretended she didn't have a sister, because her
sister and her good-for-nothing husband were as unDursleyish as it was
possible to be. The Dursleys shuddered to think what the neighbors would
say if the Potters arrived in the street. The Dursleys knew that the
Potters had a small son, too, but they had never even seen him. This boy
was another good reason for keeping the Potters away; they didn't want
Dudley mixing with a child like that.

When Mr. and Mrs. Dursley woke up on the dull, gray Tuesday our story
starts, there was nothing about the cloudy sky outside to suggest that
strange and mysterious things would soon be happening all over the
country. Mr. Dursley hummed as he picked out his most boring tie for
work, and Mrs. Dursley gossiped away happily as she wrestled a screaming
Dudley into his high chair.

None of them noticed a large, tawny owl flutter past the window.

At half past eight, Mr. Dursley picked up his briefcase, pecked Mrs.
Dursley on the cheek, and tried to kiss Dudley good-bye but missed,
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because Dudley was now having a tantrum and throwing his cereal at the
walls. "Little tyke," chortled Mr. Dursley as he left the house. He got
into his car and backed out of number four's drive.

It was on the corner of the street that he noticed the first sign of
something peculiar -- a cat reading a map. For a second, Mr. Dursley
didn't realize what he had seen -- then he jerked his head around to
look again. There was a tabby cat standing on the corner of Privet
Drive, but there wasn't a map in sight. What could he have been thinking
of? It must have been a trick of the light. Mr. Dursley blinked and
stared at the cat. It stared back. As Mr. Dursley drove around the
corner and up the road, he watched the cat in his mirror. It was now
reading the sign that said Privet Drive -- no, looking at the sign; cats
couldn't read maps or signs. Mr. Dursley gave himself a little shake and
put the cat out of his mind. As he drove toward town he thought of
nothing except a large order of drills he was hoping to get that day.

But on the edge of town, drills were driven out of his mind by something
else. As he sat in the usual morning traffic jam, he couldn't help
noticing that there seemed to be a lot of strangely dressed people
about. People in cloaks. Mr. Dursley couldn't bear people who dressed in
funny clothes -- the getups you saw on young people! He supposed this
was some stupid new fashion. He drummed his fingers on the steering
wheel and his eyes fell on a huddle of these weirdos standing quite
close by. They were whispering excitedly together. Mr. Dursley was
enraged to see that a couple of them weren't young at all; why, that man
had to be older than he was, and wearing an emerald-green cloak! The
nerve of him! But then it struck Mr. Dursley that this was probably some
silly stunt -- these people were obviously collecting for something...
yes, that would be it. The traffic moved on and a few minutes later, Mr.
Dursley arrived in the Grunnings parking lot, his mind back on drills.

Mr. Dursley always sat with his back to the window in his office on the
ninth floor. If he hadn't, he might have found it harder to concentrate
on drills that morning. He didn't see the owls swoop ing past in broad
daylight, though people down in the street did; they pointed and gazed
open- mouthed as owl after owl sped overhead. Most of them had never
seen an owl even at nighttime. Mr. Dursley, however, had a perfectly
normal, owl-free morning. He yelled at five different people. He made
several important telephone calls and shouted a bit more. He was in a
very good mood until lunchtime, when he thought he'd stretch his legs
and walk across the road to buy himself a bun from the bakery.
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He'd forgotten all about the people in cloaks until he passed a group of
them next to the baker's. He eyed them angrily as he passed. He didn't
know why, but they made him uneasy. This bunch were whispering
excitedly, too, and he couldn't see a single collecting tin. It was on
his way back past them, clutching a large doughnut in a bag, that he
caught a few words of what they were saying.

"The Potters, that's right, that's what I heard yes, their son, Harry"

Mr. Dursley stopped dead. Fear flooded him. He looked back at the
whisperers as if he wanted to say something to them, but thought better
of it.

He dashed back across the road, hurried up to his office, snapped at his
secretary not to disturb him, seized his telephone, and had almost
finished dialing his home number when he changed his mind. He put the
receiver back down and stroked his mustache, thinking... no, he was
being stupid. Potter wasn't such an unusual name. He was sure there were
lots of people called Potter who had a son called Harry. Come to think
of it, he wasn't even sure his nephew was called Harry. He'd never even
seen the boy. It might have been Harvey. Or Harold. There was no point
in worrying Mrs. Dursley; she always got so upset at any mention of her
sister. He didn't blame her -- if he'd had a sister like that... but all
the same, those people in cloaks...

He found it a lot harder to concentrate on drills that afternoon and
when he left the building at five o'clock, he was still so worried that
he walked straight into someone just outside the door.

"Sorry," he grunted, as the tiny old man stumbled and almost fell. It
was a few seconds before Mr. Dursley realized that the man was wearing a
violet cloak. He didn't seem at all upset at being almost knocked to the
ground. On the contrary, his face split into a wide smile and he said in
a squeaky voice that made passersby stare, "Don't be sorry, my dear sir,
for nothing could upset me today! Rejoice, for You-Know-Who has gone at
last! Even Muggles like yourself should be celebrating, this happy,
happy day!"

And the old man hugged Mr. Dursley around the middle and walked off.

Mr. Dursley stood rooted to the spot. He had been hugged by a complete
stranger. He also thought he had been called a Muggle, whatever that
was. He was rattled. He hurried to his car and set off for home, hoping
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he was imagining things, which he had never hoped before, because he
didn't approve of imagination.

As he pulled into the driveway of number four, the first thing he saw --
and it didn't improve his mood -- was the tabby cat he'd spotted that
morning. It was now sitting on his garden wall. He was sure it was the
same one; it had the same markings around its eyes.

"Shoo!" said Mr. Dursley loudly. The cat didn't move. It just gave him a
stern look. Was this normal cat behavior? Mr. Dursley wondered. Trying
to pull himself together, he let himself into the house. He was still
determined not to mention anything to his wife.

Mrs. Dursley had had a nice, normal day. She told him over dinner all
about Mrs. Next Door's problems with her daughter and how Dudley had
learned a new word ("Won't!"). Mr. Dursley tried to act normally. When
Dudley had been put to bed, he went into the living room in time to
catch the last report on the evening news:

"And finally, bird-watchers everywhere have reported that the nation's
owls have been behaving very unusually today. Although owls normally
hunt at night and are hardly ever seen in daylight, there have been
hundreds of sightings of these birds flying in every direction since
sunrise. Experts are unable to explain why the owls have suddenly
changed their sleeping pattern." The newscaster allowed himself a grin.
"Most mysterious. And now, over to Jim McGuffin with the weather. Going
to be any more showers of owls tonight, Jim?"

"Well, Ted," said the weatherman, "I don't know about that, but it's not
only the owls that have been acting oddly today. Viewers as far apart as
Kent, Yorkshire, and Dundee have been phoning in to tell me that instead
of the rain I promised yesterday, they've had a downpour of shooting
stars! Perhaps people have been celebrating Bonfire Night early -- it's
not until next week, folks! But I can promise a wet night tonight."

Mr. Dursley sat frozen in his armchair. Shooting stars all over Britain?
Owls flying by daylight? Mysterious people in cloaks all over the place?
And a whisper, a whisper about the Potters...

Mrs. Dursley came into the living room carrying two cups of tea. It was
no good. He'd have to say something to her. He cleared his throat
nervously. "Er -- Petunia, dear -- you haven't heard from your sister
lately, have you?"
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As he had expected, Mrs. Dursley looked shocked and angry. After all,
they normally pretended she didn't have a sister.

"No," she said sharply. "Why?"

"Funny stuff on the news," Mr. Dursley mumbled. "Owls... shooting
stars... and there were a lot of funny-looking people in town today..."

"So?" snapped Mrs. Dursley.

"Well, I just thought... maybe... it was something to do with... you
know... her crowd."

Mrs. Dursley sipped her tea through pursed lips. Mr. Dursley wondered
whether he dared tell her he'd heard the name "Potter." He decided he
didn't dare. Instead he said, as casually as he could, "Their son --
he'd be about Dudley's age now, wouldn't he?"

"I suppose so," said Mrs. Dursley stiffly.

"What's his name again? Howard, isn't it?"

"Harry. Nasty, common name, if you ask me."

"Oh, yes," said Mr. Dursley, his heart sinking horribly. "Yes, I quite
agree."

He didn't say another word on the subject as they went upstairs to bed.
While Mrs. Dursley was in the bathroom, Mr. Dursley crept to the bedroom
window and peered down into the front garden. The cat was still there.
It was staring down Privet Drive as though it were waiting for
something.

Was he imagining things? Could all this have anything to do with the
Potters? If it did... if it got out that they were related to a pair of
-- well, he didn't think he could bear it.

The Dursleys got into bed. Mrs. Dursley fell asleep quickly but Mr.
Dursley lay awake, turning it all over in his mind. His last, comforting
thought before he fell asleep was that even if the Potters were
involved, there was no reason for them to come near him and Mrs.
Dursley. The Potters knew very well what he and Petunia thought about
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them and their kind.... He couldn't see how he and Petunia could get
mixed up in anything that might be going on -- he yawned and turned over
-- it couldn't affect them....

How very wrong he was.

Mr. Dursley might have been drifting into an uneasy sleep, but the cat
on the wall outside was showing no sign of sleepiness. It was sitting as
still as a statue, its eyes fixed unblinkingly on the far corner of
Privet Drive. It didn't so much as quiver when a car door slammed on the
next street, nor when two owls swooped overhead. In fact, it was nearly
midnight before the cat moved at all.

A man appeared on the corner the cat had been watching, appeared so
suddenly and silently you'd have thought he'd just popped out of the
ground. The cat's tail twitched and its eyes narrowed.

Nothing like this man had ever been seen on Privet Drive. He was tall,
thin, and very old, judging by the silver of his hair and beard, which
were both long enough to tuck into his belt. He was wearing long robes,
a purple cloak that swept the ground, and high-heeled, buckled boots.
His blue eyes were light, bright, and sparkling behind half-moon
spectacles and his nose was very long and crooked, as though it had been
broken at least twice. This man's name was Albus Dumbledore.

Albus Dumbledore didn't seem to realize that he had just arrived in a
street where everything from his name to his boots was unwelcome. He was
busy rummaging in his cloak, looking for something. But he did seem to
realize he was being watched, because he looked up suddenly at the cat,
which was still staring at him from the other end of the street. For
some reason, the sight of the cat seemed to amuse him. He chuckled and
muttered, "I should have known."

He found what he was looking for in his inside pocket. It seemed to be a
silver cigarette lighter. He flicked it open, held it up in the air, and
clicked it. The nearest street lamp went out with a little pop. He
clicked it again -- the next lamp flickered into darkness. Twelve times
he clicked the Put-Outer, until the only lights left on the whole street
were two tiny pinpricks in the distance, which were the eyes of the cat
watching him. If anyone looked out of their window now, even beady-eyed
Mrs. Dursley, they wouldn't be able to see anything that was happening
down on the pavement. Dumbledore slipped the Put-Outer back inside his
cloak and set off down the street toward number four, where he sat down
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on the wall next to the cat. He didn't look at it, but after a moment he
spoke to it.

"Fancy seeing you here, Professor McGonagall."

He turned to smile at the tabby, but it had gone. Instead he was smiling
at a rather severe-looking woman who was wearing square glasses exactly
the shape of the markings the cat had had around its eyes. She, too, was
wearing a cloak, an emerald one. Her black hair was drawn into a tight
bun. She looked distinctly ruffled.

"How did you know it was me?" she asked.

"My dear Professor, I 've never seen a cat sit so stiffly."

"You'd be stiff if you'd been sitting on a brick wall all day," said
Professor McGonagall.

"All day? When you could have been celebrating? I must have passed a
dozen feasts and parties on my way here."

Professor McGonagall sniffed angrily.

"Oh yes, everyone's celebrating, all right," she said impatiently.
"You'd think they'd be a bit more careful, but no -- even the Muggles
have noticed something's going on. It was on their news." She jerked her
head back at the Dursleys' dark living-room window. "I heard it. Flocks
of owls... shooting stars.... Well, they're not completely stupid. They
were bound to notice something. Shooting stars down in Kent -- I'll bet
that was Dedalus Diggle. He never had much sense."

"You can't blame them," said Dumbledore gently. "We've had precious
little to celebrate for eleven years."

"I know that," said Professor McGonagall irritably. "But that's no
reason to lose our heads. People are being downright careless, out on
the streets in broad daylight, not even dressed in Muggle clothes,
swapping rumors."

She threw a sharp, sideways glance at Dumbledore here, as though hoping
he was going to tell her something, but he didn't, so she went on. "A
fine thing it would be if, on the very day YouKnow-Who seems to have
disappeared at last, the Muggles found out about us all. I suppose he
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really has gone, Dumbledore?"

"It certainly seems so," said Dumbledore. "We have much to be thankful
for. Would you care for a lemon drop?"

"A what?"

"A lemon drop. They're a kind of Muggle sweet I'm rather fond of"

"No, thank you," said Professor McGonagall coldly, as though she didn't
think this was the moment for lemon drops. "As I say, even if
You-Know-Who has gone -"

"My dear Professor, surely a sensible person like yourself can call him
by his name? All this 'You- Know-Who' nonsense -- for eleven years I
have been trying to persuade people to call him by his proper name:
Voldemort." Professor McGonagall flinched, but Dumbledore, who was
unsticking two lemon drops, seemed not to notice. "It all gets so
confusing if we keep saying 'You-Know-Who.' I have never seen any reason
to be frightened of saying Voldemort's name.

"I know you haven 't, said Professor McGonagall, sounding half
exasperated, half admiring. "But you're different. Everyone knows you're
the only one You-Know- oh, all right, Voldemort, was frightened of."

"You flatter me," said Dumbledore calmly. "Voldemort had powers I will
never have."

"Only because you're too -- well -- noble to use them."

"It's lucky it's dark. I haven't blushed so much since Madam Pomfrey
told me she liked my new earmuffs."

Professor McGonagall shot a sharp look at Dumbledore and said, "The owls
are nothing next to the rumors that are flying around. You know what
everyone's saying? About why he's disappeared? About what finally
stopped him?"

It seemed that Professor McGonagall had reached the point she was most
anxious to discuss, the real reason she had been waiting on a cold, hard
wall all day, for neither as a cat nor as a woman had she fixed
Dumbledore with such a piercing stare as she did now. It was plain that
whatever "everyone" was saying, she was not going to believe it until
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Dumbledore told her it was true. Dumbledore, however, was choosing
another lemon drop and did not answer.

"What they're saying," she pressed on, "is that last night Voldemort
turned up in Godric's Hollow. He went to find the Potters. The rumor is
that Lily and James Potter are -- are -- that they're -- dead. "

Dumbledore bowed his head. Professor McGonagall gasped.

"Lily and James... I can't believe it... I didn't want to believe it...
Oh, Albus..."

Dumbledore reached out and patted her on the shoulder. "I know... I
know..." he said heavily.

Professor McGonagall's voice trembled as she went on. "That's not all.
They're saying he tried to kill the Potter's son, Harry. But -- he
couldn't. He couldn't kill that little boy. No one knows why, or how,
but they're saying that when he couldn't kill Harry Potter, Voldemort's
power somehow broke -- and that's why he's gone.

Dumbledore nodded glumly.

"It's -- it's true?" faltered Professor McGonagall. "After all he's
done... all the people he's killed... he couldn't kill a little boy?
It's just astounding... of all the things to stop him... but how in the
name of heaven did Harry survive?"

"We can only guess," said Dumbledore. "We may never know."

Professor McGonagall pulled out a lace handkerchief and dabbed at her
eyes beneath her spectacles. Dumbledore gave a great sniff as he took a
golden watch from his pocket and examined it. It was a very odd watch.
It had twelve hands but no numbers; instead, little planets were moving
around the edge. It must have made sense to Dumbledore, though, because
he put it back in his pocket and said, "Hagrid's late. I suppose it was
he who told you I'd be here, by the way?"

"Yes," said Professor McGonagall. "And I don't suppose you're going to
tell me why you're here, of all places?"

"I've come to bring Harry to his aunt and uncle. They're the only family
he has left now."
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"You don't mean -- you can't mean the people who live here?" cried
Professor McGonagall, jumping to her feet and pointing at number four.
"Dumbledore -- you can't. I've been watching them all day. You couldn't
find two people who are less like us. And they've got this son -- I saw
him kicking his mother all the way up the street, screaming for sweets.
Harry Potter come and live here!"

"It's the best place for him," said Dumbledore firmly. "His aunt and
uncle will be able to explain everything to him when he's older. I've
written them a letter."

"A letter?" repeated Professor McGonagall faintly, sitting back down on
the wall. "Really, Dumbledore, you think you can explain all this in a
letter? These people will never understand him! He'll be famous -- a
legend -- I wouldn't be surprised if today was known as Harry Potter day
in the future -- there will be books written about Harry -- every child
in our world will know his name!"

"Exactly," said Dumbledore, looking very seriously over the top of his
half-moon glasses. "It would be enough to turn any boy's head. Famous
before he can walk and talk! Famous for something he won't even
remember! CarA you see how much better off he'll be, growing up away
from all that until he's ready to take it?"

Professor McGonagall opened her mouth, changed her mind, swallowed, and
then said, "Yes -- yes, you're right, of course. But how is the boy
getting here, Dumbledore?" She eyed his cloak suddenly as though she
thought he might be hiding Harry underneath it.

"Hagrid's bringing him."

"You think it -- wise -- to trust Hagrid with something as important as
this?"

I would trust Hagrid with my life," said Dumbledore.

"I'm not saying his heart isn't in the right place," said Professor
McGonagall grudgingly, "but you can't pretend he's not careless. He does
tend to -- what was that?"

A low rumbling sound had broken the silence around them. It grew
steadily louder as they looked up and down the street for some sign of a
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headlight; it swelled to a roar as they both looked up at the sky -- and
a huge motorcycle fell out of the air and landed on the road in front of
them.

If the motorcycle was huge, it was nothing to the man sitting astride
it. He was almost twice as tall as a normal man and at least five times
as wide. He looked simply too big to be allowed, and so wild - long
tangles of bushy black hair and beard hid most of his face, he had hands
the size of trash can lids, and his feet in their leather boots were
like baby dolphins. In his vast, muscular arms he was holding a bundle
of blankets.

"Hagrid," said Dumbledore, sounding relieved. "At last. And where did
you get that motorcycle?"

"Borrowed it, Professor Dumbledore, sit," said the giant, climbing
carefully off the motorcycle as he spoke. "Young Sirius Black lent it to
me. I've got him, sir."

"No problems, were there?"

"No, sir -- house was almost destroyed, but I got him out all right
before the Muggles started swarmin' around. He fell asleep as we was
flyin' over Bristol."

Dumbledore and Professor McGonagall bent forward over the bundle of
blankets. Inside, just visible, was a baby boy, fast asleep. Under a
tuft of jet-black hair over his forehead they could see a curiously
shaped cut, like a bolt of lightning.

"Is that where -?" whispered Professor McGonagall.

"Yes," said Dumbledore. "He'll have that scar forever."

"Couldn't you do something about it, Dumbledore?"

"Even if I could, I wouldn't. Scars can come in handy. I have one myself
above my left knee that is a perfect map of the London Underground. Well
-- give him here, Hagrid -- we'd better get this over with."

Dumbledore took Harry in his arms and turned toward the Dursleys' house.

"Could I -- could I say good-bye to him, sir?" asked Hagrid. He bent his
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great, shaggy head over Harry and gave him what must have been a very
scratchy, whiskery kiss. Then, suddenly, Hagrid let out a howl like a
wounded dog.

"Shhh!" hissed Professor McGonagall, "you'll wake the Muggles!"

"S-s-sorry," sobbed Hagrid, taking out a large, spotted handkerchief and
burying his face in it. "But I c-c-can't stand it -- Lily an' James dead
-- an' poor little Harry off ter live with Muggles -"

"Yes, yes, it's all very sad, but get a grip on yourself, Hagrid, or
we'll be found," Professor McGonagall whispered, patting Hagrid gingerly
on the arm as Dumbledore stepped over the low garden wall and walked to
the front door. He laid Harry gently on the doorstep, took a letter out
of his cloak, tucked it inside Harry's blankets, and then came back to
the other two. For a full minute the three of them stood and looked at
the little bundle; Hagrid's shoulders shook, Professor McGonagall
blinked furiously, and the twinkling light that usually shone from
Dumbledore's eyes seemed to have gone out.

"Well," said Dumbledore finally, "that's that. We've no business staying
here. We may as well go and join the celebrations."

"Yeah," said Hagrid in a very muffled voice, "I'll be takin' Sirius his
bike back. G'night, Professor McGonagall -- Professor Dumbledore, sir."

Wiping his streaming eyes on his jacket sleeve, Hagrid swung himself
onto the motorcycle and kicked the engine into life; with a roar it rose
into the air and off into the night.

"I shall see you soon, I expect, Professor McGonagall," said Dumbledore,
nodding to her. Professor McGonagall blew her nose in reply.

Dumbledore turned and walked back down the street. On the corner he
stopped and took out the silver Put-Outer. He clicked it once, and
twelve balls of light sped back to their street lamps so that Privet
Drive glowed suddenly orange and he could make out a tabby cat slinking
around the corner at the other end of the street. He could just see the
bundle of blankets on the step of number four.

"Good luck, Harry," he murmured. He turned on his heel and with a swish
of his cloak, he was gone.
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A breeze ruffled the neat hedges of Privet Drive, which lay silent and
tidy under the inky sky, the very last place you would expect
astonishing things to happen. Harry Potter rolled over inside his
blankets without waking up. One small hand closed on the letter beside
him and he slept on, not knowing he was special, not knowing he was
famous, not knowing he would be woken in a few hours' time by Mrs.
Dursley's scream as she opened the front door to put out the milk
bottles, nor that he would spend the next few weeks being prodded and
pinched by his cousin Dudley... He couldn't know that at this very
moment, people meeting in secret all over the country were holding up
their glasses and saying in hushed voices: "To Harry Potter -- the boy
who lived!"

CHAPTER TWO

THE VANISHING GLASS

Nearly ten years had passed since the Dursleys had woken up to find
their nephew on the front step, but Privet Drive had hardly changed at
all. The sun rose on the same tidy front gardens and lit up the brass
number four on the Dursleys' front door; it crept into their living
room, which was almost exactly the same as it had been on the night when
Mr. Dursley had seen that fateful news report about the owls. Only the
photographs on the mantelpiece really showed how much time had passed.
Ten years ago, there had been lots of pictures of what looked like a
large pink beach ball wearing different-colored bonnets -- but Dudley
Dursley was no longer a baby, and now the photographs showed a large
blond boy riding his first bicycle, on a carousel at the fair, playing a
computer game with his father, being hugged and kissed by his mother.
The room held no sign at all that another boy lived in the house, too.

Yet Harry Potter was still there, asleep at the moment, but not for
long. His Aunt Petunia was awake and it was her shrill voice that made
the first noise of the day.

"Up! Get up! Now!"

Harry woke with a start. His aunt rapped on the door again.

"Up!" she screeched. Harry heard her walking toward the kitchen and then
the sound of the frying pan being put on the stove. He rolled onto his
back and tried to remember the dream he had been having. It had been a
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good one. There had been a flying motorcycle in it. He had a funny
feeling he'd had the same dream before.

His aunt was back outside the door.

"Are you up yet?" she demanded.

"Nearly," said Harry.

"Well, get a move on, I want you to look after the bacon. And don't you
dare let it burn, I want everything perfect on Duddy's birthday."

Harry groaned.

"What did you say?" his aunt snapped through the door.

"Nothing, nothing..."

Dudley's birthday -- how could he have forgotten? Harry got slowly out
of bed and started looking for socks. He found a pair under his bed and,
after pulling a spider off one of them, put them on. Harry was used to
spiders, because the cupboard under the stairs was full of them, and
that was where he slept.

When he was dressed he went down the hall into the kitchen. The table
was almost hidden beneath all Dudley's birthday presents. It looked as
though Dudley had gotten the new computer he wanted, not to mention the
second television and the racing bike. Exactly why Dudley wanted a
racing bike was a mystery to Harry, as Dudley was very fat and hated
exercise -- unless of course it involved punching somebody. Dudley's
favorite punching bag was Harry, but he couldn't often catch him. Harry
didn't look it, but he was very fast.

Perhaps it had something to do with living in a dark cupboard, but Harry
had always been small and skinny for his age. He looked even smaller and
skinnier than he really was because all he had to wear were old clothes
of Dudley's, and Dudley was about four times bigger than he was. Harry
had a thin face, knobbly knees, black hair, and bright green eyes. He
wore round glasses held together with a lot of Scotch tape because of
all the times Dudley had punched him on the nose. The only thing Harry
liked about his own appearance was a very thin scar on his forehead that
was shaped like a bolt of lightning. He had had it as long as he could
remember, and the first question he could ever remember asking his Aunt
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Petunia was how he had gotten it.

"In the car crash when your parents died," she had said. "And don't ask
questions."

Don't ask questions -- that was the first rule for a quiet life with the
Dursleys.

Uncle Vernon entered the kitchen as Harry was turning over the bacon.

"Comb your hair!" he barked, by way of a morning greeting.

About once a week, Uncle Vernon looked over the top of his newspaper and
shouted that Harry needed a haircut. Harry must have had more haircuts
than the rest of the boys in his class put

together, but it made no difference, his hair simply grew that way --
all over the place.

Harry was frying eggs by the time Dudley arrived in the kitchen with his
mother. Dudley looked a lot like Uncle Vernon. He had a large pink face,
not much neck, small, watery blue eyes, and thick blond hair that lay
smoothly on his thick, fat head. Aunt Petunia often said that Dudley
looked like a baby angel -- Harry often said that Dudley looked like a
pig in a wig.

Harry put the plates of egg and bacon on the table, which was difficult
as there wasn't much room. Dudley, meanwhile, was counting his presents.
His face fell.

"Thirty-six," he said, looking up at his mother and father. "That's two
less than last year."

"Darling, you haven't counted Auntie Marge's present, see, it's here
under this big one from Mommy and Daddy."

"All right, thirty-seven then," said Dudley, going red in the face.
Harry, who could see a huge Dudley tantrum coming on, began wolfing down
his bacon as fast as possible in case Dudley turned the table over.

Aunt Petunia obviously scented danger, too, because she said quickly,
"And we'll buy you another two presents while we're out today. How's
that, popkin? Two more presents. Is that all right''
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Dudley thought for a moment. It looked like hard work. Finally he said
slowly, "So I'll have thirty ... thirty..."

"Thirty-nine, sweetums," said Aunt Petunia.

"Oh." Dudley sat down heavily and grabbed the nearest parcel. "All right
then."

Uncle Vernon chuckled. "Little tyke wants his money's worth, just like
his father. 'Atta boy, Dudley!" He ruffled Dudley's hair.

At that moment the telephone rang and Aunt Petunia went to answer it
while Harry and Uncle Vernon watched Dudley unwrap the racing bike, a
video camera, a remote control airplane, sixteen new computer games, and
a VCR. He was ripping the paper off a gold wristwatch when Aunt Petunia
came back from the telephone looking both angry and worried.

"Bad news, Vernon," she said. "Mrs. Figg's broken her leg. She can't
take him." She jerked her head in Harry's direction.

Dudley's mouth fell open in horror, but Harry's heart gave a leap. Every
year on Dudley's birthday, his parents took him and a friend out for the
day, to adventure parks, hamburger restaurants, or the movies. Every
year, Harry was left behind with Mrs. Figg, a mad old lady who lived two
streets away. Harry hated it there. The whole house smelled of cabbage
and Mrs. Figg made him look at photographs of all the cats she'd ever
owned.

"Now what?" said Aunt Petunia, looking furiously at Harry as though he'd
planned this. Harry knew he ought to feel sorry that Mrs. Figg had
broken her leg, but it wasn't easy when he reminded himself it would be
a whole year before he had to look at Tibbles, Snowy, Mr. Paws, and
Tufty again.

"We could phone Marge," Uncle Vernon suggested.

"Don't be silly, Vernon, she hates the boy."

The Dursleys often spoke about Harry like this, as though he wasn't
there -- or rather, as though he was something very nasty that couldn't
understand them, like a slug.
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"What about what's-her-name, your friend -- Yvonne?"

"On vacation in Majorca," snapped Aunt Petunia.

"You could just leave me here," Harry put in hopefully (he'd be able to
watch what he wanted on television for a change and maybe even have a go
on Dudley's computer).

Aunt Petunia looked as though she'd just swallowed a lemon.

"And come back and find the house in ruins?" she snarled.

"I won't blow up the house," said Harry, but they weren't listening.

"I suppose we could take him to the zoo," said Aunt Petunia slowly, "...
and leave him in the car...."

"That car's new, he's not sitting in it alone...."

Dudley began to cry loudly. In fact, he wasn't really crying -- it had
been years since he'd really cried -- but he knew that if he screwed up
his face and wailed, his mother would give him anything he wanted.

"Dinky Duddydums, don't cry, Mummy won't let him spoil your special
day!" she cried, flinging her arms around him.

"I... don't... want... him... t-t-to come!" Dudley yelled between huge,
pretend sobs. "He always sp- spoils everything!" He shot Harry a nasty
grin through the gap in his mother's arms.

Just then, the doorbell rang -- "Oh, good Lord, they're here!" said Aunt
Petunia frantically -- and a moment later, Dudley's best friend, Piers
Polkiss, walked in with his mother. Piers was a scrawny boy with a face
like a rat. He was usually the one who held people's arms behind their
backs while Dudley hit them. Dudley stopped pretending to cry at once.

Half an hour later, Harry, who couldn't believe his luck, was sitting in
the back of the Dursleys' car with Piers and Dudley, on the way to the
zoo for the first time in his life. His aunt and uncle hadn't been able
to think of anything else to do with him, but before they'd left, Uncle
Vernon had taken Harry aside.

"I'm warning you," he had said, putting his large purple face right up
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close to Harry's, "I'm warning you now, boy -- any funny business,
anything at all -- and you'll be in that cupboard from now until
Christmas."

"I'm not going to do anything," said Harry, "honestly..

But Uncle Vernon didn't believe him. No one ever did.

The problem was, strange things often happened around Harry and it was
just no good telling the Dursleys he didn't make them happen.

Once, Aunt Petunia, tired of Harry coming back from the barbers looking
as though he hadn't been at all, had taken a pair of kitchen scissors
and cut his hair so short he was almost bald except for his bangs, which
she left "to hide that horrible scar." Dudley had laughed himself silly
at Harry, who spent a sleepless night imagining school the next day,
where he was already laughed at for his baggy clothes and taped glasses.
Next morning, however, he had gotten up to find his hair exactly as it
had been before Aunt Petunia had sheared it off He had been given a week
in his cupboard for this, even though he had tried to explain that he
couldn't explain how it had grown back so quickly.

Another time, Aunt Petunia had been trying to force him into a revolting
old sweater of Dudley's (brown with orange puff balls) -- The harder she
tried to pull it over his head, the smaller it seemed to become, until
finally it might have fitted a hand puppet, but certainly wouldn't fit
Harry. Aunt Petunia had decided it must have shrunk in the wash and, to
his great relief, Harry wasn't punished.

On the other hand, he'd gotten into terrible trouble for being found on
the roof of the school kitchens. Dudley's gang had been chasing him as
usual when, as much to Harry's surprise as anyone else's, there he was
sitting on the chimney. The Dursleys had received a very angry letter
from Harry's headmistress telling them Harry had been climbing school
buildings. But all he'd tried to do (as he shouted at Uncle Vernon
through the locked door of his cupboard) was jump behind the big trash
cans outside the kitchen doors. Harry supposed that the wind must have
caught him in mid- jump.

But today, nothing was going to go wrong. It was even worth being with
Dudley and Piers to be spending the day somewhere that wasn't school,
his cupboard, or Mrs. Figg's cabbage-smelling living room.
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While he drove, Uncle Vernon complained to Aunt Petunia. He liked to
complain about things: people at work, Harry, the council, Harry, the
bank, and Harry were just a few of his favorite subjects. This morning,
it was motorcycles.

"... roaring along like maniacs, the young hoodlums," he said, as a
motorcycle overtook them.

I had a dream about a motorcycle," said Harry, remembering suddenly. "It
was flying."

Uncle Vernon nearly crashed into the car in front. He turned right
around in his seat and yelled at Harry, his face like a gigantic beet
with a mustache: "MOTORCYCLES DON'T FLY!"

Dudley and Piers sniggered.

I know they don't," said Harry. "It was only a dream."

But he wished he hadn't said anything. If there was one thing the
Dursleys hated even more than his asking questions, it was his talking
about anything acting in a way it shouldn't, no matter if it was in a
dream or even a cartoon -- they seemed to think he might get dangerous
ideas.

It was a very sunny Saturday and the zoo was crowded with families. The
Dursleys bought Dudley and Piers large chocolate ice creams at the
entrance and then, because the smiling lady in the van had asked Harry
what he wanted before they could hurry him away, they bought him a cheap
lemon ice pop. It wasn't bad, either, Harry thought, licking it as they
watched a gorilla scratching its head who looked remarkably like Dudley,
except that it wasn't blond.

Harry had the best morning he'd had in a long time. He was careful to
walk a little way apart from the Dursleys so that Dudley and Piers, who
were starting to get bored with the animals by lunchtime, wouldn't fall
back on their favorite hobby of hitting him. They ate in the zoo
restaurant, and when Dudley had a tantrum because his knickerbocker
glory didn't have enough ice cream on top, Uncle Vernon bought him
another one and Harry was allowed to finish the first.

Harry felt, afterward, that he should have known it was all too good to
last.
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After lunch they went to the reptile house. It was cool and dark in
there, with lit windows all along the walls. Behind the glass, all sorts
of lizards and snakes were crawling and slithering over bits of wood and
stone. Dudley and Piers wanted to see huge, poisonous cobras and thick,
man-crushing pythons. Dudley quickly found the largest snake in the
place. It could have wrapped its body twice around Uncle Vernon's car
and crushed it into a trash can -- but at the moment it didn't look in
the mood. In fact, it was fast asleep.

Dudley stood with his nose pressed against the glass, staring at the
glistening brown coils.

"Make it move," he whined at his father. Uncle Vernon tapped on the
glass, but the snake didn't budge.

"Do it again," Dudley ordered. Uncle Vernon rapped the glass smartly
with his knuckles, but the snake just snoozed on.

"This is boring," Dudley moaned. He shuffled away.

Harry moved in front of the tank and looked intently at the snake. He
wouldn't have been surprised if it had died of boredom itself -- no
company except stupid people drumming their fingers on the glass trying
to disturb it all day long. It was worse than having a cupboard as a
bedroom, where the only visitor was Aunt Petunia hammering on the door
to wake you up; at least he got to visit the rest of the house.

The snake suddenly opened its beady eyes. Slowly, very slowly, it raised
its head until its eyes were on a level with Harry's.

It winked.

Harry stared. Then he looked quickly around to see if anyone was
watching. They weren't. He looked back at the snake and winked, too.

The snake jerked its head toward Uncle Vernon and Dudley, then raised
its eyes to the ceiling. It gave Harry a look that said quite plainly:

"I get that all the time.

"I know," Harry murmured through the glass, though he wasn't sure the
snake could hear him. "It must be really annoying."
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The snake nodded vigorously.

"Where do you come from, anyway?" Harry asked.

The snake jabbed its tail at a little sign next to the glass. Harry
peered at it.

Boa Constrictor, Brazil.

"Was it nice there?"

The boa constrictor jabbed its tail at the sign again and Harry read on:
This specimen was bred in the zoo. "Oh, I see -- so you've never been to
Brazil?"

As the snake shook its head, a deafening shout behind Harry made both of
them jump.

"DUDLEY! MR. DURSLEY! COME AND LOOK AT THIS SNAKE! YOU
WON'T BELIEVE
WHAT IT'S DOING!"

Dudley came waddling toward them as fast as he could.

"Out of the way, you," he said, punching Harry in the ribs. Caught by
surprise, Harry fell hard on the concrete floor. What came next happened
so fast no one saw how it happened -- one second, Piers and Dudley were
leaning right up close to the glass, the next, they had leapt back with
howls of horror.

Harry sat up and gasped; the glass front of the boa constrictor's tank
had vanished. The great snake was uncoiling itself rapidly, slithering
out onto the floor. People throughout the reptile house screamed and
started running for the exits.

As the snake slid swiftly past him, Harry could have sworn a low,
hissing voice said, "Brazil, here I come.... Thanksss, amigo."

The keeper of the reptile house was in shock.

"But the glass," he kept saying, "where did the glass go?"
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The zoo director himself made Aunt Petunia a cup of strong, sweet tea
while he apologized over and over again. Piers and Dudley could only
gibber. As far as Harry had seen, the snake hadn't done anything except
snap playfully at their heels as it passed, but by the time they were
all back in Uncle Vernon's car, Dudley was telling them how it had
nearly bitten off his leg, while Piers was swearing it had tried to
squeeze him to death. But worst of all, for Harry at least, was Piers
calming down enough to say, "Harry was talking to it, weren't you,
Harry?"

Uncle Vernon waited until Piers was safely out of the house before
starting on Harry. He was so angry he could hardly speak. He managed to
say, "Go -- cupboard -- stay -- no meals," before he collapsed into a
chair, and Aunt Petunia had to run and get him a large brandy.

Harry lay in his dark cupboard much later, wishing he had a watch. He
didn't know what time it was and he couldn't be sure the Dursleys were
asleep yet. Until they were, he couldn't risk sneaking to the kitchen
for some food.

He'd lived with the Dursleys almost ten years, ten miserable years, as
long as he could remember, ever since he'd been a baby and his parents
had died in that car crash. He couldn't remember being in the car when
his parents had died. Sometimes, when he strained his memory during long
hours in his cupboard, he came up with a strange vision: a blinding
flash of green light and a burn- ing pain on his forehead. This, he
supposed, was the crash, though he couldn't imagine where all the green
light came from. He couldn't remember his parents at all. His aunt and
uncle never spoke about them, and of course he was forbidden to ask
questions. There were no photographs of them in the house.

When he had been younger, Harry had dreamed and dreamed of some unknown
relation coming to take him away, but it had never happened; the
Dursleys were his only family. Yet sometimes he thought (or maybe hoped)
that strangers in the street seemed to know him. Very strange strangers
they were, too. A tiny man in a violet top hat had bowed to him once
while out shopping with Aunt Petunia and Dudley. After asking Harry
furiously if he knew the man, Aunt Petunia had rushed them out of the
shop without buying anything. A wild-looking old woman dressed all in
green had waved merrily at him once on a bus. A bald man in a very long
purple coat had actually shaken his hand in the street the other day and
then walked away without a word. The weirdest thing about all these
people was the way they seemed to vanish the second Harry tried to get a
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closer look.

At school, Harry had no one. Everybody knew that Dudley's gang hated
that odd Harry Potter in his baggy old clothes and broken glasses, and
nobody liked to disagree with Dudley's gang.

CHAPTER THREE

THE LETTERS FROM NO ONE

The escape of the Brazilian boa constrictor earned Harry his
longest-ever punishment. By the time he was allowed out of his cupboard
again, the summer holidays had started and Dudley had already broken his
new video camera, crashed his remote control airplane, and, first time
out on his racing bike, knocked down old Mrs. Figg as she crossed Privet
Drive on her crutches.

Harry was glad school was over, but there was no escaping Dudley's gang,
who visited the house every single day. Piers, Dennis, Malcolm, and
Gordon were all big and stupid, but as Dudley was the biggest and
stupidest of the lot, he was the leader. The rest of them were all quite
happy to join in Dudley's favorite sport: Harry Hunting.

This was why Harry spent as much time as possible out of the house,
wandering around and thinking about the end of the holidays, where he
could see a tiny ray of hope. When September came he would be going off
to secondary school and, for the first time in his life, he wouldn't be
with Dudley. Dudley had been accepted at Uncle Vernon's old private
school, Smeltings. Piers Polkiss was going there too. Harry, on the
other hand, was going to Stonewall High, the local public school. Dudley
thought this was very funny.

"They stuff people's heads down the toilet the first day at Stonewall,"
he told Harry. "Want to come upstairs and practice?"

"No, thanks," said Harry. "The poor toilet's never had anything as
horrible as your head down it -- it might be sick." Then he ran, before
Dudley could work out what he'd said.

One day in July, Aunt Petunia took Dudley to London to buy his Smeltings
uniform, leaving Harry at Mrs. Figg's. Mrs. Figg wasn 't as bad as
usual. It turned out she'd broken her leg tripping over one of her cats,
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and she didn't seem quite as fond of them as before. She let Harry watch
television and gave him a bit of chocolate cake that tasted as though
she'd had it for several years.

That evening, Dudley paraded around the living room for the family in
his brand-new uniform. Smeltings' boys wore maroon tailcoats, orange
knickerbockers, and flat straw hats called boaters. They also carried
knobbly sticks, used for hitting each other while the teachers weren't
looking. This was supposed to be good training for later life.

As he looked at Dudley in his new knickerbockers, Uncle Vernon said
gruffly that it was the proudest moment of his life. Aunt Petunia burst
into tears and said she couldn't believe it was her Ickle Dudleykins, he
looked so handsome and grown-up. Harry didn't trust himself to speak. He
thought two of his ribs might already have cracked from trying not to
laugh.

There was a horrible smell in the kitchen the next morning when Harry
went in for breakfast. It seemed to be coming from a large metal tub in
the sink. He went to have a look. The tub was full of what looked like
dirty rags swimming in gray water.

"What's this?" he asked Aunt Petunia. Her lips tightened as they always
did if he dared to ask a question.

"Your new school uniform," she said.

Harry looked in the bowl again.

"Oh," he said, "I didn't realize it had to be so wet."

"DotA be stupid," snapped Aunt Petunia. "I'm dyeing some of Dudley's old
things gray for you. It'll look just like everyone else's when I've
finished."

Harry seriously doubted this, but thought it best not to argue. He sat
down at the table and tried not to think about how he was going to look
on his first day at Stonewall High -- like he was wearing bits of old
elephant skin, probably.

Dudley and Uncle Vernon came in, both with wrinkled noses because of the
smell from Harry's new uniform. Uncle Vernon opened his newspaper as
usual and Dudley banged his Smelting stick, which he carried everywhere,
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on the table.

They heard the click of the mail slot and flop of letters on the
doormat.

"Get the mail, Dudley," said Uncle Vernon from behind his paper.

"Make Harry get it."

"Get the mail, Harry."

"Make Dudley get it."

"Poke him with your Smelting stick, Dudley."

Harry dodged the Smelting stick and went to get the mail. Three things
lay on the doormat: a postcard from Uncle Vernon's sister Marge, who was
vacationing on the Isle of Wight, a brown envelope that looked like a
bill, and -- a letter for Harry.

Harry picked it up and stared at it, his heart twanging like a giant
elastic band. No one, ever, in his whole life, had written to him. Who
would? He had no friends, no other relatives -- he didn't belong to the
library, so he'd never even got rude notes asking for books back. Yet
here it was, a letter, addressed so plainly there could be no mistake:

Mr. H. Potter

The Cupboard under the Stairs

4 Privet Drive

Little Whinging

Surrey

The envelope was thick and heavy, made of yellowish parchment, and the
address was written in emerald-green ink. There was no stamp.

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax
seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger, and a snake
surrounding a large letter H.
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"Hurry up, boy!" shouted Uncle Vernon from the kitchen. "What are you
doing, checking for letter bombs?" He chuckled at his own joke.

Harry went back to the kitchen, still staring at his letter. He handed
Uncle Vernon the bill and the postcard, sat down, and slowly began to
open the yellow envelope.

Uncle Vernon ripped open the bill, snorted in disgust, and flipped over
the postcard.

"Marge's ill," he informed Aunt Petunia. "Ate a funny whelk. --."

"Dad!" said Dudley suddenly. "Dad, Harry's got something!"

Harry was on the point of unfolding his letter, which was written on the
same heavy parchment as the envelope, when it was jerked sharply out of
his hand by Uncle Vernon.

"That's mine!" said Harry, trying to snatch it back.

"Who'd be writing to you?" sneered Uncle Vernon, shaking the letter open
with one hand and glancing at it. His face went from red to green faster
than a set of traffic lights. And it didn't stop there. Within seconds
it was the grayish white of old porridge.

"P-P-Petunia!" he gasped.

Dudley tried to grab the letter to read it, but Uncle Vernon held it
high out of his reach. Aunt Petunia took it curiously and read the first
line. For a moment it looked as though she might faint. She clutched her
throat and made a choking noise.

"Vernon! Oh my goodness -- Vernon!"

They stared at each other, seeming to have forgotten that Harry and
Dudley were still in the room. Dudley wasn't used to being ignored. He
gave his father a sharp tap on the head with his Smelting stick.

"I want to read that letter," he said loudly. want to read it," said
Harry furiously, "as it's mine."

"Get out, both of you," croaked Uncle Vernon, stuffing the letter back
inside its envelope.
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Harry didn't move.

I WANT MY LETTER!" he shouted.

"Let me see it!" demanded Dudley.

"OUT!" roared Uncle Vernon, and he took both Harry and Dudley by the
scruffs of their necks and threw them into the hall, slamming the
kitchen door behind them. Harry and Dudley promptly had a furious but
silent fight over who would listen at the keyhole; Dudley won, so Harry,
his glasses dangling from one ear, lay flat on his stomach to listen at
the crack between door and floor.

"Vernon," Aunt Petunia was saying in a quivering voice, "look at the
address -- how could they possibly know where he sleeps? You don't think
they're watching the house?"

"Watching -- spying -- might be following us," muttered Uncle Vernon
wildly.

"But what should we do, Vernon? Should we write back? Tell them we don't
want --"

Harry could see Uncle Vernon's shiny black shoes pacing up and down the
kitchen.

"No," he said finally. "No, we'll ignore it. If they don't get an
answer... Yes, that's best... we won't do anything....

"But --"

"I'm not having one in the house, Petunia! Didn't we swear when we took
him in we'd stamp out that dangerous nonsense?"

That evening when he got back from work, Uncle Vernon did something he'd
never done before; he visited Harry in his cupboard.

"Where's my letter?" said Harry, the moment Uncle Vernon had squeezed
through the door. "Who's writing to me?"

"No one. it was addressed to you by mistake," said Uncle Vernon shortly.
"I have burned it."
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"It was not a mistake," said Harry angrily, "it had my cupboard on it."

"SILENCE!" yelled Uncle Vernon, and a couple of spiders fell from the
ceiling. He took a few deep breaths and then forced his face into a
smile, which looked quite painful.

"Er -- yes, Harry -- about this cupboard. Your aunt and I have been
thinking... you're really getting a bit big for it... we think it might
be nice if you moved into Dudley's second bedroom.

"Why?" said Harry.

"Don't ask questions!" snapped his uncle. "Take this stuff upstairs,
now."

The Dursleys' house had four bedrooms: one for Uncle Vernon and Aunt
Petunia, one for visitors (usually Uncle Vernon's sister, Marge), one
where Dudley slept, and one where Dudley kept all the toys and things
that wouldn't fit into his first bedroom. It only took Harry one trip
upstairs to move everything he owned from the cupboard to this room. He
sat down on the bed and stared around him. Nearly everything in here was
broken. The month-old video camera was lying on top of a small, working
tank Dudley had once driven over the next door neighbor's dog; in the
corner was Dudley's first-ever television set, which he'd put his foot
through when his favorite program had been canceled; there was a large
birdcage, which had once held a parrot that Dudley had swapped at school
for a real air rifle, which was up on a shelf with the end all bent
because Dudley had sat on it. Other shelves were full of books. They
were the only things in the room that looked as though they'd never been
touched.

From downstairs came the sound of Dudley bawling at his mother, I don't
want him in there... I need that room... make him get out...."

Harry sighed and stretched out on the bed. Yesterday he'd have given
anything to be up here. Today he'd rather be back in his cupboard with
that letter than up here without it.

Next morning at breakfast, everyone was rather quiet. Dudley was in
shock. He'd screamed, whacked his father with his Smelting stick, been
sick on purpose, kicked his mother, and thrown his tortoise through the
greenhouse roof, and he still didn't have his room back. Harry was
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thinking about this time yesterday and bitterly wishing he'd opened the
letter in the hall. Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia kept looking at each
other darkly.

When the mail arrived, Uncle Vernon, who seemed to be trying to be nice
to Harry, made Dudley go and get it. They heard him banging things with
his Smelting stick all the way down the hall. Then he shouted, "There's
another one! 'Mr. H. Potter, The Smallest Bedroom, 4 Privet Drive --'"

With a strangled cry, Uncle Vernon leapt from his seat and ran down the
hall, Harry right behind him. Uncle Vernon had to wrestle Dudley to the
ground to get the letter from him, which was made difficult by the fact
that Harry had grabbed Uncle Vernon around the neck from behind. After a
minute of confused fighting, in which everyone got hit a lot by the
Smelting stick, Uncle Vernon straightened up, gasping for breath, with
Harry's letter clutched in his hand.

"Go to your cupboard -- I mean, your bedroom," he wheezed at Harry.
"Dudley -- go -- just go."

Harry walked round and round his new room. Someone knew he had moved out
of his cupboard and they seemed to know he hadn't received his first
letter. Surely that meant they'd try again? And this time he'd make sure
they didn't fail. He had a plan.

The repaired alarm clock rang at six o'clock the next morning. Harry
turned it off quickly and dressed silently. He mustn't wake the
Dursleys. He stole downstairs without turning on any of the lights.

He was going to wait for the postman on the corner of Privet Drive and
get the letters for number four first. His heart hammered as he crept
across the dark hall toward the front door --

Harry leapt into the air; he'd trodden on something big and squashy on
the doormat -- something alive!

Lights clicked on upstairs and to his horror Harry realized that the
big, squashy something had been his uncle's face. Uncle Vernon had been
lying at the foot of the front door in a sleeping bag, clearly making
sure that Harry didn't do exactly what he'd been trying to do. He
shouted at Harry for about half an hour and then told him to go and make
a cup of tea. Harry shuffled miserably off into the kitchen and by the
time he got back, the mail had arrived, right into Uncle Vernon's lap.
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Harry could see three letters addressed in green ink.

I want --" he began, but Uncle Vernon was tearing the letters into
pieces before his eyes. Uncle Vernon didnt go to work that day. He
stayed at home and nailed up the mail slot.

"See," he explained to Aunt Petunia through a mouthful of nails, "if
they can't deliver them they'll just give up."

"I'm not sure that'll work, Vernon."

"Oh, these people's minds work in strange ways, Petunia, they're not
like you and me," said Uncle Vernon, trying to knock in a nail with the
piece of fruitcake Aunt Petunia had just brought him.

On Friday, no less than twelve letters arrived for Harry. As they
couldn't go through the mail slot they had been pushed under the door,
slotted through the sides, and a few even forced through the small
window in the downstairs bathroom.

Uncle Vernon stayed at home again. After burning all the letters, he got
out a hammer and nails and boarded up the cracks around the front and
back doors so no one could go out. He hummed "Tiptoe Through the Tulips"
as he worked, and jumped at small noises.

On Saturday, things began to get out of hand. Twenty-four letters to
Harry found their way into the house, rolled up and hidden inside each
of the two dozen eggs that their very confused milkman had handed Aunt
Petunia through the living room window. While Uncle Vernon made furious
telephone calls to the post office and the dairy trying to find someone
to complain to, Aunt Petunia shredded the letters in her food processor.

"Who on earth wants to talk to you this badly?" Dudley asked Harry in
amazement.

On Sunday morning, Uncle Vernon sat down at the breakfast table looking
tired and rather ill, but happy.

"No post on Sundays," he reminded them cheerfully as he spread marmalade
on his newspapers, "no damn letters today --"

Something came whizzing down the kitchen chimney as he spoke and caught
him sharply on the back of the head. Next moment, thirty or forty
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letters came pelting out of the fireplace like bullets. The Dursleys
ducked, but Harry leapt into the air trying to catch one.

"Out! OUT!"

Uncle Vernon seized Harry around the waist and threw him into the hall.
When Aunt Petunia and Dudley had run out with their arms over their
faces, Uncle Vernon slammed the door shut. They could hear the letters
still streaming into the room, bouncing off the walls and floor.

"That does it," said Uncle Vernon, trying to speak calmly but pulling
great tufts out of his mustache at the same time. I want you all back
here in five minutes ready to leave. We're going away. Just pack some
clothes. No arguments!"

He looked so dangerous with half his mustache missing that no one dared
argue. Ten minutes later they had wrenched their way through the
boarded-up doors and were in the car, speeding toward the highway.
Dudley was sniffling in the back seat; his father had hit him round the
head for holding them up while he tried to pack his television, VCR, and
computer in his sports bag.

They drove. And they drove. Even Aunt Petunia didn't dare ask where they
were going. Every now and then Uncle Vernon would take a sharp turn and
drive in the opposite direction for a while. "Shake'em off... shake 'em
off," he would mutter whenever he did this.

They didn't stop to eat or drink all day. By nightfall Dudley was
howling. He'd never had such a bad day in his life. He was hungry, he'd
missed five television programs he'd wanted to see, and he'd never gone
so long without blowing up an alien on his computer.

Uncle Vernon stopped at last outside a gloomy-looking hotel on the
outskirts of a big city. Dudley and Harry shared a room with twin beds
and damp, musty sheets. Dudley snored but Harry stayed awake, sitting on
the windowsill, staring down at the lights of passing cars and
wondering....

They ate stale cornflakes and cold tinned tomatoes on toast for
breakfast the next day. They had just finished when the owner of the
hotel came over to their table.

"'Scuse me, but is one of you Mr. H. Potter? Only I got about an 'undred
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of these at the front desk."

She held up a letter so they could read the green ink address:

Mr. H. Potter

Room 17

Railview Hotel

Cokeworth

Harry made a grab for the letter but Uncle Vernon knocked his hand out
of the way. The woman stared.

"I'll take them," said Uncle Vernon, standing up quickly and following
her from the dining room.

Wouldn't it be better just to go home, dear?" Aunt Petunia suggested
timidly, hours later, but Uncle Vernon didn't seem to hear her. Exactly
what he was looking for, none of them knew. He drove them into the
middle of a forest, got out, looked around, shook his head, got back in
the car, and off they went again. The same thing happened in the middle
of a plowed field, halfway across a suspension bridge, and at the top of
a multilevel parking garage.

"Daddy's gone mad, hasn't he?" Dudley asked Aunt Petunia dully late that
afternoon. Uncle Vernon had parked at the coast, locked them all inside
the car, and disappeared.

It started to rain. Great drops beat on the roof of the car. Dud ley
sniveled.

"It's Monday," he told his mother. "The Great Humberto's on tonight. I
want to stay somewhere with a television. "

Monday. This reminded Harry of something. If it was Monday -- and you
could usually count on Dudley to know the days the week, because of
television -- then tomorrow, Tuesday, was Harry's eleventh birthday. Of
course, his birthdays were never exactly fun -- last year, the Dursleys
had given him a coat hanger and a pair of Uncle Vernon's old socks.
Still, you weren't eleven every day.
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Uncle Vernon was back and he was smiling. He was also carrying a long,
thin package and didn't answer Aunt Petunia when she asked what he'd
bought.

"Found the perfect place!" he said. "Come on! Everyone out!"

It was very cold outside the car. Uncle Vernon was pointing at what
looked like a large rock way out at sea. Perched on top of the rock was
the most miserable little shack you could imagine. One thing was
certain, there was no television in there.

"Storm forecast for tonight!" said Uncle Vernon gleefully, clapping his
hands together. "And this gentleman's kindly agreed to lend us his
boat!"

A toothless old man came ambling up to them, pointing, with a rather
wicked grin, at an old rowboat bobbing in the iron-gray water below
them.

"I've already got us some rations," said Uncle Vernon, "so all aboard!"

It was freezing in the boat. Icy sea spray and rain crept down their
necks and a chilly wind whipped their faces. After what seemed like
hours they reached the rock, where Uncle Vernon, slipping and sliding,
led the way to the broken-down house.

The inside was horrible; it smelled strongly of seaweed, the wind
whistled through the gaps in the wooden walls, and the fireplace was
damp and empty. There were only two rooms.

Uncle Vernon's rations turned out to be a bag of chips each and four
bananas. He tried to start a fire but the empty chip bags just smoked
and shriveled up.

"Could do with some of those letters now, eh?" he said cheerfully.

He was in a very good mood. Obviously he thought nobody stood a chance
of reaching them here in a storm to deliver mail. Harry privately
agreed, though the thought didn't cheer him up at all.

As night fell, the promised storm blew up around them. Spray from the
high waves splattered the walls of the hut and a fierce wind rattled the
filthy windows. Aunt Petunia found a few moldy blankets in the second
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room and made up a bed for Dudley on the moth-eaten sofa. She and Uncle
Vernon went off to the lumpy bed next door, and Harry was left to find
the softest bit of floor he could and to curl up under the thinnest,
most ragged blanket.

The storm raged more and more ferociously as the night went on. Harry
couldn't sleep. He shivered and turned over, trying to get comfortable,
his stomach rumbling with hunger. Dudley's snores were drowned by the
low rolls of thunder that started near midnight. The lighted dial of
Dudley's watch, which was dangling over the edge of the sofa on his fat
wrist, told Harry he'd be eleven in ten minutes' time. He lay and
watched his birthday tick nearer, wondering if the Dursleys would
remember at all, wondering where the letter writer was now.

Five minutes to go. Harry heard something creak outside. He hoped the
roof wasn't going to fall in, although he might be warmer if it did.
Four minutes to go. Maybe the house in Privet Drive would be so full of
letters when they got back that he'd be able to steal one somehow.

Three minutes to go. Was that the sea, slapping hard on the rock like
that? And (two minutes to go) what was that funny crunching noise? Was
the rock crumbling into the sea?

One minute to go and he'd be eleven. Thirty seconds... twenty ... ten...
nine -- maybe he'd wake Dudley up, just to annoy him -- three... two...
one...

BOOM.

The whole shack shivered and Harry sat bolt upright, staring at the
door. Someone was outside, knocking to come in.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE KEEPER OF THE KEYS

BOOM. They knocked again. Dudley jerked awake. "Where's the cannon?" he
said stupidly.

There was a crash behind them and Uncle Vernon came skidding into the
room. He was holding a rifle in his hands -- now they knew what had been
in the long, thin package he had brought with them.
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"Who's there?" he shouted. "I warn you -- I'm armed!"

There was a pause. Then --

SMASH!

The door was hit with such force that it swung clean off its hinges and
with a deafening crash landed flat on the floor.

A giant of a man was standing in the doorway. His face was almost
completely hidden by a long, shaggy mane of hair and a wild, tangled
beard, but you could make out his eyes, glinting like black beetles
under all the hair.

The giant squeezed his way into the hut, stooping so that his head just
brushed the ceiling. He bent down, picked up the door, and fitted it
easily back into its frame. The noise of the storm outside dropped a
little. He turned to look at them all.

"Couldn't make us a cup o' tea, could yeh? It's not been an easy
journey..."

He strode over to the sofa where Dudley sat frozen with fear.

"Budge up, yeh great lump," said the stranger.

Dudley squeaked and ran to hide behind his mother, who was crouching,
terrified, behind Uncle Vernon.

"An' here's Harry!" said the giant.

Harry looked up into the fierce, wild, shadowy face and saw that the
beetle eyes were crinkled in a smile.

"Las' time I saw you, you was only a baby," said the giant. "Yeh look a
lot like yet dad, but yeh've got yet mom's eyes."

Uncle Vernon made a funny rasping noise.

I demand that you leave at once, sit!" he said. "You are breaking and
entering!"
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"Ah, shut up, Dursley, yeh great prune," said the giant; he reached over
the back of the sofa, jerked the gun out of Uncle Vernon's hands, bent
it into a knot as easily as if it had been made of rubber, and threw it
into a corner of the room.

Uncle Vernon made another funny noise, like a mouse being trodden on.

"Anyway -- Harry," said the giant, turning his back on the Dursleys, "a
very happy birthday to yeh. Got summat fer yeh here -- I mighta sat on
it at some point, but it'll taste all right."

From an inside pocket of his black overcoat he pulled a slightly
squashed box. Harry opened it with trembling fingers. Inside was a
large, sticky chocolate cake with Happy Birthday Harry written on it in
green icing.

Harry looked up at the giant. He meant to say thank you, but the words
got lost on the way to his mouth, and what he said instead was, "Who are
you?"

The giant chuckled.

"True, I haven't introduced meself. Rubeus Hagrid, Keeper of Keys and
Grounds at Hogwarts."

He held out an enormous hand and shook Harry's whole arm.

"What about that tea then, eh?" he said, rubbing his hands together.
"I'd not say no ter summat stronger if yeh've got it, mind."

His eyes fell on the empty grate with the shriveled chip bags in it and
he snorted. He bent down over the fireplace; they couldn't see what he
was doing but when he drew back a second later, there was a roaring fire
there. It filled the whole damp hut with flickering light and Harry felt
the warmth wash over him as though he'd sunk into a hot bath.

The giant sat back down on the sofa, which sagged under his weight, and
began taking all sorts of things out of the pockets of his coat: a
copper kettle, a squashy package of sausages, a poker, a teapot, several
chipped mugs, and a bottle of some amber liquid that he took a swig from
before starting to make tea. Soon the hut was full of the sound and
smell of sizzling sausage. Nobody said a thing while the giant was
working, but as he slid the first six fat, juicy, slightly burnt
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sausages from the poker, Dudley fidgeted a little. Uncle Vernon said
sharply, "Don't touch anything he gives you, Dudley."

The giant chuckled darkly.

"Yet great puddin' of a son don' need fattenin' anymore, Dursley, don'
worry."

He passed the sausages to Harry, who was so hungry he had never tasted
anything so wonderful, but he still couldn't take his eyes off the
giant. Finally, as nobody seemed about to explain anything, he said,
"I'm sorry, but I still don't really know who you are."

The giant took a gulp of tea and wiped his mouth with the back of his
hand.

"Call me Hagrid," he said, "everyone does. An' like I told yeh, I'm
Keeper of Keys at Hogwarts -- yeh'll know all about Hogwarts, o' course.

"Er -- no," said Harry.

Hagrid looked shocked.

"Sorry," Harry said quickly.

"Sony?" barked Hagrid, turning to stare at the Dursleys, who shrank back
into the shadows. "It' s them as should be sorry! I knew yeh weren't
gettin' yer letters but I never thought yeh wouldn't even know abou'
Hogwarts, fer cryin' out loud! Did yeh never wonder where yet parents
learned it all?"

"All what?" asked Harry.

"ALL WHAT?" Hagrid thundered. "Now wait jus' one second!"

He had leapt to his feet. In his anger he seemed to fill the whole hut.
The Dursleys were cowering against the wall.

"Do you mean ter tell me," he growled at the Dursleys, "that this boy --
this boy! -- knows nothin' abou' -- about ANYTHING?"

Harry thought this was going a bit far. He had been to school, after
all, and his marks weren't bad.
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"I know some things," he said. "I can, you know, do math and stuff." But
Hagrid simply waved his hand and said, "About our world, I mean. Your
world. My world. Yer parents' world."

"What world?"

Hagrid looked as if he was about to explode.

"DURSLEY!" he boomed.

Uncle Vernon, who had gone very pale, whispered something that sounded
like "Mimblewimble." Hagrid stared wildly at Harry.

"But yeh must know about yet mom and dad," he said. "I mean, they're
famous. You're famous."

"What? My -- my mom and dad weren't famous, were they?"

"Yeh don' know... yeh don' know..." Hagrid ran his fingers through his
hair, fixing Harry with a bewildered stare.

"Yeh don' know what yeh are?" he said finally.

Uncle Vernon suddenly found his voice.

"Stop!" he commanded. "Stop right there, sit! I forbid you to tell the
boy anything!"

A braver man than Vernon Dursley would have quailed under the furious
look Hagrid now gave him; when Hagrid spoke, his every syllable trembled
with rage.

"You never told him? Never told him what was in the letter Dumbledore
left fer him? I was there! I saw Dumbledore leave it, Dursley! An'
you've kept it from him all these years?"

"Kept what from me?" said Harry eagerly.

"STOP! I FORBID YOU!" yelled Uncle Vernon in panic.

Aunt Petunia gave a gasp of horror.
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"Ah, go boil yet heads, both of yeh," said Hagrid. "Harry -- yet a
wizard."

There was silence inside the hut. Only the sea and the whistling wind
could be heard.

"-- a what?" gasped Harry.

"A wizard, o' course," said Hagrid, sitting back down on the sofa, which
groaned and sank even lower, "an' a thumpin' good'un, I'd say, once
yeh've been trained up a bit. With a mum an' dad like yours, what else
would yeh be? An' I reckon it's abou' time yeh read yer letter."

Harry stretched out his hand at last to take the yellowish envelope,
addressed in emerald green to Mr. H. Potter, The Floor, Hut-on-the-Rock,
The Sea. He pulled out the letter and read:

HOGWARTS SCHOOL of WITCHCRAFT and WIZARDRY

Headmaster: ALBUS DUMBLEDORE

(Order of Merlin, First Class, Grand Sorc., Chf. Warlock, Supreme
Mugwump, International Confed. of Wizards)

Dear Mr. Potter,

We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted at Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Please find enclosed a list of all
necessary books and equipment.

Term begins on September 1. We await your owl by no later than July 31.
Yours sincerely,

Minerva McGonagall,

Deputy Headmistress

Questions exploded inside Harry's head like fireworks and he couldn't
decide which to ask first. After a few minutes he stammered, "What does
it mean, they await my owl?"

"Gallopin' Gorgons, that reminds me," said Hagrid, clapping a hand to
his forehead with enough force to knock over a cart horse, and from yet
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another pocket inside his overcoat he pulled an owl -- a real, live,
rather ruffled-looking owl -- a long quill, and a roll of parchment.
With his tongue between his teeth he scribbled a note that Harry could
read upside down:

Dear Professor Dumbledore,

Given Harry his letter.

Taking him to buy his things tomorrow.

Weather's horrible. Hope you're Well.

Hagrid

Hagrid rolled up the note, gave it to the owl, which clamped it in its
beak, went to the door, and threw the owl out into the storm. Then he
came back and sat down as though this was as normal as talking on the
telephone.

Harry realized his mouth was open and closed it quickly.

"Where was I?" said Hagrid, but at that moment, Uncle Vernon, still
ashen-faced but looking very angry, moved into the firelight.

"He's not going," he said.

Hagrid grunted.

"I'd like ter see a great Muggle like you stop him," he said.

"A what?" said Harry, interested.

"A Muggle," said Hagrid, "it's what we call nonmagic folk like thern.
An' it's your bad luck you grew up in a family o' the biggest Muggles I
ever laid eyes on."

"We swore when we took him in we'd put a stop to that rubbish," said
Uncle Vernon, "swore we'd stamp it out of him! Wizard indeed!"

"You knew?" said Harry. "You knew I'm a -- a wizard?"

"Knew!" shrieked Aunt Petunia suddenly. "Knew! Of course we knew! How
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could you not be, my dratted sister being what she was? Oh, she got a
letter just like that and disappeared off to that-that school-and came
home every vacation with her pockets full of frog spawn, turning teacups
into rats. I was the only one who saw her for what she was -- a freak!
But for my mother and father, oh no, it was Lily this and Lily that,
they were proud of having a witch in the family!"

She stopped to draw a deep breath and then went ranting on. It seemed
she had been wanting to say all this for years.

"Then she met that Potter at school and they left and got married and
had you, and of course I knew you'd be just the same, just as strange,
just as -- as -- abnormal -- and then, if you please, she went and got
herself blown up and we got landed with you!"

Harry had gone very white. As soon as he found his voice he said, "Blown
up? You told me they died in a car crash!"

"CAR CRASH!" roared Hagrid, jumping up so angrily that the Dursleys
scuttled back to their corner. "How could a car crash kill Lily an'
James Potter? It's an outrage! A scandal! Harry Potter not knowin' his
own story when every kid in our world knows his name!" "But why? What
happened?" Harry asked urgently.

The anger faded from Hagrid's face. He looked suddenly anxious.

"I never expected this," he said, in a low, worried voice. "I had no
idea, when Dumbledore told me there might be trouble gettin' hold of
yeh, how much yeh didn't know. Ah, Harry, I don' know if I'm the right
person ter tell yeh -- but someone 3 s gotta -- yeh can't go off ter
Hogwarts not knowin'."

He threw a dirty look at the Dursleys.

"Well, it's best yeh know as much as I can tell yeh -- mind, I can't
tell yeh everythin', it's a great myst'ry, parts of it...."

He sat down, stared into the fire for a few seconds, and then said, "It
begins, I suppose, with -- with a person called -- but it's incredible
yeh don't know his name, everyone in our world knows --"

"Who? "
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"Well -- I don' like sayin' the name if I can help it. No one does."

"Why not?"

"Gulpin' gargoyles, Harry, people are still scared. Blimey, this is
difficult. See, there was this wizard who went... bad. As bad as you
could go. Worse. Worse than worse. His name was..."

Hagrid gulped, but no words came out.

"Could you write it down?" Harry suggested.

"Nah -can't spell it. All right -- Voldemort. " Hagrid shuddered. "Don'
make me say it again. Anyway, this -- this wizard, about twenty years
ago now, started lookin' fer followers. Got 'em, too -- some were
afraid, some just wanted a bit o' his power, 'cause he was gettin'
himself power, all right. Dark days, Harry. Didn't know who ter trust,
didn't dare get friendly with strange wizards or witches... terrible
things happened. He was takin' over. 'Course, some stood up to him --
an' he killed 'em. Horribly. One o' the only safe places left was
Hogwarts. Reckon Dumbledore's the only one You-Know-Who was afraid of.
Didn't dare try takin' the school, not jus' then, anyway.

"Now, yer mum an' dad were as good a witch an' wizard as I ever knew.
Head boy an' girl at Hogwarts in their day! Suppose the myst'ry is why
You-Know-Who never tried to get 'em on his side before... probably knew
they were too close ter Dumbledore ter want anythin' ter do with the
Dark Side.

"Maybe he thought he could persuade 'em... maybe he just wanted 'em
outta the way. All anyone knows is, he turned up in the village where
you was all living, on Halloween ten years ago. You was just a year old.
He came ter yer house an' -- an' --"

Hagrid suddenly pulled out a very dirty, spotted handkerchief and blew
his nose with a sound like a foghorn.

"Sorry," he said. "But it's that sad -- knew yer mum an' dad, an' nicer
people yeh couldn't find -- anyway..."

"You-Know-Who killed 'em. An' then -- an' this is the real myst'ry of
the thing -- he tried to kill you, too. Wanted ter make a clean job of
it, I suppose, or maybe he just liked killin' by then. But he couldn't
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do it. Never wondered how you got that mark on yer forehead? That was no
ordinary cut. That's what yeh get when a Powerful, evil curse touches
yeh -- took care of yer mum an' dad an' yer house, even -- but it didn't
work on you, an' that's why yer famous, Harry. No one ever lived after
he decided ter kill 'em, no one except you, an' he'd killed some o' the
best witches an' wizards of the age -- the McKinnons, the Bones, the
Prewetts -- an' you was only a baby, an' you lived."

Something very painful was going on in Harry's mind. As Hagrid's story
came to a close, he saw again the blinding flash of green light, more
clearly than he had ever remembered it before -- and he remembered
something else, for the first time in his life: a high, cold, cruel
laugh.

Hagrid was watching him sadly.

"Took yeh from the ruined house myself, on Dumbledore's orders. Brought
yeh ter this lot..."

"Load of old tosh," said Uncle Vernon. Harry jumped; he had almost
forgotten that the Dursleys were there. Uncle Vernon certainly seemed to
have got back his courage. He was glaring at Hagrid and his fists were
clenched.

"Now, you listen here, boy," he snarled, "I accept there's something
strange about you, probably nothing a good beating wouldn't have cured
-- and as for all this about your parents, well, they were weirdos, no
denying it, and the world's better off without them in my opinion --
asked for all they got, getting mixed up with these wizarding types --
just what I expected, always knew they'd come to a sticky end --"

But at that moment, Hagrid leapt from the sofa and drew a battered pink
umbrella from inside his coat. Pointing this at Uncle Vernon like a
sword, he said, "I'm warning you, Dursley -I'm warning you -- one more
word... "

In danger of being speared on the end of an umbrella by a bearded giant,
Uncle Vernon's courage failed again; he flattened himself against the
wall and fell silent.

"That's better," said Hagrid, breathing heavily and sitting back down on
the sofa, which this time sagged right down to the floor.
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Harry, meanwhile, still had questions to ask, hundreds of them.

"But what happened to Vol--, sorry -- I mean, You-Know-Who?"

"Good question, Harry. Disappeared. Vanished. Same night he tried ter
kill you. Makes yeh even more famous. That's the biggest myst'ry, see...
he was gettin' more an' more powerful -- why'd he go?

"Some say he died. Codswallop, in my opinion. Dunno if he had enough
human left in him to die. Some say he's still out there, bidin' his
time, like, but I don' believe it. People who was on his side came back
ter ours. Some of 'em came outta kinda trances. Don~ reckon they
could've done if he was comin' back.

"Most of us reckon he's still out there somewhere but lost his powers.
Too weak to carry on. 'Cause somethin' about you finished him, Harry.
There was somethin' goin' on that night he hadn't counted on -- I dunno
what it was, no one does -- but somethin' about you stumped him, all
right."

Hagrid looked at Harry with warmth and respect blazing in his eyes, but
Harry, instead of feeling pleased and proud, felt quite sure there had
been a horrible mistake. A wizard? Him? How could he possibly be? He'd
spent his life being clouted by Dudley, and bullied by Aunt Petunia and
Uncle Vernon; if he was really a wizard, why hadn't they been turned
into warty toads every time they'd tried to lock him in his cupboard? If
he'd once defeated the greatest sorcerer in the world, how come Dudley
had always been able to kick him around like a football?

"Hagrid," he said quietly, "I think you must have made a mistake. I
don't think I can be a wizard."

To his surprise, Hagrid chuckled.

"Not a wizard, eh? Never made things happen when you was scared or
angry?"

Harry looked into the fire. Now he came to think about it... every odd
thing that had ever made his aunt and uncle furious with him had
happened when he, Harry, had been upset or angry... chased by Dudley's
gang, he had somehow found himself out of their reach... dreading going
to school with that ridiculous haircut, he'd managed to make it grow
back... and the very last time Dudley had hit him, hadn't he got his
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revenge, without even realizing he was doing it? Hadn't he set a boa
constrictor on him?

Harry looked back at Hagrid, smiling, and saw that Hagrid was positively
beaming at him.

"See?" said Hagrid. "Harry Potter, not a wizard -- you wait, you'll be
right famous at Hogwarts."

But Uncle Vernon wasn't going to give in without a fight.

"Haven't I told you he's not going?" he hissed. "He's going to Stonewall
High and he'll be grateful for it. I've read those letters and he needs
all sorts of rubbish -- spell books and wands and --"

"If he wants ter go, a great Muggle like you won't stop him," growled
Hagrid. "Stop Lily an' James Potter' s son goin' ter Hogwarts! Yer mad.
His name's been down ever since he was born. He's off ter the finest
school of witchcraft and wizardry in the world. Seven years there and he
won't know himself. He'll be with youngsters of his own sort, fer a
change, an' he'll be under the greatest headmaster Hogwarts ever had
Albus Dumbled--"

"I AM NOT PAYING FOR SOME CRACKPOT OLD FOOL To TEACH HIM
MAGIC TRICKS!"
yelled Uncle Vernon.

But he had finally gone too far. Hagrid seized his umbrella and whirled
it over his head, "NEVER," he thundered, "- INSULT- ALBUS- DUMBLEDORE-
IN- FRONT- OF- ME!"

He brought the umbrella swishing down through the air to point at Dudley
-- there was a flash of violet light, a sound like a firecracker, a
sharp squeal, and the next second, Dudley was dancing on the spot with
his hands clasped over his fat bottom, howling in pain. When he turned
his back on them, Harry saw a curly pig's tail poking through a hole in
his trousers.

Uncle Vernon roared. Pulling Aunt Petunia and Dudley into the other
room, he cast one last terrified look at Hagrid and slammed the door
behind them.

Hagrid looked down at his umbrella and stroked his beard.
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"Shouldn'ta lost me temper," he said ruefully, "but it didn't work
anyway. Meant ter turn him into a pig, but I suppose he was so much like
a pig anyway there wasn't much left ter do."

He cast a sideways look at Harry under his bushy eyebrows.

"Be grateful if yeh didn't mention that ter anyone at Hogwarts," he
said. "I'm -- er -- not supposed ter do magic, strictly speakin'. I was
allowed ter do a bit ter follow yeh an' get yer letters to yeh an' stuff
-- one o' the reasons I was so keen ter take on the job

"Why aren't you supposed to do magic?" asked Harry.

"Oh, well -- I was at Hogwarts meself but I -- er -- got expelled, ter
tell yeh the truth. In me third year. They snapped me wand in half an'
everything. But Dumbledore let me stay on as gamekeeper. Great man,
Dumbledore." "Why were you expelled?"

"It's gettin' late and we've got lots ter do tomorrow," said Hagrid
loudly. "Gotta get up ter town, get all yer books an' that."

He took off his thick black coat and threw it to Harry.

"You can kip under that," he said. "Don' mind if it wriggles a bit, I
think I still got a couple o' dormice in one o' the pockets."

CHAPTER FIVE

DIAGON ALLEY

Harry woke early the next morning. Although he could tell it was
daylight, he kept his eyes shut tight.

"It was a dream, he told himself firmly. "I dreamed a giant called
Hagrid came to tell me I was going to a school for wizards. When I open
my eyes I'll be at home in my cupboard."

There was suddenly a loud tapping noise.

And there's Aunt Petunia knocking on the door, Harry thought, his heart
sinking. But he still didn't open his eyes. It had been such a good
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Stephen King: Survivor Type 
ELECTRONIC VERSION 1.0 (Apr 02 00). If you find and correct errors in the text, please update the 

version number by 0.1 and redistribute. 

Sooner or later the question comes up in every medical student's career. How much shock-trauma 
can the patient stand? Different instructors answer the question, in different ways, but cut to its 
base level, the answer is always another question: How badly does the patient want to survive? 

  

January 26 

Two days since the storm washed me up. I paced the island off just this morning. Some island! It is 
190 paces wide at its thickest point, and 267 paces long from tip to tip 

So far as I can tell, there is nothing on it to eat. 

My name is Richard Pine. This is my diary. If I'm found (when), I can destroy this easily enough. 
There is no shortage of matches. Matches and heroin. Plenty of both. Neither of them worth 
doodlysquat here, ha-ha. So I will write. It will pass the time, anyway. 

If I'm to tell the whole truth--and why not? I sure have the time!--I'll have to start by saying I was 
born Richard Pinzetti, in New York's Little Italy. My father was an Old World guinea. I wanted to 
be a surgeon. My father would laugh, call me crazy, and tell me to get him another glass of wine. 
He died of cancer when he was forty-six. I was glad. 

I played football in high school. I was the best damn football player my school ever produced. 
Quarterback. I made All-City my last two years. I hated football. But if you're a poor wop from the 
projects and you want to go to college, sports are your only ticket. So I played, and I got my 
athletic scholarship. 

In college I only played ball until my grades were good enough to get a full academic scholarship. 
Pre-med. My father died six weeks before graduation. Good deal. Do you think I wanted to walk 
across that stage and get my diploma and look down and see that fat greaseball sitting there? Does 
a hen want a flag? I got into a fraternity, too. It wasn't one of the good ones, not with a name like 
Pinzetti, but a fraternity all the same. 

Why am I writing this? It's almost funny. No, I take that back. It is funny. The great Dr. Pine, 
sitting on a rock in his pajama bottoms and a T-shirt, sitting on an island almost small enough to 
spit across, writing his life story. Am I hungry! Never mind, I'I1 write my goddam life story if I 
want to. At least it keeps my mind off my stomach. Sort of. 

I changed my name to Pine before I started reed school. My mother said I was breaking her heart. 
What heart? The day after my old man was in the ground, she was out hustling that Jew grocer 
down at the end of the block. For someone who loved the name so much, she was in one hell of a 
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hurry to change her copy of it to Steinbrunner. 

  

Surgery was all I ever wanted. Ever since high school. Even then I was wrapping my hands before 
every game and soaking them afterward. If you want to be a surgeon, you have to take care of your 
hands. Some of the kids used to rag me about it, call me chickenshit. I never fought them. Playing 
football was risk enough. But there were ways. The one that got on my case the most was Howie 
Plotsky, a big dumb bohunk with zits all over his face. I had a paper route, and I was selling the 
numbers along with the papers. I had a little coming in lots of ways. You get to know people, you 
listen, you make connections. You have to, when you're hustling the street. Any asshole knows 
how to die. The thing to learn is how to survive, you know what I mean? So I paid the biggest kid 
in school, Ricky Brazzi, ten bucks to make Howie Plotsky's mouth disappear. Make it disappear, I 
said. I will pay you a dollar for every tooth you bring me. Rico brought me three teeth wrapped up 
in a paper towel. He dislocated two of his knuckles doing the job, so you see the kind of trouble I 
could have got into. 

In med school while the other suckers were running themselves ragged trying to bone up--no pun 
intended, ha-ha--between waiting tables or selling neckties or buffing floors, I kept the rackets 
going. Football pools, basketball pools, a little policy. I stayed on good terms with the old 
neighborhood. And I got through school just fine. 

I didn't get into pushing until I was doing my residency. 1 was working in one of the biggest 
hospitals in New York City. At first it was just prescription blanks. I'd sell a tablet of a hundred 
blanks to some guy from the neighborhood, and he'd forge the names of forty or fifty different 
doctors on them, using writing samples I'd also sell him. The guy would turn around and peddle the 
blanks on the street for ten or twenty dollars apiece. The speed freaks and the nodders loved it. 

And after a while I found out just how much of a balls-up the hospital drug room was in. Nobody 
knew what was coming in or going out. There were people lugging the goodies out by the double 
handfuls. Not me. I was always careful. I never got into trouble until I got careless--and unlucky. 
But I'm going to land on my feet. I always do. 

Can't write any more now. My wrist's tired and the pencil's dull. I don't know why I'm bothering, 
anyway. Somebody'll probably pick me up soon. 

January 27 

The boat drifted away last night and sank in about ten feet of water off the north side of the island. 
Who gives a rip? The bottom was like Swiss cheese after coming over the reef anyway. I'd already 
taken off anything that was worth taking. Four gallons of water. A sewing kit. A first-aid kit. This 
book I'm writing in, which is supposed to be a lifeboat inspection log. That's a laugh. Whoever 
heard of a lifeboat with no FOOD on it? The last report written in here is August 8, 1970. Oh, yes, 
two knives, one dull and one fairly sharp, one combination fork and spoon. I'll use them when I eat 
my supper tonight. Roast rock. Ha-ha. Well, I did get my pencil sharpened. 

When I get off this pile of guano-splattered rock, I'm going to sue the bloody hell out of Paradise 
Lines, Inc. That alone is worth living for. And I am going to live. I'm going to get out of this. Make 
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no mistake about it. I am going to get out of this. 

  

(later) 

  

When I was making my inventory, I forgot one thing: two kilos of pure heroin, worth about 
$350,000, New York street value. Here it's worth el zilcho. Sort of funny, isn't it? Ha-ha! 

January 28 

Well, I've eaten if you want to call that eating. There was a gull perched on one of the rocks at the 
center of the island. The rocks are all jumbled up into a kind of mini-mountain there all covered 
with birdshit, too. I got a chunk of stone that just fitted into my hand and climbed up as close to it 
as I dared. It just stood there on its rock, watching me with its bright black eyes. I'm surprised that 
the rumbling of my stomach didn't scare it off. 

I threw the rock as hard as I could and hit it broadside. It let out a loud squawk and tried to fly 
away, but I'd broken its right wing. I scrambled up after it and it hopped away. I could see the 
blood trickling over its white feathers. The son of a bitch led me a merry, chase; once, on the other 
side of the central rockpile, I got my foot caught in a hole between two rocks and nearly fractured 
my ankle. 

It began to tire at last, and I finally caught it on the east side of the island. It was actually trying to 
get into the water and paddle away. I caught a handful of its tailfeathers and it turned around and 
pecked me. Then I had one hand around its feet. I got my other hand on its miserable neck and 
broke it. The sound gave me great satisfaction. Lunch is served, you know? Ha! Ha! 

I carried it back to my "camp," but even before I plucked and gutted it, I used iodine to swab the 
laceration its beak had made. Birds carry all sorts of germs, and the last thing I need now is an 
infection. 

The operation on the gull went quite smoothly, I could not cook it, alas. Absolutely no vegetation 
or driftwood on the island and the boat has sunk. So I ate it raw. My stomach wanted to regurgitate 
it immediately. I sympathized but could not allow it. I counted backward until the nausea passed. It 
almost always works. 

Can you imagine that bird, almost breaking my ankle and then pecking me? If I catch another one 
tomorrow, I'll torture it. I let this one off too easily. Even as I write, I am able to glance down at its 
severed head on the sand. Its black eyes, even with the death-glaze on them, seem to be mocking 
me. Do gulls have brains in any quantity'? Are they edible? 

January 29 

No chow today. One gull landed near the top of the rockpile but flew off before I could get close 
enough to "throw it a forward pass," ha-ha! I've started a beard. Itches like hell. If the gull comes 
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back and I get it, I'm going to cut its eyes out before I kill it. 

I was one hell of a surgeon, as I believe I may have said. They drummed me out. It's a laugh, 
really: they all do it, and they' re so bloody sanctimonious when someone gets caught at it. Screw 
you, Jack, I got mine. The Second Oath of Hippocrates and Hypocrites. 

I had enough socked away from my adventures as an intern and a resident (that's supposed to be 
like an officer and a gentleman according to the Oath of Hypocrites, but don't you believe it) to set 
myself up in practice on Park Avenue. A good thing for me, to; I had no rich daddy or established 
patron, as so many of my "colleagues" did. By the time my shingle was out, my father was nine 
years in his pauper's grave. My mother died the year before my license to practice was revoked. 

It was a kickback thing. I had a deal going with half a dozen East Side pharmacists, with two drug 
supply houses, and with at least twenty other doctors. Patients were sent to me and I sent patients. I 
performed operations and prescribed the correct post-op drugs. Not all the operations were 
necessary, but I never performed one against a patient's will. And 1 never had a patient look down 
at what was written on the prescrip blank and say, "I don't want this." Listen: they'd have a 
hysterectomy in 1965 or a partial thyroid in 1970, and still be taking painkillers five or ten years 
later, if you'd let them. Sometimes I did. I wasn't the only one, you know. They could afford the 
habit. And sometimes a patient would have trouble sleeping after minor surgery. Or trouble getting 
diet pills. Or Librium. It could alol be arranged. Ha! Yes! If they hadn't gotten it from me, they 
would have gotten it from someone else. 

Then the tax people got to Lowenthal. That sheep. They waved five years in his face and he 
coughed up half a dozen names. One of them was mine. They watched me for a while, and by the 
time they landed, I was worth a lot more than five years. There were a few other deals, including 
the prescription blanks, which I hadn't given up entirely. It's funny, I didn't really need that stuff 
anymore, but it was a habit. Hard to give up that extra sugar. 

Well, I knew some people. I pulled some strings. And I threw a couple of people to the wolves. 
Nobody I liked, though. Everyone I gave to the leds was a real son of a bitch. Christ, I'm hungry. 

January 30 

No gulls today. Reminds me of the signs you'd sometimes see on the pushcarts back in the 
neighborhood, so TOMATOES TODAY. I walked out into the water up to my waist with the sharp 
knife in my hand. I stood completely still in that one place with the sun beating down on me for 
four hours. Twice I thought I was going to faint, but I counted backward until it passed. I didn't see 
one fish. Not one. 

January 31 

Killed another gull, the same way I did the first. I was too hungry to torture it the way I had been 
promising myself. I gutted and ate it. Squeezed the tripes and then ate them, too. It's strange how 
you can feel your vitality surge back I was beginning to get scared there, for a while. Lying in the 
shade of the big central rockpile, i'd think i was hearing voices. My father. My mother. My ex-
wife. And worst of all the big Chink who sold me the heroin in Saigon. He had a lisp, possibly 
from a partially cleft, palate. 
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"Go ahead," his voice came out of nowhere. "Go ahead and thnort a little. You won't notith how 
hungry you are then. It'h beautiful ..." But I've never done dope, not even sleeping pills. 

Lowenthal killed himself, did I tell you that? That sheep. He hanged himself in what used to be his 
office. The way I look at it, he did the world a favor. 

I wanted my shingle back. Some of the people I talked to said it could be done--but it would cost 
big money. More grease than I'd ever dreamed of. I had $40,000 in a safe-deposit box. I decided I'd 
have to take a chance and try to turn it over. Double or triple it. 

So I went to see Ronnie Hanelli. Ronnie and I played football together in college, and when his kid 
brother decided on internal med, I helped him get a residency. Ronnie himself was in pre-law, 
how's that for funny? On the block when we were growing up we called him Ronnie the Enforcer 
because he umped all the stickball games and reffed the hockey. If you didn't like his calls, you had 
your choice--you could keep your mouth shut or you could eat knuckles. The Puerto Ricans called 
him Ronniewop. All one word like that. Ronniewop. Used to tickle him. And that guy went to 
college, and then to law school, and he breezed through his bar exam the first time he took it, and 
then he set up shop in the old neighborhood, right over the Fish Bowl Bar. I close my eyes and I 
can still see him cruising down the block in that white Continental of his. The biggest fucking loan 
shark in the city. 

I knew Ronnie would have something for me. "It's dangerous,'' he said. "But you could always take 
care of yourself. And if you can get the stuff back in, I'll introduce you to a couple of fellows. One 
of them is a state representative." 

He gave me two names over there. One of them was the big Chink, Henry Li-Tsu. The other was a 
Vietnamese named Solom Ngo. A chemist. For a fee he would test the Chink's product. The Chink 
was known to play "jokes" from time to time. The "jokes" were plastic bags filled with talcum 
powder, with drain cleaner, with cornstarch. Ronnie said that one day Li-Tsu's little jokes would 
get him killed. 

February 1 

There was a plane. It flew right across the island. I tried to climb to the top of the rockpile and 
wave to it. My foot went into a hole. The same damn hole I got it stuck in the day I killed the first 
bird, I think. I've fractured my ankle, compound fracture. It went like a gunshot. The pain was 
unbelievable. I screamed and lost my balance, pinwheeling my arms like a madman, but I went 
down and hit my head and everything went black. I didn't wake up until dusk. I lost some blood 
where I hit my head. My ankle had swelled up like a tire, and I'd got myself a very nasty sunburn. I 
think if there had been another hour of sun, it would have blistered. 

Dragged myself back here and spent last night shivering and crying with frustration. I disinfected 
the head wound, which is just above the right temporal lobe, and bandaged it as well as I could. 
Just a superficial scalp wound plus minor concussion, I think, but my ankle ... it's a bad break, 
involved in two places, possibly three. 

How will I chase the birds now? 
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It had to be a plane looking for survivors from the Callas. In the dark and the storm, the lifeboat 
must have carried miles from where it sank. They may not be back this way. 

God, my ankle hurts so bad. 

February 2 

I made a sign on the small white shingle of a beach on the island's south side, where the lifeboat 
grounded. It took me all day, with pauses to rest in the shade. Even so, I fainted twice. At a guess, 
I'd say I've lost 25 lbs, mostly from dehydration. But now, from where I sit, I can see the four 
letters it took me all day to spell out; dark rocks against the white sand, they say HELP in 
characters four feet high. 

Another plane won't miss me. 

If there is another plane. 

My foot throbs constantly. There is swelling still and ominous discoloration around the double 
break. Discoloration seems to have advanced. Binding it tightly with my shirt alleviates the worst 
of the pain, but it's still bad enough so that I faint rather than sleep. 

I have begun to think I may have to amputate. 

February 3 

Swelling and discoloration worse still. I'll wait until tomorrow. If the operation does become 
necessary, I believe I can carry it through. I have matches for sterilizing the sharp knife, I have 
needle and thread from the sewing kit. My shirt for a bandage. 

I even have two kilos of "painkiller," although hardly of the type i used to prescribe. But they 
would have taken it if they could have gotten it. You bet. Those old blue-haired ladies would have 
snorted Glade air freshener if they thought it would have gotten them high. Believe it! 

February 4 

I've decided to amputate my foot. No food four days now. If I wait any longer, I run the risk of 
fainting from combined shock and hunger in the middle of the operation and bleeding to death. 
And as wretched as I am, I still want to live. I remember what Mockridge used to say in Basic 
Anatomy. Old Mockie, we used to call him. Sooner or later, he'd say, the question comes up in 
every medical student's career: How much shock-trauma can the patient stand'? And he'd whack 
his pointer at his chart of the human body, hitting the liver, the kidneys, the heart, the spleen, the 
intestines Cut to its base level, gentlemen, he'd say. the answer is always another question: How 
badly does the patient want to survive? 

I think I can bring it off. 

I really do. 
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I suppose I'm writing to put off the inevitable, but it did occur to me that I haven't finished the story 
of how I came to be here. Perhaps I should tie up that loose end in case the operation does go 
badly. It will only take a few minutes, and I'm sure there will be enough daylight left for the 
operation, for, according to my Pulsar, it's only nine past nine in the morning. Ha! 

I flew to Saigon as a tourist. Does that sound strange? It shouldn't. There are still thousands of 
people who visit there every year in spite of Nixon's war. There are people who go to see car 
wrecks and cockfights, too. 

My Chinese friend had the merchandise. I took it to Ngo, who pronounced it very. high-grade stuff. 
He told me that Li-Tsu had played one of his jokes four months ago and that his wife had been 
blown up when she turned on the ignition of her Opel. Since then there had been no more jokes. 

I stayed in Saigon for three weeks; I had booked passage back to San Francisco on a cruise ship, 
the Callas. First cabin. Getting on board with the merchandise was no trouble; for a fee Ngo 
arranged for two customs officials to simply wave me on after running through my suitcases. The 
merchandise was in an airline flight bag, which they never even looked at. 

 "Getting through U.S. customs will be much more difficult,'' Ngo told me. "That, however, is your 
problem." 

I had no intention of taking the merchandise through U.S. customs. Ronnie Hanelli had arranged 
for a skin diver who would do a certain rather tricky job for $3,000. I was to meet him (two days 
ago, now that I think of it) in a San Francisco flophouse called the St. Regis Hotel. The plan was to 
put the merchandise in a waterproof can. Attacned to the can was a timer and a packet of red dye. 
Just before we docked, the canister was to be thrown overboard--but not by me, of course. 

I was still looking for a cook or a steward who could use a little extra cash and who was smart 
enough--or stupid enough--to keep his mouth closed afterward, when the Callas sank. 

  

I don't know how or why. It was storming, but the ship seemed to be handling that well enough. 
Around eight o'clock on the evening of the 23rd, there was an explosion somewhere belowdecks. I 
was in the lounge at the time, and the Callas began to list almost immediately. To the left ... do 
they call that "port" or "starboard"? 

People were screaming and running in every direction. Bottles were falling off the backbar and 
shattering on the floor. A man staggered up from one of the lower levels, his shirt burned off, his 
skin barbecued. The loudspeker started telling people to go to the lifeboat stations they had been 
assigned during the drill at the beginning of the cruise. The passengers went right on running hither 
and yon. Very few of them had bothered to show up during the lifeboat drill. I not only showed up, 
I came early--I wanted to be in the front row, you see, so I would have an unobstructed view of 
everything. I always pay close attention when the matter concerns my own skin. 

I went down to my stateroom, got the heroin bags, and put one in each of my front pockets. Then I 
went to Lifeboat Station 8. As I went up the stairwell to the main deck there were two more 
explosions and the boat began to list even more severely. 
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Topside, everything was confusion. I saw a screeching woman with a baby in her arms run past 
me, gaining speed as she sprinted down the slippery, canting deck. She hit the rail with her thighs, 
and flipped outward. I saw her do two midair somersaults and part of a third before I lost sight of 
her. There was a middle-aged man sitting in the center of the shuffleboard court and pulling his 
hair. Another man in cook's whites, horribly burned about his face and hands, was stumbling from 
place to place and screaming, "HELP ME! CAN'T SEE! HELP ME! CAN'T SEE!" 

The panic was almost total: it had run from the passengers to the crew like a disease. You must 
remember that the time elapsed from the first explosion to the actual sinking of the Callas was only 
about twenty minutes. Some of the lifeboat stations were clogged with screaming passengers, 
while others were absolutely empty. Mine, on the listing side of the ship, was almost deserted. 
There was no one there but myself and a common sailor with a pimply, pallid face. 

"Let's get this buckety-bottomed old whore in the water," he said, his eyes rolling crazily in their 
seekers. "This bloody tub is going straight to the bottom." 

The lifeboat gear is simple enough to operate, but in his fumbling nervousness, he got his side of 
the block and tackle tangled. The boat dropped six feet and then hung up, the bow two feet lower 
than the stem. 

I was coming around to help him when he began to scream. He'd succeeded in untangling the snarl 
and had gotten his hand caught at the same time. The whizzing rope smoked over his open palm, 
flaying off skin, and he was jerked over the side. 

I tossed the rope ladder overboard, hurried down it, and unclipped the lifeboat from the lowering 
ropes. Then I rowed, something i had occasionally done for pleasure on trips to my friends' 
summer houses, something I was now doing for my life. I knew that if I didn't get far enough away 
from the dying Callas before she sank, she would pull me down with her. 

  

Just five minutes later she went. I hadn't escaped the suction entirely; I had to row madly just to 
stay in the samne place. She went under very quickly. There were still people clinging to the rail of 
her bow and screaming. They looked like a bunch of monkeys. 

The storm worsened. I lost one oar but managed to keep the other, i spent that whole night in a 
kind of dream, first bailing, then grabbing the oar and paddling wildly to get the boat's prow into 
the next bulking wave. 

Sometime before dawn on the 24th, the waves began to strengthen behind me. The boat rushed 
forward. It was terrifying but at the same time exhilarating. Suddenly most of the planking was 
ripped out from under my feet, but before the lifeboat could sink it was dumped on this 
godforsaken pile of rocks. I don't even know where I am: have no idea at all. Navigation not my 
strong point, ha-ha. 

But I know what I have to do. This may be the last entry, but somehow I think I'll make it. Haven't 
I always'? And they are really doing marvelous things with prosthetics these days. I can get along 
with one foot quite nicely. 
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It's time to see if I'm as good as I think I am. Luck. 

February 5 

Did it. 

The pain was the part I was most worded about. I can stand pain, but I thought that in my 
weakened condition, a combination of hunger and agony might force unconsciousness before I 
could finish. 

But the heroin solved that quite nicely. 

I opened one of the bags and sniffed two healthy pinches from the surface of a flat rock, first the 
right nostril, then the left. it was like sniffing up some beautifully numbing ice that spread through 
the brain from the bottom up. I aspirated the heroin as soon as I finished writing in this diary 
yesterday--that was at 9:45. The next time I checked my watch the shadows had moved, leaving 
me partially in the sun, and the time was 12:41. I had nodded off. I had never dreamed that it could 
be so beautiful, and I can't understand why I was so scornful before. The pain, the terror, the 
misery . . . they all disappear, leaving only a calm euphoria. 

It was in this state that I operated. 

There was, indeed, a great deal of pain, most of it in the early part of the operation. But the pain 
seemed disconnected from me, like somebody else's pain. It bothered me, but it was also quite 
interesting. Can you understand that? If you've used a strong morphine-based drug yourself, 
perhaps you can. It does more than dull pain. It induces a state of mind. A serenity. I can 
understand whv people get hooked on it, although "hooked" seems an awfully strong word, used 
most commonly, of course, by those who have never tried it. 

About halfway through, the pain started to become a more personal thing. Waves of faintness 
washed over me. I looked longingly at the open bag of white powder, but forced myself to look 
away. If I went on the nod again, I'd bleed to death as surely as if I'd fainted. I counted backward 
from a hundred instead. 

Loss of blood was the most critical factor. As a surgeon, I was vitally aware of that. Not a drop 
could be spilled unnecessarily. If a patient hemorrhages during an operation in a hospital, you can 
give him blood. I had no such supplies. What was lost--and by the time I had finished, the sand 
beneath my leg was dark with it--was lost until my own internal factory could resupply. I had no 
clamps, no hemostats, no surgical thread. 

I began the operation at exactly 12:45. I finished at 1:50, and immediately dosed myself with 
heroin, a bigger dose than before. I nodded into a gray, painless world and remained there until 
nearly five o'clock. When I came out of it, the sun was nearing the western horizon, beating a track 
of gold across the blue Pacific toward me. I've never seen anything so beautiful . . . all the pain was 
paid for in that one instant. An hour later I snorted a bit more, so as to fully enjoy and appreciate 
the sunset. 

Shortly after dark I-- 
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I-- 

Wait. Haven't I told you I'd had nothing to eat for four days? And that the only help I could look to 
in the matter of replenishing my sapped vitality was my own body? Above all, haven't i told you, 
over and over, that survival is a business of the mind? The superior mind? i won't justify myself by 
saying you would have done the same thing. First of all, you're probably not a surgeon. Even if you 
knew the mechanics of amputation, you might have botched the job so badly you would have bled 
to death anyway. And even if you had lived through the operation and the shock-trauma, the 
thought might never have entered your preconditioned head. Never mind. No one has to know. My 
last act before leaving the island will be to destroy this book. 

I was very careful. 

I washed it thoroughly before I ate it. 

February 7 

Pain from the stump has been bad excruciating from time to time. But I think the deep-seated itch 
as the healing process begins has been worse. I've been thinking this afternoon of all the patients 
that have babbled to me that they couldn't stand the horrible, unscratchable itch of mending flesh. 
And I would smile and tell them they would feel better tomorrow, privately thinking what whiners 
they were, what jellyfish, what ungrateful babies. Now I understand. Several times I've come close 
to ripping the shirt bandage off the stump and scratching at it, digging my fingers into the soft raw 
flesh, pulling out the rough stitches, letting the blood gout onto the sand, anything, anything, to be 
rid of that maddening horrible itch. 

At those times I count backward from one hundred. And snort heroin. 

I have no idea how much I've taken into my system, but I do know I've been "stoned" almost 
continually since the operation. It depresses hunger, you know. I'm hardly aware of being hungry at 
all. There is a faint, faraway gnawing in my belly, and that's all. It could easily be ignored. I can't 
do that, though. Heroin has no measurable caloric value. I've been testing myself, crawling from 
place to place, measuring my energy. It's ebbing. 

Dear God, I hope not, but ... another operation may be necessary. 

(later) 

Another plane flew over. Too high to do me any good; all I could see was the contrail etching itself 
across the sky. I waved anyway. Waved and screamed at it. When it was gone I wept. 

Getting too dark to see now. Food. I've been thinking about all kinds of food. My mother's lasagna. 
Garlic bread. Escargots. Lobster. Prime fibs. Peach melba. London broil. The huge slice of pound 
cake and the scoop of homemade vanilla ice cream they give you for dessert in Mother Crunch on 
First Avenue. Hot pretzels baked salmon baked Alaska baked ham with pineapple tings. Onion 
rings. Onion dip with potato chips cold iced tea in long long sips french fries make you smack your 
lips. 
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100, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94 

God God God 

February 8 

Another gull landed on the rockpile this morning. A huge fat one. I was sitting in the shade of my 
rock, what I think of as my camp, my bandaged stump propped up. I began to salivate as soon as 
the gull landed. Just like one of Pavlov's dogs. Drooling helplessly, like a baby. Like a baby. 

 I picked up a chunk of stone large enough to fit my hand nicely and began to crawl toward it. 
Fourth quarter. We' re down by three. Third and long yardage. Pinzetti drops back to pass (Pine, I 
mean, Pine). I didn't have much hope. I was sure it would fly off. But I had to try. If I could get it, 
a bird as plump and insolent as that one, I could postpone a second operation indefinitely. I 
crawled toward it, my stump hitting a rock from time to time and sending stars of pain through my 
whole body, and waited for it to fly off. 

It didn't. It just strutted back and forth, its meaty breast thrown out like some avian general 
reviewing troops. Every now and then it would look at me with its small, nasty black eyes and I 
would freeze like a stone and count backward from one hundred until it began to pace back and 
forth again. Every time it fluttered its wings, my stomach filled up with ice. I continued to drool. I 
couldn't help it. I was drooling tike a baby. 

I don't know how long I stalked it. An hour? Two? And the closer I got, the harder my heart 
pounded and the tastier that gull looked. It almost seemed to be teasing me, and I began to believe 
that as soon as I got in throwing range it would fly off. My arms and legs were beginning to 
tremble. My mouth was dry. The stump was twanging viciously. 1 think now that I must have been 
having withdrawal pains. But so soon? I've been using the stuff less than a week! 

Never mind. I need it. There's plenty left, plenty. If I have to take the cure later on when I get back 
to the States, I'll check into the best clinic in California and do it with a smile. That's not the 
problem right now, is it? 

When I did get in range, I didn't want to throw the rock. I became insanely sure that I would miss, 
probably by feet. I had to get closer. So I continued to crawl up the rockpile, my head thrown back, 
the sweat pouring off my wasted, scarecrow body. My teeth have begun to rot, did I tell you that? 
If I were a superstitious man, I'd say it was because I ate-- 

Ha! We know better, don't we? 

I stopped again. I was much closer to it than I had been to either of the other gulls. I still couldn't 
bring myself to commit. I clutched the rock until my fingers ached and still I couldn't throw it. 
Because I knew exactly what it would mean if I missed. 

I don't care if I use all the merchandise! I'll sue the ass off them! I'll be in clover for the rest of my 
life! My long long life! 

I think I would have crawled right up to it without throwing if it hadn't finally taken wing. I would 
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have crept up and strangled it. But it spread its wings and took off. I screamed at it and reared up 
on my knees and threw my rock with all my strength. And I hit it! 

The bird gave a strangled squawk and fell back on the other side of the rockpile. Gibbering and 
laughing, unmindful now of striking the stump or opening the wound, I crawled over the top and to 
the other side. I lost my balance and banged my head. I didn't even notice it, not then, although it 
has raised a pretty nasty lump. All I could think of was the bird and how I had hit it, fantastic luck, 
even on the wing I had hit it! 

It was flopping down toward the beach on the other side, one wing broken, its underbody red with 
blood. I crawled as fast as I could, but it crawled faster yet. Race of the cripples! Ha! Ha! I might 
have gotten it I was closing the distance except for my hands. I have to take good care of my 
hands. I may need them again. In spite of my care, the palms were scraped by the time we reached 
the narrow shingle of beach, and I'd shattered the face of my Pulsar watch against a rough spine of 
rock. 

The gull flopped into the water, squawking noisomely, and I clutched at it. i got a handful of 
tailfeathers, which came off in rny fist. Then I fell in, inhaling water, snorting and choking. 

I crawled in further. I even tried to swim after it. The bandage came off my stump. I began to go 
under. I just managed to get back to the beach, shaking with exhaustion, racked with pain, weeping 
and screaming, cursing the gull. It floated there for a long time, always further and further out. I 
seem to remember begging it to come back at one point. But when it went out over the reef, I think 
it was dead. 

It isn't fair. 

It took me almost an hour to crawl back around to my camp. I've snorted a large amount of heroin, 
but even so I'm bitterly angry at the gull. If I wasn't going to get it, why did it have to tease me so'? 
Why didn't it just fly off? 

February 9 

I've amputated my left foot and have bandaged it with my pants. Strange. All through the operation 
I was drooling. Drooooling. Just like when I saw the gull. Drooling helplessly. But I made myself 
wait until after dark. I just counted backward from one hundred . . . twenty or thirty times! Ha! Ha! 

Then . . . 

I kept telling myself: Cold roast beef. Cold roast beef. Cold roast beef. 

February 11 (?) 

Rain the last two days. And high winds. I managed to move some rocks from the central pile, 
enough to make a hole I could crawl into. Found one small spider. Pinched it between my fingers 
before he could get away and ate him up. Very nice. Juicy. Thought to myself that the rocks over 
me might fall and bury me alive. Didn't care. 
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Spent the whole storm stoned. Maybe it rained three days instead of two. Or only one. But I think it 
got dark twice. I love to nod off. No pain or itching then. I know I'm going to survive this. It can't 
be a person can go through something like this for nothing. 

There was a priest at Holy Family when I was a kid, a little runty guy, and he used to love to talk 
about hell and mortal sins. He had a real hobbyhorse on them. You can't get back from a mortal 
sin, that was his view. I dreamed about him last night, Father Hailly in his black bathrobe, and his 
whiskey nose, shaking his finger at me and saying, "Shame on you, Richard Pinzetti . . . a mortal 
sin . . . damt to hell, boy . . .damt to hell . . ." 

I laughed at him. If this place isn't hell, what is'? And the only mortal sin is giving up. 

Half of the time I'm delirious; the rest of the time my stumps itch and the dampness makes them 
ache horribly. 

But I won't give up. I swear. Not for nothing. Not all this for nothing. 

February 12 

Sun is out again, a beautiful day. I hope they're freezing their asses off in the neighborhood. 

It's been a good day for me, as good as any day gets on this island. The fever I had while it was 
storming seems to have dropped. I was weak and shivering when I crawled out of my burrow, but 
after lying on the hot sand in the sunshine for two or three hours, I began to feel almost human 
again. 

Crawled around to the south side and found several pieces of driftwood cast up by the storm, 
including several boards from my lifeboat. There was kelp and seaweed on some of the boards. I 
ate it. Tasted awful. Like eating a vinyl shower curtain. But I felt so much stronger this afternoon. 

I pulled the wood up as far as I could so it would dry. I've still got a whole tube of waterproof 
matches. The wood will make a signal fire if someone comes soon. A cooking fire if not. I'm going 
to snort up now. 

February 13 

Found a crab. Killed it and roasted it over a small fire. Tonight I could almost believe in God 
again. 

Feb 14 

I just noticed this morning that the storm washed away most of the rocks in my HELP sign. But the 
storm ended... three days ago? Have I really been that stoned? I'll have to watch it, cut down the 
dosage. What if a ship went by while I was nodding? 

I made the letters again, but it took me most of the day and now I'm exhausted. Looked for a crab 
where I found the other, but nothing. Cut my hands on several of the rocks I used for the sign, but 
disinfected them promptly with iodine in spite of my weariness. Have to take care of my hands. No 
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matter what. 

Feb 15 

A gull landed on the tip of the rockpile today. Flew away before I could get in range. I wished it 
into hell, where it could peck out Father Hailley's bloodshot little eyes through eternity. 

Ha! Ha! 

Ha! Ha! 

Ha! 

Feb 17(?) 

Took off my right leg at the knee, but lost a lot of blood. Pain excruciating in spite of heroin. 
Shock-trauma would have killed a lesser man. Let me answer with a question: How badly does the 
patient want to survive? How badly does the patient want to live? 

Hands trembling. If they are betraying me, I'm through. They have no right to betray me. No right 
at all. I've taken care of them all their lives. Pampered them. They better not. Or they'll be sorry. 

At least I'm not hungry. 

One of the boards from the lifeboat had split down the middle. One end came to a point. I used 
that. I was drooling but I made myself wait. And then I got thinking of . . . oh, barbecues we used 
to have. That place Will Hammersmith had on Long Island, with a barbecue pit big enough to roast 
a whole pig in. We'd be sitting on the porch in the dusk with big drinks in our hands, talking about 
surgical techniques or golf scores or something. And the breeze would pick up and drift the sweet 
smell of roasting pork over to us. Judas Iscariot, the sweet smell of roasting pork. 

Feb? 

Took the other leg at the knee. Sleepy all day. "Doctor was this operation necessay?" Haha. Shaky 
hands, like an old man. Hate them. Blood under the fingernails. Scabs. Remember that model in 
med school with the glass belly? I feel like that. Only I don't want to look. No way no how. I 
remember Dom used to say that. Waltz up to you on the street comer in his Hiway Outlaws club 
jacket. You'd say Dom how'd you make out with her'? And Dom would say no way no how. Shee. 
Old Dom. I wish I'd stayed right in the neighborhood. This sucks so bad as Dom would say. haha. 

But I understand, you know, that with the proper therapy, and prosthetics, I could be as good as 
new. I could come back here and tell people "This. Is where it. Happened." 

Hahaha! 

February 23 (?) 

Found a dead fish. Rotten and stinking. Ate it anyway. Wanted to puke, wouldn't let myself. I will 
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survive. So lovely stoned, the sunsets. 

February 

Don't dare but have to. But how can I tie off the femoral artery that high up? It's as big as a fucking 
turnpike up there. 

Must, somehow. I've marked across the top of the thigh, the part that is still meaty. I made the 
mark with this pencil. 

  

I wish I could stop drooling. 

Fe 

You . . . deserve . . . a break today . . . sooo… get up and get away ... to McDonald's ,.. two all-beef 
patties ... special sauce… lettuce… pickles… onions... on a . . . sesame seed bun . . . 

Dee... deedee… dundadee . . . 

Febba 

Looked at my face in the water today. Nothing but a skin-covered skull. Am I insane yet? I must 
be. I'm a monster now, a freak. Nothing left below the groin. Just a freak. A head attached to a 
torso dragging itself along the sand by the elbows. A crab. A stoned crab. Isn't that what they call 
themselves now? Hey man I'm just a poor stoned crab can you spare me a dime. 

Hahahaha 

They say you are what you eat and if so I HAVEN'T CHANGED A BIT! Dear God shock-trauma 
shock-trauma THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS SHOCK-TRAUMA 

HA 

Fe/40? 

Dreaming about my father. When he was drunk he lost all his English. Not that he had anything 
worth saying anyway. Fucking dipstick. I was so glad to get out of your house Daddy you fucking 
greaseball dipstick nothing cipher zilcho zero. I knew I'd made it. I walked away from you, didn't 
I? I walked on my hands. 

But there's nothing left for them to cut off. Yesterday I took my earlobes 

left hand washes the right don't let your left hand know what your right hands doing one potato two 
potato three potato four we got a refrigerator with a store-more door hahaha. 

Who cares, this hand or that. good food good meat good God let's eat. 
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lady fingers they taste just like lady fingers 
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THE BOOGEYMAN 

'I came to you because I want to tell my story,' the man on Dr Harper's couch was saying. The man was Lester Billings from 
Waterbury, Connecticut. According to the history taken from Nurse Vickers, he was twenty-eight, employed by an industrial firm in 
New York, divorced, and the father of three children. All deceased. 

'I can't go to a priest because I'm not a Catholic. I can't go to a lawyer because I haven't done anything to consult a lawyer about. All I 
did was kill my kids. One at a time. Killed them all.' 

Dr Harper turned on the tape recorder. 

Billings lay straight as a yardstick on the couch, not giving it an inch of himself. His feet protruded stiffly over the end. Picture of a 
man enduring necessary humiliation. His hands were folded corpselike on his chest. His face was carefully set.. He looked at the plain 
white composition ceiling as if seeing scenes and pictures played out there. 

'Do you mean you actually killed them, or -' 

'No.' Impatient flick of the hand. 'But I was responsible. Denny in 1967. Shirl in 1971. And Andy this year. I want to tell you about it.' 

Dr Harper said nothing. He thought that Billings looked haggard and old. His hair was thinning, his complexion sallow. His eyes held 
all the miserable secrets of whisky. 

'They were murdered, see? Only no one believes that. If they would, things would be all right.' 

'Why is that?' 

'Because 

Billings broke off and darted up on his elbows, staring across the room. 'What's that?' he barked. His eyes had narrowed to black slots. 

'What's what?' 

'That door.' 

'The closet,' Dr Harper said. 'Where I hang my coat and leave my overshoes.' 

'Open it. I want to see.' 

Dr Harper got up wordlessly, crossed the room, and opened the closet. Inside, a tan raincoat hung on one of four or five hangers. 
Beneath that was a pair of shiny goloshes. The New York Times had been carefully tucked into one of them. That was all. 

'All right?' Dr Harper said. 

'All right.' Billings removed the props of his elbows and returned to his previous position. 

'You were saying,' Dr Harper said as he went back to his chair, 'that if the murder of your three children could be proved, all your 
troubles would be over. Why is that?' 

'I'd go to jail,' Billings said immediately. 'For life. And you can see into all the rooms in a jail. All the rooms.' He smiled at nothing. 

'How were your children murdered?' 

'Don't try to jerk it out of me!' 

Billings twitched around and stared balefully at Harper. 

'I'll tell you, don't worry. I'm not one of your freaks strutting around and pretending to be Napoleon or explaining that I got hooked on 
heroin because my mother didn't love me. I know you won't believe me. I don't care. It doesn't matter. Just to tell will be enough.' 
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'All right.' Dr Harper got out his pipe. 

'I married Rita in 1965 - I was twenty-one and she was eighteen. She was pregnant. That was Denny.' His lips twisted in a rubbery, 
frightening grin that was gone in a wink. 'I had to leave college and get a job, but I didn't mind. I loved both of them. We were very 
happy. 

'Rita got pregnant just a little while after Denny was born, and Shirl came along in December of 1966. Andy came in the summer of 
1969, and Denny was already dead by then. Andy was an accident. That's what Rita said. She said sometimes that birth-control stuff 
doesn't work. I think that it was more than an accident. Children tie a man down, you know. Women like that, especially when the 
man is brighter than they. Don't you find that's true?' 

Harper grunted non-commitally. 

'It doesn't matter, though. I loved him anyway.' He said it almost vengefully, as if he had loved the child to spite his wife. 

'Who killed the children?' Harper asked. 

'The boogeyman,' Lester Billings answered immediately. 'The boogeyman killed them all. Just came out of the closet and killed them.' 
He twisted around and grinned. 'You think I'm crazy, all right. It's written all over you. But I don't care. All I want to do is tell you and 
then get lost.' 

'I'm listening,' Harper said. 

'It started when Denny was almost two and Shirl was just an infant. He started crying when Rita put him to bed. We had a two-
bedroom place, see. Shirl slept in a crib in our room. At first I thought he was crying because he didn't have a bottle to take to bed any 
more. Rita said don't make an issue of it, let it go, let him have it and he'll drop it on his own. But that's the way kids start off bad. You 
get permissive with them, spoil them. Then they break your heart. Get some girl knocked up, you know, or start shooting dope. Or 
they get to be sissies. Can you imagine waking up some morning and finding your kid - your son - is a sissy? 

'After a while, though, when he didn't stop, I started putting him to bed myself. And if he didn't stop crying I'd give him a whack. Then 
Rita said he was saying "light" over and over again. Well, I didn't know. Kids that little, how can you tell what they're saying. Only a 
mother can tell. 

'Rita wanted to put in a nightlight. One of those wall- 

plug things with Mickey Mouse or Huckleberry Hound or something on it. I wouldn't let her. If a kid doesn't get over being afraid of 
the dark when he's little, he never gets over it. 

'Anyway, he died the summer after Shirl was born. I put him to bed that night and he started to cry right off. I heard what he said that 
time. He pointed right at the closet when he said it. "Boogeyman," the kid says. "Boogeyman, Daddy." 

'I turned off the light and went into our room and asked Rita why she wanted to teach the kid a word like that. I was tempted to slap 
her around a little, but I didn't. She said she never taught him to say that. I called her a goddamn liar. 

'That was a bad summer for me, see. The only job I could get was loading Pepsi-Cola trucks in a warehouse, and I was tired all the 
time. Shirl would wake up and cry every night and Rita would pick her up and sniffle. I tell you, sometimes I felt like throwing them 
both out a window. Christ, kids drive you crazy sometimes. You could kill them. 

'Well, the kid woke me at three in the morning, right on schedule. I went to the bathroom, only a quarter awake, you know, and Rita 
asked me if I'd check on Denny. I told her to do it herself and went back to bed. I was almost asleep when she started to scream. 

'I got up and went in. The kid was dead on his back. Just as white as flour except for where the blood had. . . had sunk. Back of the 
legs, the head, the a-the buttocks. His eyes were open. That was the worst, you know. Wide open and glassy, like the eyes you see on a 
moosehead some guy put over his mantel. Like pictures you see of those gook kids over in Nam. But an American kid shouldn't look 
like that. Dead on his back. Wearing diapers and rubber pants because he'd been wetting himself again the last couple of weeks. 
Awful, I loved that kid.' 

Billings shook his head slowly, then offered the rubbery, frightening grin again. 'Rita was screaming her head off. 
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She tried to pick Denny up and rock him, but I wouldn't let her. The cops don't like you to touch any of the evidence. I know that -' 

'Did you know it was the boogeyman then?' Harper asked quietly. 

'Oh, no. Not then. But I did see one thing. It didn't mean anything to me then, but my mind stored it away.' 

'What was that?' 

'The closet door was open. Not much. Just a crack. But I knew I left it shut, see. There's dry-cleaning bags in there. 3 A kid messes 
around with one of those and bango. Asphyxiation. You know that?' 

'Yes. What happened then?' 

Billings shrugged. 'We planted him.' He looked morbidly at his hands, which had thrown dirt on three tiny coffins. 

'Was there an inquest?' 

'Sure.' Billings's eyes flashed with sardonic brilliance. 

'So me back-country fuckhead with a stethoscope and a black bag full of Junior Mints and a sheepskin from some cow college. Crib 
death, he called it! You ever hear such a pile of yellow manure? The kid was three years old!' 

'Crib death is most common during the first year,' Harper said carefully, 'but that diagnosis has gone on death certificates for children 
up to age five for want of a better -' 

Bulishit!' Billings spat out violently. 

Harper relit his pipe. 

We moved Shirl into Denny's old room a month after the funeral. Rita fought it tooth and nail, but I had the last word. It hurt me, of 
course it did. Jesus, I loved having the kid in with us. But you can't get overprotective. You make a kid a cripple that way. When I was 
a kid my mom used to take me to the beach and then scream herself hoarse. "Don't go out so far! Don't go there! It's got an undertow! 
You only ate an hour ago! Don't go over your head!" Even to watch out for sharks, before God. So what happens? I can't even go near 
the water now. It's the truth. I get the cramps if I go near a beach. Rita got me to take her and the kids to Savin Rock once when Denny 
was alive. I got sick as a dog. I know, see? You can't overprotect kids. And you can't coddle yourself either. Life goes on. Shirl went 
right into Denny's crib. We sent the old mattress to the dump, though. I didn't want my girl to get any germs. 

'So a year goes by. And one night when I'm putting Shirl into her crib she starts to yowl and scream and cry. "Boogeyman, Daddy, 
boogeyman, boogeyman!" 

'That threw a jump into me. It was just like Denny. And I started to remember about that closet door, open just a crack when we found 
him. I wanted to take her into our room for the night.' 

'Did you?' 

'No.' Billings regarded his hands and his face twitched. 'How could I go to Rita and admit I was wrong? I had to be strong. She was 
always such a jellyfish. . . look how easy she went to bed with me when we weren't married.' 

Harper said, 'On the other hand, look how easily you went to bed with her.' 

Billings froze in the act of rearranging his hands and slowly turned his head to look at Harper. 'Are you trying to be a wise guy?' 

'No, indeed,' Harper said. 

'Then let me tell it my way,' Billings snapped. 'I came here to get this off my chest. To tell my story. I'm not going to talk about my 
sex life, if that's what you expect. Rita and I had a very normal sex life, with none of that dirty stuff. I know it gives some people a 
charge to talk about that, but I'm not one of them.' 
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'Okay,' Harper said. 

'Okay,' Billings echoed with uneasy arrogance. He seemed to have lost the thread of his thought, and his eyes wandered uneasily to the 
closet door, which was firmly shut. 

'Would you like that open?' Harper asked. 

'No!' Billings said quickly. He gave a nervous little laugh. 'What do I want to look at your overshoes for? 

'The boogeyman got her, too,' Billings said. He brushed at his forehead, as if sketching memories. 'A month later. But something 
happened before that. I heard a noise in there one night. And then she screamed. I opened the door real quick - the hall light was on - 
and. . . she was sitting up in the crib crying and. . . something moved. Back in the shadows, by the closet. Something slithered.' 

'Was the closet door open?' 

'A little. Just a crack.' Billings licked his lips. 'Shirl was screaming about the boogeyman. And something else that sounded like 
"claws". Only she said "craws", you know. Little kids have trouble with that "I" sound. Rita ran upstairs and asked what the matter 
was. I said she got scared by the shadows of the branches moving on the ceiling.' 

'Crawset?' Harper said. 

'Huh?' 

'Crawset . . . closet. Maybe she was trying to say "closet".' 

'Maybe,' Billings said. 'Maybe that was it. But I don't think so.I think it was "claws".' His eyes began seeking the closet door again. 
'Claws, long claws.' His voice had sunk to a whisper. 

'Did you look in the closet?' 

'Y-yes.' Billings's hands were laced tightly across his chest, laced tightly enough to show a white moon at each knuckle. 

'Was there anything in there? Did you see the -' 

'I didn't see anything!' Billings screamed suddenly. And the words poured out, as if a black cork had been pulled from the bottom of 
his soul: 'When she died I found her, see. And she was black. All black. She swallowed her own tongue and she was just as black as a 
nigger in a minstrel show and she was staring at me. Her eyes, they looked like those eyes you see on stuffed animals, all shiny and 
awful, like live marbles, and they were saying it got me, Daddy, you let it get me, you killed me, you helped it kill me . . 

His words trailed off. One single tear very large and silent, ran down the side of his cheek. 

'It was a brain convulsion, see? Kids get those sometimes. A bad signal from the brain. They had an autopsy at Hartford Receiving and 
they told us she choked on her tongue from the convulsion. And I had to go home alone because they kept Rita under sedation. She 
was out of her mind. I had to go back to that house all alone, and I know a kid don't just get convulsions because their brain frigged 
up. You can scare a kid into convulsions. And I had to go back to the house where it was.' 

He whispered, 'I slept on the couch. With the light on., 

'Did anything happen?' 

'I had a dream,' Billings said. 'I was in a dark room and there was something I couldn't . . . couldn't quite see, in the closet. It made a 
noise. . . a squishy noise. It reminded me of a comic book I read when I was a kid. Tales from the Crypt, you remember that? Christ! 
They had a guy named Graham Ingles; he could draw every god-awful thing in the world - and some out of it. Anyway, in this story 
this woman drowned her husband, see? Put cement blocks on his feet and dropped him into a quarry. Only he came back. 'He was all 
rotted and black-green and the fish had eaten away one of his eyes and there was seaweed in his hair. He came back and killed her. 
And when I woke up in the middle of the night, I thought that would be leaning over me. With claws. . . long claws . 

Dr Harper looked at the digital clock inset into his desk. Lester Billings had been speaking for nearly half an hour. He said, 'When 
your wife came back home, what was her attitude towards you?' 
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'She still loved me,' Billings said with pride. 'She still wanted to do what I told her. That's the wife's place, right? This women's lib 
only makes sick people. The most important thing in life is for a person to know his place. His. his.. .uh. 

'Station in life?' 

'That's it!' Billings snapped his fingers. 'That's it exactly. And a wife should follow her husband. Oh, she was sort of colourless the first 
four or five months after - dragged around the house, didn't sing, didn't watch the TV, didn't laugh. I knew she'd get over it. When 
they're that little, you don't get so attached to them. After a while you have to go to the bureau drawer and look at a picture to even 
remember exactly what they looked like. 

'She wanted another baby,' he added darkly. 'I told her it was a bad idea. Oh, not for ever, but for a while. I told her it was a time for us 
to get over things and begin to enjoy each other. We never had a chance to do that before. If you wanted to go to a movie, you had to 
hassle around for a baby-sitter. You couldn't go into town to see the Mets unless her folks would take the kids, because my mom 
wouldn't have anything to do with us. Denny was born too soon after we were married, see? She said Rita was just a tramp, a common 
little corner-walker. Corner-walker is what my mom always called them. Isn't that a sketch? She sat me down once and told me 
diseases you can get if you went to a cor. . . to a prostitute. How your pri. . . your penis has just a little tiny sore on it one day and the 
next day it's rotting right off. She wouldn't even come to the wed-ding.' 

Billings drummed his chest with his fingers. 

'Rita's gynaecologist sold heron this thing called an IUD - interuterine device. Foolproof, the doctor said. He just sticks it up the 
woman's . . . her place, and that's it. If there's anything in there, the egg can't fertilize. You don't even know it's there.' He smiled at the 
ceiling with dark sweetness. 'No one knows if it's there or not. And next year she's pregnant again. Some foolproof.' 

'No birth-control method is perfect,' Harper said. 'The pill is only ninety-eight per cent. The IUD may be ejected by cramps, strong 
menstrual flow, and, in exceptional cases, by evacuation.' 

'Yeah. Or you can take it out.' 

'That's possible.' 

'So what's next? She's knitting little things, singing in the shower, and eating pickles like crazy. Sitting on my lap and saying things 
about how it must have been God's will. Piss.' 

'The baby came at the end of the year after Shirl's death?' 

'That's right. A boy. She named it Andrew Lester Billings. I didn't want anything to do with it, at least at first. My motto was she 
screwed up, so let her take care of it. I know how that sounds but you have to remember that I'd been through a lot. 

'But I warmed up to him, you know it? He was the only one of the litter that looked like me, for one thing. Denny looked like his 
mother, and Shirl didn't look like anybody, except maybe my Grammy Ann. But Andy was the spitting image of me. 

'I'd get to playing around with him in his playpen when I got home from work. He'd grab only my finger and smile and gurgle. Nine 
weeks old and the kid was grinning up at his old dad. You believe that?' 

'Then one night, here I am coming out of a drugstore with a mobile to hang over the kid's crib. Me! Kids don't appreciate presents until 
they're old enough to say thank you, that was always my motto. But there I was, buying him silly crap and all at once I realize I love 
him the most of all. I had another job by then, a pretty good one, selling drill bits for Cluett and Sons. I did real well, and when Andy 
was one, we moved to Waterbury. The old place had too many bad memories. 

'And too many closets. 

'That next year was the best one for us. I'd give every finger on my right hand to have it back again. Oh, the war in Vietnam was still 
going on, and the hippies were still running around with no clothes on, and the niggers were yelling a lot, but none of that touched us. 
We were on a quiet street with nice neighbours. We were happy,' he summed up simply. 'I asked Rita once if she wasn't worried. You 
know, bad luck comes in threes and all that. She said not for us. She said Andy was special. She said God had drawn a ring around 
him.' 

Billings looked morbidly at the ceiling. 
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'Last year wasn't so good. Something about the house changed. I started keeping my boots in the hall because I didn't like to open the 
closet door any more. I kept thinking: Well, what if it's in there? All crouched down and ready to spring the second I open the door? 
And I'd started thinking I could hear squishy noises, as if something black and green and wet was moving around in there just a little. 

'Rita asked me if I was working too hard, and I started to snap at her, just like the old days. I got sick to rny stomach leaving them 
alone to go to work, but I was glad to get out. God help me, I was glad to get out. I started to think, see, that it lost us for a while when 
we moved. It had to hunt around, slinking through the streets at night and maybe creeping in the sewers. Smelling for us. It took a 
year, but it found us. It's back. It wants Andy and it wants me. I started to think, maybe if you think of a thing long enough, and 
believe in it, it gets real. Maybe all the monsters we were scared of when we were kids, Frankenstein and Wolfman and Mummy, 
maybe they were real. Real enough to kill the kids that were supposed to have fallen into gravel pits or drowned in lakes or were just 
never found. Maybe . . 

'Are you backing away from something, Mr Billings?' 

Billings was silent for a long time - two minutes clicked off the digital clock. Then he said abruptly: 'Andy died in February. Rita 
wasn't there. She got a call from her father. Her mother had been in a car crash the day after New Year's and wasn't expected to live. 
She took a bus back that night. 

'Her mother didn't die, but she was on the critical list for a long time - two months. I had a very good woman who stayed with Andy 
days. We kept house nights. And closet doors kept coming open.' 

Billings licked his lips. 'The kid was sleeping in the room with me. It's funny, too. Rita asked me once when he was two if I wanted to 
move him into another room. Spock or one of those other quacks claims it's bad for kids to sleep with their parents, see? Supposed to 
give them traumas about sex and all that. But we never did it unless the kid was asleep. And I didn't want to move him. I was afraid to, 
after Denny and Shirl.' 

'But you did move him, didn't you?' Dr Harper asked. 

'Yeah,' Billings said. He smiled a sick, yellow smile. 'I did.' 

Silence again. Billings wrestled with it. 

'I had to!' he barked finally. 'I had to! It was all right when Rita was there, but when she was gone, it started to get bolder. It started . . 
.' He rolled his eyes at Harper and bared his teeth in a savage grin. 'Oh, you won't believe it. I know what you think, just another goofy 
for your casebook, I know that, but you weren't there, you lousy smug head-peeper. 

'One night every door in the house blew wide open. One morning I got up and found a trail of mud and filth across the hall between 
the coat closet and the front door. Was it going out? Coming in? I don't know! Before Jesus, I just don't know! Records all scratched 
up and covered with slime, mirrors broken . . . and the sounds . . . the sounds... 

He ran a hand through his hair. 'You'd wake up at three in the morning and look into the dark and at first you'd say, "It's only the 
clock." But underneath it you could hear something moving in a stealthy way. But not too stealthy, because it wanted you to hear it. A 
slimy sliding sound like something from the kitchen drain. Or a clicking sound, like claws being dragged lightly over the staircase 
banister. And you'd close your eyes, knowing that hearing it was bad, but if you saw it. . 

'And always you'd be afraid that the noises might stop for a little while, and then there would be a laugh right over your face and 
breath of air like stale cabbage on your face, and then hands on your throat.' 

Billings was pallid and trembling. 

'So I moved him. I knew it would go for him, see. Because he was weaker. And it did. That very first night he screamed in the middle 
of the night and finally, when I got up the cojones to go in, he was standing up in bed and screaming. "The boogeyman, Daddy. . . 
boogeyman. 

wanna go wif Daddy, go wif Daddy."' Billings's voice had become a high treble, like a child's. His eyes seemed to fill his entire face; 
he almost seemed to shrink on the couch. 

'But I couldn't,' the childish breaking treble continued, 'I couldn't. And an hour later there was a scream. An awful gurgling scream. 
And I knew how much I loved him because I ran, in, I didn't even turn on the light, I ran, ran, ran, oh, Jesus God Mary, it had him; it 
was shaking him, shaking him just like a terrier shakes a piece of cloth and I could see something with awful slumped shoulders and a 
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scarecrow head and I could smell something like a dead mouse in a pop bottle and I heard . . 

He trailed off, and then his voice clicked back into an adult range. 'I heard it when Andy's neck broke.' Billings's voice was cool and 
dead. 'It made a sound like ice cracking when you're skating on a country pond in winter.' 

'Then what happened?' 

'Oh, I ran,' Billings said in the same cool, dead voice. 'I went to an all-night diner. How's that for complete cowardice? Ran to an all-
night diner and drank six cups of coffee. Then I went home. It was already dawn. I called the police even before I went upstairs. He 
was lying on the floor and staring at me. Accusing me. A tiny bit of blood had run out of one ear. Only a drop, really. And the closet 
door was open - but just a crack.' 

The voice stopped. Harper looked at the digital clock. Fifty minutes had passed. 

'Make an appointment with the nurse,' he said. 'In fact, several of them. Tuesdays and Thursdays?' 

'I only came to tell my story,' Billings said. 'To get it off my chest. I lied to the police, see? Told them the kid must have tried to get 
out of his crib in the night and. . . they swallowed it. Course they did. That's just what it looked like. Accidental, like the others. But 
Rita knew. Rita. finally. . . knew . 

He covered his eyes with his right arm and began to weep. 

'Mr Billings, there is a great deal to talk about,' Dr Harper said after a pause. 'I believe we can remove some of the guilt you've been 
carrying, but first you have to want to get rid of it.' 

'Don't you believe I do?' Billings cried, removing his arm from his eyes. They were red, raw, wounded. 

'Not yet,' Harper said quietly. 'Tuesdays and Thursdays?' 

After a long silence, Billings muttered, 'Goddamn shrink. All right. All right.' 

'Make an appointment with the nurse, Mr Billings. And have a good day.' 

Billings laughed emptily and walked out of the office quickly, without looking back. 

The nurse's station was empty. A small sign on the desk blotter said: 'Back in a Minute.' 

Billings turned and went back into the office. 'Doctor, your nurse is -, 

The room was empty. 

But the closet door was open. Just a crack. 

'So nice,' the voice from the closet said. 'So nice.' The words sounded as if they might have come through a mouthful of rotted 
seaweed. 

Billings stood rooted to the spot as the closet door swung open. He dimly felt warmth at his crotch as he wet himself. 

'So nice,' the boogeyman said as it shambled out. It still held its Dr Harper mask in one rotted, spade-claw hand. 
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THE LAST RUNG ON THE LADDER 

I got Katrina's letter yesterday, less than a week after my father and I got back from Los Angeles. It was addressed to Wilmington, 
Delaware, and I'd moved twice since then. People move around so much now, and it's funny how those crossed-off addresses and 
change-of-address stickers can look like accusations. Her letter was rumpled and smudged, one of the corners dog-eared from 
handling. I read what was in it and the next thing I knew I was standing in the living room with the phone in my h8nd, getting ready to 
call Dad. I put the phone down with something like horror. He was an old man, and he'd had two heart attacks. Was I going to call him 
and tell about Katrina's letter so soon after we'd been in L.A.? To do that might very well have killed him. 

So I didn't call. And I had no one I could tell. . . a thing like that letter, it's too personal to tell anyone except a wife or a very close 
friend. I haven't made many close friends in the last few years, and my wife Helen and I divorced in 1971. What we exchange now are 
Christmas cards. How are you? How's the job? Have a Happy New Year. 

I've been awake all night with it, with Katrina's letter. She could have put it on a postcard. There was only a single sentence below the 
'Dear Larry'. 'But a sentence can mean enough. It can do enough. 

I remembered my dad on the plane, his face seeming old and wasted in the harsh sunlight at 18,000 feet as we went west from New 
York. We had 'just passed over Omaha, according to the pilot, and Dad said, 'It's a lot further away than it looks, Larry.' There was a 
heavy sadness in his voice that made me uncomfortable because I couldn't understand it. I understood it better after getting Katrina's 
letter. 

We grew up eighty miles west of Omaha in a town called Hemingford Home - my dad, my mom, my sister Katrina, and me. I was two 
years older than Katrina, whom everyone called Kitty. She was a beautiful child and a beautiful woman - even at eight, the year of the 
incident in the barn, you could see that her cornsilk hair was never going to darken and that those eyes would always be a dark, 
Scandinavian blue. A look in those eyes and a man would be gone. 

I guess you'd say we grew up hicks. My dad had three hundred acres of flat, rich land, and he grew feed corn and raised cattle. 
Everybody just called it 'the home place'. In those days all the roads were dirt except Interstate 80 and Nebraska Route 96, and a trip to 
town was something you waited three days for. 

Nowadays I'm one of the best independent corporation lawyers in America, so they tell me - and I'd have to admit for the sake of 
honesty that I think they're right. A president of a large company once introduced me to his board of directors as his hired gun. I wear 
expensive suits and my shoe-leather is the best. I've got three assistants on full-time pay, and I can call in another dozen if [need them. 
But in those days I walked up a dirt road to a one-room school with books tied in a belt over my shoulder, and Katrina walked with 
me. Sometimes, in the spring, we went barefoot. That was in the days before you couldn't get served in a diner or shop in a market 
unless you were wearing shoes. 

Later on, my mother died - Katrina and I were in high school up at Columbia City then - and two years after that my dad lost the place 
and went to work selling tractors. It was the end of the family, although that didn't seem so bad then. Dad got along in his work, 
bought himself a dealership, and got tapped for a management position about nine years ago. I got a football scholarship to the 
University of Nebraska and managed to learn something besides how to run the ball out of a slot-right formation. 

And Katrina? But it's her I want to tell you about. 

It happened, the barn thing, one Saturday in early November. To tell you the truth I can't pin down the actual year, but Ike was still 
President. Mom was at a bake fair in Columbia city, and Dad had gone over to our nearest neighbour's (and that was seven miles 
away) to help the man fix a hayrake. There was supposed to be a hired man on the place, but he had never showed up that day, and my 
dad fired him not a month later. 

Dad left me a list of chores to do (and there were some for Kitty, too) and told us not to get to playing until they were all done. But 
that wasn't long. It was November, and by that time of the year the make-or-break time had gone past. We'd made it again that year. 
We wouldn't always. 

I remember that day very clearly. The sky was overcast and while it wasn't cold, you could feel it wanting to be cold, wanting to get 
down to the business of frost and freeze, snow and sleet. The fields were stripped. The animals were sluggish and morose. There 
seemed to be funny little draughts in the house that had never been there before. 

On a day like that, the only really nice place to be was the barn. It was warm, filed with a pleasant mixed aroma of hay and fur and 
dung, and with the mysterious chuckling, cooing sounds of the barnswallows high up in the third loft. If you cricked your neck up, you 
could see the white November light coming through the chinks in the roof and try to spell your name. It was a game that really only 
seemed agreeable on overcast autumn days. 
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There was a ladder nailed to a crossbeam high up in the third loft, a ladder that went straight down to the main barn floor. We were 
forbidden to climb on it because it was old and shaky. Dad had promised Mom a thousand times that he would pull it down and put up 
a stronger one, but something else always seemed to come up when there was time . . . helping a neighbour with his hayrake, for in-
stance. And the hired man was just not working out. 

If you climbed up that rickety ladder - there were exactly forty-three rungs, Kitty and I had counted them enough to know - you ended 
up on a beam that was seventy feet above the straw-littered barn floor. And then if you edged out along the beam about twelve feet, 
your knees jittering, your ankle joints creaking, your mouth dry and tasting like a used fuse, you stood over the haymow. And then 
you could jump off the beam and fall seventy feet straight down, with a horrible hilarious dying swoop, into a huge soft bed of lush 
hay. It has a sweet smell, hay does, and you'd come to rest in that smell of reborn summer with your stomach left behind you way up 
there in the middle of the air, and you'd feel . . . well, like Lazarus must have felt. You had taken the fall and lived to tell the tale. 

It was a forbidden sport, all right. If we had been caught, my mother would have shrieked blue murder and my father would have laid 
on the strap, even at our advanced ages. Because of the ladder, and because if you happened to lose your balance and topple from the 
beam before you had edged out over the loose fathoms of hay, you would fall to utter destruction on the hard planking of the barn 
floor. 

But the temptation was just too great. When the cats are away. . . well, you know how. that one goes. 

That day started like all the others, a delicious feeling of dread mixed with anticipation. We stood at the foot of the ladder, looking at 
each other. Kitty's colour was high, her eyes darker and more sparkling than ever. 

'Dare you,' I said. 

Promptly from Kitty: 'Dares go first.' 

Promptly from me: 'Girls go before boys.' 

'Not if it's dangerous,' she said, casting her eyes down demurely, as if everybody didn't know she was the second biggest tomboy in 
Hemingford. But that was how she was about it. She would go, but she wouldn't go first. 

'Okay,' I said. 'Here I go.' 

I was ten that year, and thin as Scratch-the-demon, about ninety pounds. Kitty was eight, and twenty pounds lighter. The ladder had 
always held us before, we thought it would always hold us again, which is a philosophy that gets men and nations in trouble time after 
time. 

I could feel it that day, beginning to shimmy around a little bit in the dusty barn air as I climbed higher and higher. As always about 
halfway up, I entertained a vision of what would happen to me if it suddenly let go and gave up the ghost. But I kept going until I was 
able to clap my hands around the beam and boost myself up and look down. 

Kitty's face, turned up to watch me, was a small white oval. In her faded checked shirt and blue denims, she looked like a doll. Above 
me still higher, in the dusty reaches of the eaves, the swallows cooed mellowly. 

Again, by rote: 

'Hi, down there!' I called, my voice floating down to her on motes of chaff. 

'Hi, up there!' 

I stood up. Swayed back and forth a little. As always, there seemed suddenly to be strange currents in the air that had not existed down 
below. I could hear my own heartbeat as I began to inch along with my arms held out for balance. Once, a swallow had swooped close 
by my head during this part of the adventure, and in drawing back I had almost lost my balance. I lived in fear of the same thing 
happening again. 

But not this time. At last I stood above the safety of the hay. Now looking down was not so much frightening as sensual. There was a 
moment of anticipation. Then I stepped off into space, holding my nose for effect, and as it always did, the sudden grip of gravity, 
yanking me down brutally, making me plummet, made me feel like yelling: 
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Oh, I'm sorry, I made a mistake, let me back Up! 

Then I hit the hay, shot into it like a projectile, its sweet and dusty smell billowing up around me, still going down, as if into heavy 
water, coming slowly to rest buried in the stuff. As always, I could feel a sneeze building up in my nose. And hear a frightened field 
mouse or two fleeing for a more serene section of the haymow. And feel, in that curious way, that I had been reborn. I remember Kitty 
telling me once that after diving into the hay she felt fresh and new, like a baby. I shrugged it off at the time - sort of knowing what 
she meant, sort of not knowing - but since I got her letter I think about that, too. 

I climbed out of the hay, sort of swimming through it, until I could climb out on to the barn floor. I had hay down my pants and down 
the back of my shirt. It was on my sneakers and sticking to my elbows. Hayseeds in my hair? You bet. 

She was halfway up the ladder by then, her gold pigtails bouncing against her shoulderblades, climbing through a dusty shaft of light. 
On other days that light might have been as bright as her hair, but on this day her pigtails had no competition - they were easily the 
most colourful thing up there. 

I remember thinking that I didn't like the way the ladder was swaying back and forth. It seemed like it had never been so loosey-
goosey. 

Then she was on the beam, high above me - now I was the small one, my face was the small white upturned oval as her voice floated 
down on errant chaff stirred up by my leap: 

'Hi, down there!' 

'Hi, up there!' 

She edged along the beam, and my heart loosened a little in my chest when I judged she was over the safety of the hay. It always did, 
although she was more graceful than I was . . . and more athletic, if that doesn't sound like too strange a thing to say about your kid 
sister. 

She stood, poising on the toes of her old low-topped Keds, hands out in front of her. And then she swanned. Talk about things you 
can't forget, things you can't describe. Well, I can describe it. . . in a way. But not in a way that will make you understand how 
beautiful that was, how perfect, one of the few things in my life that seem utterly real, utterly true. No, I can't tell you that. I don't have 
the skill with either my pen or my tongue. 

For a moment she seemed to hang in the air, as if borne up by one of those mysterious updraughts that only existed in the third loft, a 
bright swallow with golden plumage such as Nebraska has never seen since. She was Kitty, my sister, her arms swept behind her and 
her back arched, and how I loved her for that beat of time! 

Then she came down and ploughed into the hay and out of sight. An explosion of chaff and giggles rose out of the hole she made. I'd 
forgotten about how rickety the ladder had looked with her on it, and by the time she was out, I was halfway up again. 

I tried to swan myself, but the fear grabbed me the way it always did, and my swan turned into a cannonball. I think I never believed 
the hay was there the way Kitty believed it. 

How long did the game go on? Hard to tell, But I looked up some ten or twelve dives later and saw the light had changed. Our mom 
and dad were due back and we were all covered with chaff. . . as good as a signed confession. We agreed on one more turn each. 

Going up first, I felt the ladder moving beneath me and I could hear - very faintly - the whining rasp of old nails loosening up in the 
wood. And for the first time I was really, actively scared. I think if I'd been closer to the bottom I would have gone down and that 
would have been the end of it, but the beam was closer and seemed safer. Three rungs from the top the whine of pulling nails grew 
louder and I was suddenly cold with terror, with the certainty that I had pushed it too far. 

Then I had the splintery beam in my hands, taking my weight off the ladder, and there was a cold, unpleasant sweat matting the twigs 
of hay to my forehead. The fun of the game was gone. 

I hurried out over the hay and dropped off. Even the pleasurable part of the drop was gone. Coming down, I imagined how I'd feel if 
that was solid barn planking coming up to meet me instead of the yielding give of the hay. 

I came out to the middle of the barn to see Kitty hurrying up the ladder. I called: 'Hey, come down! It's not safe!' 
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'It'll hold me!' she called back confidently. 'I'm lighter than you!' 

'Kitty -' 

But that never got finished. Because that was when the ladder let go. 

It went with a rotted, splintering crack. I cried out and Kitty screamed. She was about where I had been when I'd become convinced I'd 
pressed my luck too far. 

The rung she was standing on gave way, and then both sides of the ladder split. For a moment the ladder below her, which had broken 
entirely free, looked like a ponderous insect - a praying mantis or a ladderbug - which had just decided to walk off. 

Then it toppled, hitting the barn floor with a flat clap that raised dust and caused the cows to moo worriedly. One of them kicked at its 
stall door. 

Kitty uttered a high, piercing scream. 

Larry! Larry! Help me!' 

I knew what had to be done, I saw right away. I was terribly afraid, but not quite scared out of my wits. She was better than sixty feet 
above me, her blue-jeaned legs kicking wildly at the blank air, then barnswallows cooing above her. I was scared, all right. And you 
know, I still can't watch a circus aerial act, not even on TV. It makes my stomach feel weak. 

But I knew what had to be done. 

'Kitty!' I bawled up at her. 'Just hold still! Hold still!' 

She obeyed me instantly. Her legs stopped kicking and she hung straight down, her small hands clutching the last rung on the ragged 
end of the ladder like an acrobat whose trapeze has stopped. 

I ran to the hayrnow, clutched up a double handful of the stuff, ran back, and dropped it. I went back again. And .again. And again. 

I really don't remember it after that, except the hay got up my nose and I started sneezing and couldn't stop. I ran back and forth, 
building a haystack where the foot of the ladder had been. It was a very small haystack. Looking at it, then looking at her hanging so 
far above it, you might have thought of one of those cartoons where the guy jumps three hundred feet into a water glass. 

Back and forth. Back and forth. 

'Larry, I can't hold on much longer!' Her voice was high and despairing. 

'Kitty, you've got to! You've got to hold on!' 

Back and forth. Hay down my shirt. Back and forth. The haystick was high as my chin now, but the haymow we had been diving into 
was twenty-five feet deep. I thought that if she only broke her legs it would be getting off cheap. And I knew if she missed the hay 
altogether, she would be killed. Back and forth. 

'Larry! The rung! It's letting go! 

I could hear the steady, rasping cry of the rung pulling free under here weight. Her legs began to kick again in panic, but if she was 
thrashing like that, she would surely miss the hay. 

'No!' I yelled. 'No! Stop that! Just let go! Let go, Kitty!' Because it was too late for me to get any more hay. Too late for anything 
except blind hope. 

She let go and dropped the second I told her to. She came straight down like a knife. It seemed to me that she dropped forever, her 
gold pigtails standing straight up from her head, her eyes shut, her face as pale as china. She didn't scream. Her hands were locked in 
front of her lips, as if she was praying. 
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And she struck the hay right in the centre. She went down out of sight in it - hay flew up all around as if a shell had struck - and I 
heard the thump of her body hitting the boards. The sound, a loud thud, sent a deadly chill into me. It had been too loud, much too 
loud. But I had to see. 

Starting to cry, I pounced on the haystack and pulled it apart, flinging the straw behind me in great handfuls. A blue-jeaned leg came 
to light, then a plaid shirt . . . and then Kitty's face. It was deadly pale and her eyes were shut. She was dead, I knew it as I looked at 
her. The world went grey for me, November grey. The only things in it with any colour were her pigtails, bright gold. 

And then the deep blue of her irises as she opened her eyes. 

'Kitty?' My voice was hoarse, husky, unbelieving. My throat was coated with haychaff. 'Kitty?' 

'Larry?' she asked, bewildered. 'Am I alive?' 

I picked her out of the hay and hugged her and she put her arms around my neck and hugged me back. 

'You're alive,' I said. 'You're alive, you're alive.' 

She had broken her left ankle and that was all. When Dr Pederson, the GP from Columbia City, came out to the barn with my father 
and me, looked up into the shadows for a long time. The last rung on the ladder still hung there, aslant, from one nail. 

He looked, as I said, for a long time. 'A miracle,' he said to my father, and then kicked disdainfully at the hay I'd put down. He went 
out to his dusty DeSoto and drove away. 

My father's hand came down on my shoulder. 'We're going to the woodshed, Larry,' he said in avery calm voice. 'I believe you know 
what's going to happen there.' 

'Yes, sir,' I whispered. 

'Every time I whack you, Larry, I want you to thank God your sister is still alive.' 

'Yes, sir.' 

Then we went. He whacked me plenty of times, so many times I ate standing up for a week and with a cushion on my chair for two 
weeks after that. And every time he whacked me with his big red calloused hand, I thanked God. 

In a loud, loud voice. By the last two or three whacks, I was pretty sure He was hearing me. 

They let me in to see her just before bedtime. There was a catbird outside her window, I remember that. Her foot, all wrapped up, was 
propped on a board. 

She looked at me so long and so lovingly that I was uncomfortable. Then she said, 'Hay. You put down hay.' 

'Course I did,' I blurted. 'What else would I do? Once the ladder broke there was no way to get up there.' 

'I didn't know what you were doing,' she said. 

'You must have! I was right under you, for cripe's sake!' 

'I didn't dare look down,' she said. 'I was too scared. I had my eyes shut the whole time.' 

I stared at her, thunderstruck. 

'You didn't know? Didn't know what I was doing?' She shook her head. 

'And when I told you to let go you. . . you just did it?' 

She nodded. 
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'Kitty, how could you do that?' 

She looked at me with those deep blue eyes. 'I knew you must have been doing something to fix it,' she said. 'You're my big brother. I 
knew you'd take care of me.' 

'Oh, Kitty, you don't know how close it was.' 

I had put my hands over my face. She sat up and took them away. She kissed my cheek. 'No,' she said. 'But I knew you were down 
there. Gee, am I sleepy. I'll see you tomorrow, Larry. I'm going to have a cast, Dr Pederson says.' 

She had the cast on for a little less than a month, and all her classmates signed it - she even got me to sign it. And when it came off, 
that was the end of the barn incident. My father replaced the ladder up to the third loft with a new strong one, but I never climbed up 
to the beam and jumped off into the haymow again. So far as I know, Kitty didn't either. 

It was the end, but somehow not the end. Somehow it never ended until nine days ago, when Kitty jumped from the top storey of an 
insurance building in Los Angeles. I have the clipping from the L.A. Times in my wallet. I guess I'll always carry it, not in the good 
way you carry snapshots of people you want to remember or theatre tickets from a really good show or part of the programme from a 
World Series game. I carry that clipping the way you carry something heavy, because carrying it is your work. The headline reads: 
CALL GIRL SWAN-DIVES TO HER DEATH. 

We grew up. That's all I know, other than facts that don't mean anything. She was going to go to business college in Omaha, but in the 
summer after she graduated from high school, she won a beauty contest and married one of the judges. It sounds like a dirty joke, 
doesn't it? My Kitty. 

While I was in law school she got divorced and wrote me a long letter, ten pages or more, telling me how it had been, how messy it 
had been, how it might have been better if she could have had a child. She asked me if I could come. But losing a week in law school 
is like losing a term in liberal-arts undergraduate. Those guys are greyhounds. If you lose sight of the little mechanical rabbit, it's gone 
for ever. 

She moved out to L.A. and got married again. When that one broke up I was out of law school. There was another letter, a shorter one, 
more bitter. She was never going to get stuck on that merry-go-round, she told me. It was a fix job. The only way you could catch the 
brass ring was to tumble off the horse and crack your skull. If that was what the price of a free ride was, who wanted it? PS, Can you 
come, Larry? It's been a while. 

I wrote back and told her I'd love to come, but I couldn't. I had landed a job in a high-pressure firm, low guy on the totem pole, all the 
work and none of the credit. If I was going to make it up to the next step, it would have to be that year. That was my long letter, and it 
was all about my career. 

I answered all of her letters. But I could never really believe that it was really Kitty who was writing them, you know, no more than I 
could really believe that the hay was really there . . . until it broke my fall at the bottom of the drop and saved my life. I couldn't 
believe that my sister and the beaten woman who signed 'Kitty' in a circle at the bottom of her letters were really the same person. My 
sister was a girl with pigtails, still without breasts. 

She was the one who stopped writing. I'd get Christmas cards, birthday cards, and my wife would reciprocate. Then we got divorced 
and I moved and just forgot. The next Christmas and the birthday after, the cards came through the forwarding address. The first one. 
And I kept thinking: 

Gee, I've got to write Kitty and tell her that I've moved. But I never did. 

But as I've told you, those are facts that don't mean anything. The only things that matter are that we grew up and she swanned from 
that insurance building, and that Kitty was the one who always believed the hay would be there. Kitty was the one who had said, 'I 
knew you must be doing something to fix it.' Those things matter. And Kitty's letter. 

People move around so much now, and it's funny how those crossed-off addresses and change-of-address stickers can look like 
accusations. She's printed her return address in the upper left corner of the envelope, the place she'd been staying at until she jumped. 
A very nice apartment building on Van Nuys. Dad and I went there to pick up her things. The landlady was nice. She had liked Kitty. 

The letter was postmarked two weeks before she died. It would have got to me a long time before, if not for the forwarding addresses. 
She must have got tired of waiting. 
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Dear Larry 

I've been thinking about it a lot lately. . . and what I've decided is that it would have been better for me if that last rung had broken 
before you could put the hay down. 

Your, 

Kitty 

Yes, I guess she must have gotten tired of waiting. I'd rather believe that than think of her deciding I must have forgotten. I wouldn't 
want her to think that, because that one sentence was maybe the only thing that would have brought me on the run. 

But not even that is the reason sleep comes so hard now. When I close my eyes and start to drift off, I see her coming down from the 
third loft, her eyes wide and dark blue, her body arched, her arms swept up behind her. 

She was the one who always knew the hay would be there.  
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